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Summary

The objective of this thesis was to develop a single laser wavelength fluorescence

cross-correlation spectroscopy method (SW-FCCS) for the excitation of two or

more fluorescent probes. The development and testing of the method was per-

formed in different stages. The first part of the thesis, from chapters 2 to 4,

describes the theory and optical setup of SW-FCCS. The experimental implemen-

tation was demonstrated with the receptor-ligand model of streptavidin-biotin.

Different fluorophore assays including quantum dots, tandem dyes and organic

dyes were tested on the system. The resolution limit of the SW-FCCS was evalu-

ated with spectrally similar fluorophores. The second part of the thesis in chapters

5 and 6 extended the method to multicolor cross-correlation analysis with three

detection channels. This was demonstrated first with conventional optical filter

cascades and then with a dispersive prism for spectral separation. The SW-FCCS

method simplifies the setup considerably without the need for aligning two laser

beams or expensive laser systems for two-photon excitation.

Chapter 1 provides a literature review on single molecule fluorescence tech-

niques relating to its applications in biomolecular interactions. The fluorophores

and the receptor-ligand binding system used in this thesis were also reviewed.

Chapter 2 describes the theory and the experimental setup of FCS and dual-

color SW-FCCS.

Chapter 3 investigates the feasibility of performing FCCS with a single laser

excitation wavelength. Long Stokes shift fluorophores such as tandem dyes, quan-

tum red and quantum dots were tested on the setup and the streptavidin-biotin
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binding system was used as a proof-of-principle. Experimental cross-correlation

functions were obtained and their amplitudes fitted with a bimolecular binding

model. The fluorophore pair of quantum red/fluorescein produced a dissociation

constant similar to the literature value whilst QD655/fluorescein had large errors

due to aggregation problems.

Chapter 4 examines the limitations of the method for measuring dissociation

constants with respect to various parameters such as cross-talk, quenching and

sample impurities. A fluorophore pair consisting of common organic dyes, tetram-

ethylrhodamine/fluorescein, having similar excitation and emission spectra, was

experimented with the binding of streptavidin and biotin. Despite the lower signal-

to-noise ratio compared with spectrally distinct fluorophore pairs, the method was

able to determine the dissociation constant and stoichiometry of reaction.

Chapter 5 extends the SW-FCCS methodology to multicolor detection of three

interacting molecular species. Three fluorescent probes fluorescein or R-phycoerythrin

labeled biotin emits in the green or yellow channels respectively; Alexa 647-

R-phycoerythrin labeled streptavidin (AXSA) emits in the red channel. Triple

pair-wise cross-correlations between the three-color channels were performed and

binding constants and stoichiometry of binding could be derived. Multicolor SW-

FCCS delivers the possibility of detecting higher order molecular interactions and

molecular assemblies using a single laser line.

Chapter 6 challenges the conventional FCCS setup by implementing a disper-

sive element in the detection path to chromatically disperse the emission light.

The prism-based FCSpectrometer was first calibrated with fluorescein and AXSA

with a single optic fiber and then tested for cross-correlations with biotinylated

rhodamine green nanocontainers and AXSA using an optic fiber array. This novel

wavelength tunable filter-free prism-based FCSpectrometer achieves simultaneous

auto/cross-correlations and could be applied for multicolor detection.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Life is based on molecular processes that are essential for the structure and func-

tion of all living organisms. Biomolecular interactions between proteins, nucleic

acids and small molecules are responsible for complex biological processes. By

studying these biomolecular interactions, life scientists hope to better understand

and predict cellular mechanisms and functions. Biochemists have made huge ad-

vances in protein sequencing and genomic analyses of living organisms, painting

a network of interactions in a cell. But to resolve the underlying interactions

involved in complex biological processes, it requires more than the identification

with biochemical methods. With recent advances in single molecule techniques,

it becomes possible to investigate the biomolecular interactions that give rise to

higher order biological phenomena. This empowers biologists and biophysicists

to study the mechanisms and functions in biological processes such as immune

response, neurophysiological process and signal transduction.

Conventional ensemble techniques used for investigating biomolecular interac-

tions include yeast two-hybrid screenings, immunoprecipitation and mass spec-

trometry. Structure determination methods such as X-ray crystallography and

NMR provide additional information on binding sites and molecular conformation.

However, these techniques used for analyzing nucleic acids and protein molecules

require relatively large amounts and concentrations of sample. In addition, exper-

1



Chapter 1 Introduction

iments have to be performed occasionally under non-physiological conditions. In

recent decades, the advancement of instrumentation have led to the emergence of

biophysical techniques capable of probing single molecules on surfaces and solu-

tions in real-time. By focusing on an individual molecule in space and time, such

analyses provide quantitative information of force properties, conformational dy-

namics, molecular interactions and temporal changes with its microenvironment

that could otherwise be hidden in ensemble experiments. Molecular dynamics can

be studied without having to bring the ensemble population into a non-equilibrium

state. Futhermore, because of the small measurement volume needed for sample

assays, the high spatial resolution of single-molecule methods enables them to sort

and examine rare molecular events or subpopulations that exist only in highly lo-

calized regions in the cell.

One type of approach to single molecule detection (SMD) techniques is the

optical method based on fluorescence detection. Fluorescence techniques are non-

invasive and non-destructive to samples. They can be performed in real-time at

ambient or physiological temperatures. Their versatility with the molecular envi-

ronment implies that they be applied in vitro or in vivo. By labeling the object

of interest with a fluorophore and illuminating a small observation volume with a

focused laser beam coupled with interference filters and sensitive detectors such

as cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras, photomultiplier tubes (PMT) or

avalanche photodiodes (APD), the signal-to-noise ratio can be greatly increased

over background scattering and cellular autofluorescence. Fluorescence microscopy

techniques include epi-illumination wide-field imaging that has been applied in

single particle tracking (SPT), confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), total-

internal-reflection fluorescence (TIRF), Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)

and fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM). Besides being able to visu-

alize and monitor intracellular and membrane dynamics with precise spatial local-

ization, protein-protein and protein-nucleic acid interactions can also be probed.

Various SMD methods and its applications, in particular molecular interactions,
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Chapter 1 Introduction

have been described in several reviews [1—7].

A widely used SMD method for measuring molecular interactions are FRET

and FRET-based techniques such as FLIM. FRET process involves the resonance

energy transfer between a single pair of donor and acceptor fluorophore with over-

lapping emission and excitation spectra respectively [8]. FRET efficiency depends

on dipole-dipole interactions and molecular distance (inverse sixth power) and

is used as a spectroscopic ruler on a scale of 1-10 nm [9]. Combining FRET

and TIRF imaging, the dimerization and activation of EGFR on cell membranes

were revealed [10]. Alternating laser excitation was used to improve signal-to-

background ratio and to study the transcription mechanism by RNA polymerase

[11, 12]. FLIM, on the other hand, measures the characteristic lifetime of a fluo-

rophore (nanosecond range) [13, 14]. FRET-FLIM imaging observes the reduction

of donor fluorescence lifetime as shown in the association of EGFR in live cells

[15, 16]. However, a major disadvantage of FRET is the sensitivity to dye orienta-

tion, which may induce artefacts that may cause misinterpretations in molecular

interactions.

Another group of fluorescence methods monitor the fluorescence intensity fluc-

tuations of single molecules moving in and out of a confined illuminated volume.

These methods known as fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy (FFS) provide in-

formation that lie hidden in the fluctuating signal such as dynamic processes,

chemical kinetics or molecular interactions [17]. Conventionally, correlation func-

tions of the intensity fluctuations are calculated to give the number of particles

and the average residence time spent in the detection volume. Recently, other

methods have been developed based on the distribution of fluorescence intensity

to extract information not measurable with correlation functions. Photon count-

ing histogram (PCH) or fluorescence intensity distribution analysis (FIDA) have

emerged at the same time from independent research groups to determine the

fluorescence brightness parameter and distinguish different species according to

their molecular brightness [18, 19]. FIDA has been applied in high throughput
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screening to measure binding assays [20—22], and PCH has been used to probe

ligand-protein binding [23] and protein oligomerization in live cells [24]. Exten-

sions to PCH/FIDA include 2D-FIDA [25] and dual-color PCH [26] where two

detectors monitor different emission polarization or emission wavelengths. Flu-

orescence intensity multiple distribution analysis (FIMDA) [27] and fluorescence

intensity lifetime distribution analysis (FILDA) [28] combines the measurement

of molecular brightness and diffusion time or fluorescence lifetime respectively.

A multidimensional method known as photon arrival-time intensity distribution

analysis (PAID) measures the photon arrival time intervals instead of counting

photons at fixed time intervals. It was introduced to simultaneously extract dif-

fusion time, molecular brightness and occupancy in multiple detection channels

[29].

One of the first FFS methods to be introduced by Elson, Magde and Webb in

the 1970s was fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) [30]. The theory was

established to use intensity fluctuations of fluorescent particles diffusing through a

focused laser beam, to characterize translational diffusion coefficients and chemical

rate constants [31—34]. The improvement of this technique to single-molecule sen-

sitivity was achieved by using a confocal microscope system with a high numerical

aperture objective and single photon counting avalanche photodiodes as detectors

[35, 36]. Since then, it has become an increasingly popular technique for the study

of dynamics at thermodynamic equilibrium. Besides the ability to determine the

concentration, diffusion characteristics [37], rotational diffusion [38—41] and vari-

ous processes such as flow [42] and chemical reactions [43, 44], FCS has also been

used to measure receptor-ligand interactions in solution and on cell membranes

[45—47] and enzymatic turnovers [48]. Photodynamic properties of chemical dyes

[49] and fluorescent proteins (FPs) [50, 51] have been studied and applied in the

detection of pH changes in cells [52].

The concept of FCS is based on the correlation analysis of fluorescence fluc-

tuations in a confined observation volume. The sensitivity of this technique to
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detect binding of two or more components depends on the relative change in mass

upon binding. For a multi-component system consisting of reactants and products

labeled with the same fluorescent dye, the only way of differentiating the product

from the reactant is when the product has a molecular mass that differs from the

reactants by at least a factor of 4 [53]. This in turn shifts the correlation curve to

higher diffusion times by at least a factor of 1.6 given by the Stokes-Einstein equa-

tion for spherical diffusing particles [54]. By separately labeling the reactants with

differently emitting fluorophores, the labels can be simultaneously excited with two

different laser lines and detected in separate channels. The signals from both de-

tector channels are cross-correlated and the doubly labeled products can be easily

distinguished from the singly labeled reactants independent of their mass. Earlier

cross-correlation systems have made use of light scattering or a combination with

fluorescence to measure their cross-correlation functions and determine rotational

diffusion and association-dissociation kinetics [55, 56]. In dual-beam fluorescence

cross-correlation spectroscopy, the setup consisting of two spatially separated focal

points has been applied to characterize flow systems [57]. Although the concept

of dual-color fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS) has been pro-

posed for biotechnological applications [58], it was first experimentally realized

by Schwille et al. to measure nucleic acid hybridizations [59, 60]. The potential

of this technique to effectively measure biomolecular interactions has expanded

its applications to detecting PCR complexes [61, 62], monitoring enzyme kinetics

[63, 64] and measuring protein-DNA interactions [65]. FCCS has been applied in

live cell measurements (for reviews, see [66, 67]) to probe the endocytic pathway

of bacterial cholera toxin labeled with Cy2 and Cy5 dyes on different subunits of

the same holotoxin [68]. FP-based cross-correlation analysis in live cells have been

recently reported where green fluorescent protein (GFP) was fused to monomeric

red fluorescent protein (mRFP) with a caspase-3 recognition linker. Caspase-3

activation was detected through the decrease of the cross-correlation amplitude

when the cells undergo apoptosis and protease cleavage [69]. Another in vivo
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application of FCCS is the study of protein-protein interactions of transcription

factors Fos and Jun fused with FPs [70]. ICS/ICCS is a variation of FCS/FCCS

that rapidly captures a time-series of images with CLSM to determine the distrib-

ution and co-localization of biomolecules in live cells or cell membranes [71—73]. It

is a very useful method to investigate motility of larger structures such as protein

clusters. However, its temporal resolution is limited by the image acquisition time

of the microscope [74, 75]. Raster image correlation spectroscopy (RICS) achieves

the temporal resolution of FCS by rapidly measuring many focal points in the cell

during the raster-scan mode of the CLSM [76].

The first dual-color fluorescence cross-correlation experiments on a single mole-

cule level were performed with two lasers at different wavelengths [59]. Although

this approach improves the detection sensitivity of interacting particles compared

to FCS, the requirement of matching two laser beams to the same focal spot makes

it experimentally challenging. The mismatch of laser excitation volumes also led

others to develop new methods of aligning two laser beams to the same excitation

volume using a prism [77] and alternative excitation methods using a multiline

laser [78]. Two-photon excitation laser sources have been used to overcome the

difficulty of aligning two laser beams to the same excitation volume and has re-

cently found several applications in solution measurements of proteolytic cleavage

[63]. Increased axial resolution from amore confined focal spot reduces background

fluorescence and photobleaching making it suitable for in vivo studies [79, 80] such

as intracellular calmodulin and calmodulin-kinase II binding [81, 82]. Recently,

two-photon excitation has achieved the excitation of up to three dyes simultane-

ously to perform triple-color coincidence analysis [83]. However, the high cost of

a high power femtosecond laser source and relatively lower emission rates, thus

lower signal-to-noise ratio, limit its potential applications. Pulsed interleaved laser

excitation [84] that is faster than the timescale of diffusion has been implemented

to eliminate cross-talk for spectrally similar fluorescent proteins, e.g. CFP- and

YFP-connexin fusion proteins in the membranes of live HeLa cells [85]. A less
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expensive and simpler optical setup has been suggested. This involves a system

of two or more fluorophores excited at the same wavelength but emit at distinctly

separate emission wavelengths. However, till date, no adequate system has been

proposed [64, 86]. With increasing demand for multiplex detection, the detection

setup will become increasingly complex with more optical components integrated.

Hence, a grating-based detection unit has been developed to replace the series of

dichroic mirrors and bandpass filters, offering a wavelength tunable setup with

multicolor detection [87]. Although commercial laser scanning microscopes can

now be combined with FC(C)S for cell imaging and spectroscopy [88], the ability

of the setup to perform multicolor cross-correlations will depend on the stability

of alignment of several lasers to the same focal spot.

Fluorescent probes play an important role in distinguishing the target mole-

cule from the background light such as scattering or autofluorescence. With the

recent advent of long Stokes shift fluorophores such as quantum dots, tandem dyes

and MegaStokes dyes [89], multicolor imaging using a single laser wavelength for

excitation has been achieved with quantum dots [90]. Quantum dots are semi-

conductor nanocrystals made of Cadmium Selenide (CdSe) which has been coated

with an additional semiconductor shell of Zinc Sulphide (ZnS) to improve the op-

tical properties of the material. This core-shell material is further coated with

a polymer shell [91] or other ligands [92] that allow the materials to be conju-

gated to biological molecules. Quantum dots have the unique optical property of

size-dependent emission wavelengths [93]. Other benefits of quantum dots include

long-term photostability, high quantum yield, multiple labeling with several col-

ors, and single wavelength excitation for all colors. Quantum dot conjugates have

found recent applications in live cell imaging of membrane receptors, Her2 and

other cellular targets [94] and imaging in live animals [95]. Single molecule studies

have also revealed blinking characteristics [96], longer fluorescence lifetimes [97],

brightness and size properties [98]. Because of its long Stokes shift, multicolor

FCS experiments have been performed to detect heterogeneities in lipid bilayer
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membranes [99], combined with submicrometer fluidic channels for isolation and

detection [100] and used to measure the binding constants of quantum dot-labeled

streptavidin-biotin with two-photon excitation [101]. For extensive reviews of

quantum dots on biological applications, see [102—104].

Phycobiliprotein-based tandem dyes have also been used for multicolor detec-

tion with single laser wavelength and were first applied in flow cytometry and

cell sorting in fluorescence immunoassays [105]. As most clinical flow cytometers

use only single laser excitation, there is a constant need for more fluorophores

that can be simultaneously used to measure more than two parameters in a sin-

gle cell. Phycobiliproteins, a class of light-harvesting proteins that enhances the

efficiency of photosynthesis are found in many species of algae [106]. Phycobilipro-

teins have high extinction coefficients and quantum yields. The molecular sizes

can be large, with R-phycoerythrin (RPE) at 240 kDa containing 34 bilin fluo-

rophores but this does not seem to interfere with its experimental applications

[105]. With its high molar absorption coefficient at a broad range of absorbance

wavelengths between 470 and 550 nm, phycoerythrin (PE) can be coupled as an

energy donor to a range of potential acceptor molecules, including Allophycocya-

nine (APC, λem = 660 nm) [106, 107], Cyanine dyes (Cy5, λem = 670 nm or Cy7,

λem = 767nm) [108] and Alexa Fluor dyes (Alexa Fluor 647, λem = 667nm)

[109]. When excited at an excitation wavelength of 488 nm, energy transfer of the

tandem dyes produces large Stokes shifts with emission wavelengths that can be

easily resolved from PE (λem = 575 nm) or fluorescein emission (λem = 518nm)

[110]. Three-color immunofluorescence analysis of cells was performed with flow

cytometry [111] and this has since advanced to the capability of measuring up to

12 different colors [112]. The development of the tandem dyes has significantly

enhanced the capabilities of single-laser excitation flow cytometers for performing

multiparametric analysis and higher throughput screening, and can be extended

to other single molecule applications, including multicolor fluorescence microscopy

and spectroscopic techniques [113] such as FCS/FCCS.
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The aim of this work is to develop a FCCS technique that uses only a sin-

gle laser line for the excitation of multiple fluorescent probes. This method is

called single wavelength fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (SW-FCCS).

Fluorophore assays including small organic dyes, quantum dots and tandem dyes

are tested on the setup. As a proof-of-principle, model receptor-ligand binding

system streptavidin-biotin is investigated for molecular interactions. Avidin is a

tetrameric protein found in egg white and streptavidin is a similar protein (Strepto-

myces avidinii) isolated from a bacterium . The precise function of these proteins

are still uncertain. However, the (strept)avidin-biotin binding complex is known

to have the highest affinity interaction between a protein and ligand (dissociation

constantKd = 10
−15M) [114, 115]. Streptavidin consists of four identical subunits,

each arranged as a structure of eight-stranded, sequentially connected, antiparallel

β sheets as determined by X-ray crystallography. A single vitamin biotin molecule

binds in pockets at the ends of each of the β barrels, thus having a stoichiometry

of streptavidin:biotin as 1:4. In the absence of biotin, the binding pocket contains

five water molecules to maintain a defined structure. Upon binding of biotin, the

bound water molecules are displaced by biotin and binding is induced by hydro-

gen bonding and van der Waals interactions and the ordering of two surface loops

[116]. These structural and biochemical factors produce a high affinity binding

and high activation energy for dissociation for the almost irreversible interaction

of streptavidin-biotin [117]. The applications of the (strept)avidin-biotin system

has been well-established in the life sciences in immunoassay and DNA probes

[118, 119]. Recently, it has been extended to medical applications for localization

and imaging of cancer cells, and biophysics where it has shown to be a standard

model to test new techniques designed to study molecular interactions [120, 121].

Fluorimetric assays have been previously conducted for the quantification of avidin

and streptavidin with biotin-fluorescein and biotin-4-fluorescein conjugates [122].

Binding of biotin-4-fluorescein to streptavidin was reported to be comparable to

D-biotin in terms of high affinity, fast association and non-cooperative interaction
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[123, 124]. Thus, streptavidin-biotin is an ideal candidate as a proof-of-principle

for SW-FCCS to test for molecular interactions in vitro and whether this method

is applicable to protein studies in vivo.

This thesis is structured into three sections:

Chapter 2 explains the theory and experimental setup of FCS and FCCS.

The autocorrelation function is defined for a 3-dimensional Gaussian observation

volume and for translational diffusion. The cross-correlation function is defined

for interacting molecules under different conditions and the detection volumes

described. The experimental setup for dual-color SW-FCCS is presented.

Chapters 3 and 4 describe the theory and experimental realization of dual-color

SW-FCCS. As a proof-of-principle, the binding of biotin to streptavidin is tested

and the resolution of binding is explored with different fluorophore assays. Chap-

ter 3 presents SW-FCCS binding experiments on biotin and streptavidin labeled

with fluorophores with widely separated emission wavelengths using long Stokes

shift dyes, tandem dyes and quantum dots. In Chapter 4, the method is tested on

standard organic dyes with similar emission wavelengths, fluorescein and tetram-

ethylrhodamine. The resolution of SW-FCCS is determined and various factors

such as binding constants, impurities, cross-talk and labeling ratios affecting the

resolution are discussed.

Chapters 5 and 6 extend SW-FCCS to multicolor detection. Chapter 5 demon-

strates the experimental setup of triple color detection using dichroic mirrors to

separate the detection pathway into three different wavelength regions. In Chapter

6, a prism-based detection pathway coupled to an optic fiber array is demonstrated,

achieving a filter-free and wavelength tunable fluorescence correlation spectrome-

ter.

Finally, chapter 7 concludes and offers an outlook for future research of SW-

FCCS. Related techniques that could potentially work on molecular interactions

in live cells are also discussed.
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Chapter 2

Theory and Setup

2.1 Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy

2.1.1 The autocorrelation function

In a FCS experiment, the fluorescence intensity is measured from an open probe

volume in a sample which contains fluorescent particles of interest. The probe

volume is usually given by a confocal arrangement that is defined by the focal

volume of a focused laser beam and a pinhole. The pinhole spatially filters the

emitted fluorescence light to ensure that only light from the focus is detected. A

typical FCS setup for measurement of various molecular processes is depicted in

Fig. 2.2. The fluorescence intensity shows characteristic fluctuations caused by

molecular processes, thus containing information on their nature. The fluctuations

might be due to processes that change the fluorescence quantum yield or absorp-

tion coefficient of the particles. For example, a molecule undergoing intersystem

crossing into a triplet state or a cis-trans conformational change that renders the

fluorophore non-fluorescent as long as it resides in this state [49, 125, 126]. They

can also be produced by molecular motions such as translational diffusion that

induce fluctuations in the number of fluorescent particles [37]. Fluctuations can

also be caused by rotational diffusion where the alignment of molecular excitation

and emission dipoles in respect to the excitation and the emission polarized detec-
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tion is measured [38, 39, 41]. In order to obtain information about the underlying

molecular processes, these fluctuations can be analyzed in terms of a fluorescence

intensity correlation function that is given by Eq. 2.1 [30—32]. Fluorescence sig-

nals Fi (t) and Fj (t) in detector channels i and j are correlated according to the

normalized correlation function as a function of time

Gij (τ) =
hFi (t)Fj (t+ τ)i
hFi (t)i hFj (t)i

(2.1)

=
hFi (0)Fj (τ)i
hFii hFji

=
h(hFii+ δFi (0)) (hFji+ δFj (τ))i

hFii hFji

=
hδFi (0) δFj (τ)i

hFii hFji
+ 1 (2.2)

where i = j for autocorrelation of a single detector channel and i 6= j for cross-

correlation of two channels. δF denotes fluorescence fluctuations about the aver-

age value hF i where τ is the correlation time and the angular brackets hi indicate

averaging over time. The transition from the first line of the right hand side in

Eq. 2.1 to the second line is possible because it is assumed that the observed

processes are stationary and ergodic, which means that their statistical proper-

ties and thermodynamic ensemble are time-invariant. It can be shown that the

intensity correlation function (Eq. 2.1) and the fluctuation correlation function

(Eq. 2.2) differs by a constant of 1. In this thesis, only the intensity correlation

function will be used as the intensity signal can be directly measured to calculate

the autocorrelation function (ACF) or the cross-correlation function (CCF). On

the other hand, the fluctuation correlation function requires the calculation of the

intensity time average before calculating the correlation functions.

The fluorescence intensity fluctuation from a small illuminated probe volume

can be written as

δF (t) = κQ

Z
I (r)CEF (r) δC (r, t) dr (2.3)
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Here, Q is the product of the absorption coefficient and the molecular quantum

yield of the fluorescent species. κ is the detection efficiency of the instrument

including the detector. I(r) is the spatial intensity profile of the excitation light

and CEF (r) is the collection efficiency function that characterizes the spatial

filtering effect of the pinhole on the point spread function (PSF). The PSF of

the optical system describes the intensity distribution of the image of a point

emitter [35, 36]. δC(r, t) is the fluctuation of molecule concentrations at positions

r and time t due to Brownian motion. The product of I (r) and CEF (r) gives

the molecule detection function MDF (r) that determines the spatial distribution

of the effective sample volume. The MDF depends on the intensity distribution

of the focused laser illumination and the efficiency of photons detected from a

fluorescent molecule. The factors κ and Q can be combined to a fluorescence yield

parameter η that is determined by the photon counts per molecule and second.

Eq. 2.3 and hF i can then be rewritten as

δF (t) =

Z
ηMDF (r) δC (r, t) dr (2.4)

hF i = η hCi
Z

MDF (r) dr (2.5)

Using Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5 in Eq. 2.2, the normalized fluctuation correlation function

of one species is given by the following equation where the constant 1 is excluded

G (τ) =

R R
η2MDF (r)MDF (r0) f (r, r0, τ) drdr0¡

hCi
R
ηMDF (r) dr

¢2 (2.6)

hCi is the mean concentration of molecules and f (r, r0, τ) is the concentration

correlation function assuming that the sample is stationary.

f (r, r0, τ) = δC (r, 0) δC (r0, τ) (2.7)

When τ = 0, the concentration fluctuations are correlated at the same time and

position for non-interacting fluorescent molecules. The concentration correlation
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function can then be described by the product of a Dirac delta function, δ () and

the mean square fluctuation of C (Poisson statistics of mean square fluctuation of

C is hCi)

f (r, r0, 0) = hCi δ (r − r0) (2.8)

Substituting Eq. 2.8 in Eq. 2.6 gives

G (0) =
1

hCi

R
MDF (r)2 dr¡R
MDF (r) dr

¢2 (2.9)

where the effective observation volume Veff is defined as

Veff =

¡R
MDF (r) dr

¢2R
MDF (r)2 dr

(2.10)

In a confocal setup with diffraction-limited illumination and detection, the PSF

is described by Bessel functions while for an underfilled objective back aperture,

it is approximated as a Gaussian-Gaussian-Lorentzian (x, y, z) intensity profile.

The PSF of a microscope objective is then convoluted with the circular pinhole

function to give MDF (r) = I (r)CEF (r) , and the MDF is approximated to be

a 3D-Gaussian illumination intensity profile

MDF (r) = I◦ exp
¡
−2r2/w2◦

¢
exp

¡
−z2/z2◦

¢
(2.11)

I◦ = 2P/ (πw2◦) is the excitation intensity at the center of the laser beam waist

with laser power P . z is the distance along the axial direction from the focal plane

and z◦ is where the intensity has dropped to 1/e2 from its highest intensity in the

center of focus. w◦ is the diffraction-limited beam waist radius at z = 0 given by

[127]

w◦ =
0.61λ

NA
(2.12)

where NA is the numerical aperture of the microscope objective and λ is the exci-

tation wavelength. The effective observation volume in Eq. 2.10 is then integrated
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over the whole space to give Veff = π3/2w2◦z◦. At τ = 0, the amplitude of the cor-

relation function is equal to the inverse of the average number of molecules in the

observation volume

G (0) =
1

Veff hCi
=

1

hNi (2.13)

The number of photons fluctuates according to Poisson statistics, where the vari-

ance equals the average number of molecules hδN2i = hNi.

For translational diffusion, the concentration correlation function with diffusion

coefficient D is derived to give the following expression [32, 34, 128]

f (r, r0, τ) =
1

(4πDτ)3/2
exp

Ã
− |r − r0|2

4Dτ

!
(2.14)

It describes the probability of finding a diffusing molecule inside the observation

volume at position r0 and time τ when it was at position r at time 0. Inserting

Eq. 2.14 back into Eq. 2.6 and using Eq. 2.10 for the observation volume, the

ACF for 3D translational diffusion of a single species is

G (τ) =
1

hNi

µ
1 +

τ

τd

¶−1µ
1 +

τ

K2τd

¶−1/2
(2.15)

τd =
w2◦
4D

(2.16)

τd from the first term defines the diffusion time of the molecular species in xy-

direction. The second term represents the diffusion in z-direction whereK = z◦/w◦

is the geometric ratio of axial to radial dimensions of the observation volume. If

translational diffusion occurs only in 2D such as on surfaces or cell membranes,

Eq. 2.15 will have only the first term of diffusion.

Fluorescence emission is proportional to the laser excitation at low laser inten-

sities. At high intensities, the fluorescence emission reaches optical saturation and

enlarges the MDF [129]. Saturation of the dye is due to the limitation of emitting

1 photon per excited state being populated. Given that the lifetime of the excited

singlet state is in the range of few nanoseconds, the maximum photon count rate
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is 108Hz. Thus, under high laser excitation intensities, the excited singlet state

becomes highly populated and there is a higher probability for the transition from

the excited singlet state to the lowest triplet state. This is followed by relaxation

into the ground state. This non-radiative and slower transition has a triplet life-

time τ trip ∼ µs and can be distinguished from the diffusion times of dye molecules

τd from tens of µs to ms. This triplet state kinetics when inserted into Eq. 2.15

gives [125, 126]

G (τ) =
1

hNi [1− Ftrip + Ftrip exp (−τ/τ trip)]
µ
1 +

τ

τd

¶−1µ
1 +

τ

K2τd

¶−1/2
(2.17)

where Ftrip is the fraction of particles in the triplet state and hNi is the number of

particles in the singlet state. To determine directly the total number of particles

Nt in the singlet and triplet states, hNi has to be replaced with Nt (1− Ftrip) .

If multiple species are present, Eqs. 2.15 or 2.17 has to be extended to include

different quantum yields [37]

G (τ) =

P
i α

2
iYi hNii

[
P

i αiYi hNii]2
µ
1 +

τ

τdi

¶−1µ
1 +

τ

K2τdi

¶−1/2
(2.18)

Here αi = ηi/η1 is the relative fluorescence yield and Yi is the mole fraction

of molecular species i. Fig. 2.1 shows simulations of a 1-component diffusion

ACF with triplet-state and ACFs with different diffusion coefficients and sample

concentrations. The ACFs are shown to converge to a value of G (τ) = 1 toward

long correlation times, indicating that the initial and current signal is no longer

correlated.
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Figure 2.1: (A) Autocorrelation function of one-component diffusion with triplet
state dynamics. Explanation of parameters are shown in graph. (B) Autocor-
relation functions for different diffusion coefficients. The curves shift towards
longer times with smaller diffusion coefficients. From left to right: 2.8× 10−6, 1×
10−6, 3.5× 10−7, 1.5× 10−7, 5× 10−8cm2/s. (C) Autocorrelation functions for dif-
ferent sample concentrations corresponding to number of particles. Amplitudes of
functions are inversely related to number of particles in the observation volume.
From top to bottom: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 nM, equivalent to the number of particles:
0.26, 0.52, 1.31, 2.62, 5.24.

2.1.2 Translational Diffusion

The translational diffusion of a molecule in a viscous medium is defined by Brown-

ian motion, given by the Stokes-Einstein equation [54]

D =
kT

f
(2.19)

where the diffusion coefficient of the molecule D depends on Boltzmann’s constant

k, the absolute temperature T and the friction coefficient f . For the case of a

spherical molecule,

f = 6πηr (2.20)

where η is the viscosity of the solvent, and r is the radius of the sphere. r is related

to the mass of a sphere given by the product of the density ρ and volume V .

M = ρV = ρ
4

3
πr3 (2.21)
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Figure 2.2: A typical optical setup of FCS is shown. A laser beam is expanded
and focused by a microscope objective and into a fluorescent sample. The emit-
ted fluorescence light coming from the small detection volume is separated from
excitation light by a dichroic mirror. Out-of-focus light is spatially filtered by a
pinhole at the conjugate plane. The emission light is focused by a lens onto a de-
tector e.g. avalanche photodiode (APD). The APD counts the incoming photons
and sends a TTL pulse for each photon to the hardware correlator. The correla-
tor counts the photons in increasing time lags and calculates the autocorrelation
function online in a semilogarithmic time scale that is displayed on a computer.
The autocorrelation function reveals processes that cause the fluorescence fluctu-
ations as the molecule diffuses through the confocal volume element. Examples of
such processes are rotational diffusion, chemical reactions, flow and translational
diffusion and binding or molecular interactions (inset).
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Therefore, the diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to the cube root of the

molecular mass M of the species

D ∼ 1
3
√
M

(2.22)

τd ∼ 3
√
M (2.23)

Using a reference fluorophore sample for calibration with a known diffusion coef-

ficient such as Rhodamine 6G (DRho = 2.8× 10−6 cm2/ s) [36], the Di values of all

other fluorescent dyes can be determined from Eq. 2.16 by

Di =
τRho
τdi

DRho (2.24)

The capability of FCS to detect binding of two or more components depends

on the relative change in mass upon binding. For a multi-component system

consisting of reactants and products labeled with the same fluorescent dye, the

only way of differentiating the product from the reactant is when the product has

a molecular mass that differs from the reactants by a factor of at least 4—8. This

in turn shifts the correlation curve to longer diffusion times by at least a factor

of 1.6—2 (see Eq. 2.19) for spherical diffusing particles [53]. Therefore, FCS is not

able to resolve binding molecules with similar masses. But by separately labeling

the reactants with fluorophores of different emission characteristics, two labeled

molecules can be simultaneously excited with two different laser lines and detected

in separate channels for cross-correlation analysis.

2.2 Fluorescence Cross-correlation Spectroscopy

2.2.1 The cross-correlation function

The first experimental realization of dual-color fluorescence cross-correlation with

spectrally different dyes was demonstrated by Schwille et al. [59]. It was per-
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formed on Cy5 and Rhodamine green (RhG)-labeled complementary DNA oligonu-

cleotides that hybridize irreversibly. The double-stranded hybrid produces positive

cross-correlation signals while the ACF of each color contains signals from both the

hybrid and the single strands. Two different wavelength laser beams that emit at

the dyes’ absorbance maxima were aligned to the same illumination focal volume

for excitation. When the concentrations of reactants are constant, the amplitude

of the CCF is then directly proportional to the concentration of the dual-color

complexes formed. This easily distinguishes the products from the free reactants

via the amplitude of the CCF, as compared to the weak dependence of the ACF

with the mass of the complexes. Assuming that there is no cross-talk between

both detectors, the general theory of CCF is shown below in Case 1.

In this thesis, a single laser line is used for the excitation of two to three

differently labeled molecules. This is possible by using fluorophores that have

spectrally distinct emission but similar excitation wavelengths. Examples of such

dyes include organic dyes, quantum dots, tandem dyes and MegaStokes dyes [89]

(see chapter 5, Table 5.2). The percentage of emission cross-talk in other detector

channels depends on the laser excitation intensity, emission spectra of the dyes and

the emission bandpass filters. In the experiments of Schwille and co-workers, they

had to take into account the detector cross-talk of different dyes excited by both

lasers. Here, because there is only one laser used for the simultaneous excitation

of different dyes, Case 2 describes the theory with detector cross-talk induced by

the same laser.

Experimentally, fluorescence fluctuations can arise from other processes be-

sides diffusion. Photodynamic processes such as single-triplet state transition,

cis-trans isomerization or protonation of fluorescent proteins. These photophysi-

cal processes create additional exponential decays in the ACF. However, because

the fluctuation signals of these processes in different channels are not correlated,

they do not appear in the CCF except when it is due to cross-talk. Here, the

assumption is made that there is no attractive or repulsive interactions between
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particles and no internal dynamic processes take place. The only fluctuation cor-

relation terms are hδCi (r, 0) δCj (r
0, τ)i , i.e. the diffusional process for pair-wise

interacting molecules.

Case 1: For an interacting system of two molecular species 1 and 2,

with ideally separated detection signals.

The two detector signals are

δF1 (t) =

Z
MDF1 (r) η1 [δC1 (r, t) + δC12 (r, t)] δr (2.25)

δF2 (t) =

Z
MDF2 (r) η2 [δC2 (r, t) + δC12 (r, t)] δr (2.26)

Let the 3D diffusional component be

g (τ) =

µ
1 +

τ

τd

¶−1µ
1 +

τ

K2τd

¶−1/2
(2.27)

Inserting Eqs. 2.25 and 2.26 into Eq. 2.2 with i = 1, 2 and assuming a 3DGaussian

distribution for Veff , the ACF and the CCF become

Gi (τ) =
1

Veff,i

(hCii gi(τ) + hC12i g12 (τ))
(hCii+ hC12i)2

(2.28)

G12 (τ) =
1

Veff,12

hC12i g12 (τ)
(hC1i+ hC12i) (hC2i+ hC12i)

(2.29)

From the above equations, it is clear that the complex species 12 can be distin-

guished from the rest of the free molecules by cross-correlation. G(τ → 0) gives

the amplitudes of ACF and CCF when g (0) = 1. The total number of molecular

species 1 or 2 is then the inverse of Gi(0). The amplitudes of the ACF and CCF

are given by

Gi (0) =
1

Veff,i

1

hCii+ hC12i
(2.30)

G12 (0) =
1

Veff,12

hC12i
(hC1i+ hC12i) (hC2i+ hC12i)

(2.31)
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In slow kinetic binding studies of fluorescent molecules 1 and 2, the denominator

of Eq. 2.31 remains the same, as the sum of all reacting species remain constant

in time. G12 (0) is then directly proportional to the numerator. By using G1 (0)

and G2 (0) from Eq. 2.30 and putting them in Eq. 2.31, the concentration of the

complex is derived as [59]

hC12i =
Veff,12G12 (0)

Veff,1G1 (0)Veff,2G2 (0)
(2.32)

However, in the case where the binding essay is measured at binding equilibrium,

different concentrations of the reactants are used to determine the dissociation

constant. From Eq. 2.31, the CCF amplitude is inversely proportional to the

concentration of reactants while the complex contributes to the numerator. Thus,

G12 (0) will no longer be directly proportional to the concentration of the complex

but will depend on the amount of reactants and complexes both present in the

sample mixture. For cross-correlation analysis of a system measured at binding

equilibrium, see chapters 3—5.

Case 2: For an interacting system of two molecular species 1 and 2,

with detector cross-talk.

Species 1 or 2 has the maximum fluorescence emission in detector 1 or 2 respec-

tively. Since there is only one laser line used for the excitation of two different

species, all possible cross-talk of reactant and product species in the two detectors

is taken into account. The fluorescence signal in detector i is

δFi (t) =

Z
MDFi (r) [η1iδC1 (r, t) + η2iδC2 (r, t) + (η1i + η2i)δC12 (r, t)] δr

(2.33)

Inserting the signal from both detectors into Eq. 2.2 and focusing only on their

amplitudes, the ACF and CCF become

Gi (0) =
1

Veff,i

η21i hC1i+ η22i hC2i+ (η1i + η2i)
2 hC12i

(η1i hC1i+ η2i hC2i+ (η1i + η2i) hC12i)2
(2.34)
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G12 (0) =
1

Veff,12

η11η12 hC1i+ η21η22 hC2i+ (η11 + η21) (η12 + η22) hC12i⎡⎢⎣ (η11 hC1i+ η21 hC2i+ (η11 + η21) hC12i)×

(η12 hC1i+ η22 hC2i+ (η12 + η22) hC12i)

⎤⎥⎦
(2.35)

η12 is the fluorescence yield of molecular species 1 emitting in detector channel

2. From Eq. 2.35, it can be seen that G12 (0) is now also dependent on the

product of the fluorescence yields of the species in each channel. Therefore, to yield

an improvement of dual-color cross-correlation over autocorrelation, where both

species are labeled with the same color and the product is double the fluorescence

yield, the ratio of dual-color complex to single-color complex has to be bigger

than 4 [59]. This means that the dual-color complex is contributing to the CCF 4

times more than the single-color complex to the ACF. This is due to the square

dependence of the ACF on η shown in the numerator of the above equations.

(η11 + η21) (η12 + η22)

η11η12
=

ηC1ηC2
η11η12

> 4 (2.36)

Case 3: For an interacting system of two molecular species 1 and 2,

with detector cross-talk and change in fluorescence yield.

The change in fluorescence yield η may be caused by photophysical processes such

as photobleaching, quenching, shifting of emission wavelengths or Förster reso-

nance energy transfer (FRET). The quantum yield of a fluorophore is sometimes

changed in the bound state due to altered local chemical environments. Quench-

ing refers to any process that causes a reduction in the quantum yield of a given

fluorescence process. Quenching can be either static or collisional [130] and can

occur through molecular rearrangement of the labeled molecules. In the case of

FRET, there is a loss of fluorescence intensity for the donor fluorophore but an in-

crease in intensity in the acceptor fluorophore. The changes in fluorescence yields

upon binding can be taken into account by including a factor q in the correlation

function amplitudes

η0Ci = q1η1i + q2η2i (2.37)
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Gi (0) =
1

Veff,i

η21i hC1i+ η22i hC2i+ η02Ci hC12i
(η1i hC1i+ η2i hC2i+ η0Ci hC12i)

2 (2.38)

G12 (0) =
1

Veff,12

η11η12 hC1i+ η21η22 hC2i+ η0C1η
0
C2 hC12i⎡⎢⎣ (η11 hC1i+ η21 hC2i+ η0C1 hC12i)×

(η12 hC1i+ η22 hC2i+ η0C2 hC12i)

⎤⎥⎦
(2.39)

2.2.2 Fitting of models to the correlation data

Correlation data analysis was performed by fitting the raw data points with a

defined correlation function model such as a 1-component, 3D-diffusion model

(Eq. 2.15) or a 1-component, 3D-diffusion with triplet model (Eq. 2.17). The raw

data was fitted using the software program Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Portland, OR)

that performs an iterative procedure by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to

minimize the χ2. The χ2 measures the summation of all differences between the

fitted function y against the raw data yi and is weighted by its standard deviation,

σi [131]

χ2 =
X∙

(y − yi)

σi

¸2
(2.40)

For fittings of cross-correlation amplitudes (in chapters 3—5), the software pack-

age Mathematica 5.0 (Wolfram Research Inc., Champaign, IL) was used to model

the changes of CCF amplitudes with ligand/receptor concentration ratio to obtain

the minimum χ2.

2.2.3 Geometry of detection volumes

The theory so far assumes that the observation volumes match exactly MDF1 =

MDF2. In a two-laser setup, small mismatches in laser alignment can cause the

excitation volumes to be spatially displaced and not completely overlapped (Fig.

2.3). This reduces the effective observation volume for the cross-correlation and

in turn lowers the CCF amplitude relative to the ACF amplitudes (for a more

in-depth explanation and correction to non-overlapping observation volumes, see

[60]. In a single-laser setup, although there is no mismatch of laser alignment,
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additional aspects affecting the detection volume have to be considered. First, the

size of the detection volume is dependent on the emission wavelengths of the dyes.

Given two emission peak wavelengths of a green and red dye to be 520 nm and

670 nm, respectively, their effective observation volume would differ by a factor

of 2.14 (Eq. 2.12). Second, the centers of the respective foci could be displaced in

axial directions due to chromatic aberrations of the microscope objective and the

optical system in the detection path. This leads to a modified correlation function

G12 (τ) =
1

CVeff,12

µ
1 +

4Dτ

w◦,12

¶−1µ
1 +

4Dτ

z◦,12

¶−1/2
(2.41)

exp

µ
−

d2x + d2y
4Dτ + w2◦,12

− d2z
4Dτ + z2◦,12

¶
(2.42)

w2◦,12 =
1

2

¡
w2◦,1 + w2◦,2

¢
(2.43)

z2◦,12 =
1

2

¡
z2◦,1 + z2◦,2

¢
(2.44)

Veff,12 = π3/2w2◦,12z◦,12 (2.45)

d is the displacement vector between the centers of the two foci and Eqs. 2.41

and 2.44 define the 1/e2 radii of the Gaussian distributions MDF1 and MDF2.

A displacement of the detection volumes will lead to a reduction of the amplitude

and a shift of the CCF toward longer diffusion times [132].

2.2.4 SW-FCCS Setup

Fig. 2.4 shows the dual-color fluorescence cross-correlation setup using only a sin-

gle laser line for excitation. It is similar to a typical FCS setup except that the

emission beam is separated with a dichroic mirror into two different detection chan-

nels. The excitation beam (488 nm) from an Argon-Krypton laser (Melles Griot,

Singapore) is expanded by two achromats f = 20mm and f = 80mm (Linos, Hei-

delberg, Germany) and reflected by a dichroic mirror 505DRLP (Omega Optical,

Brattleboro, USA) into a water immersion Objective C-Apochromat 63x/1.2 NA

that is chromatically corrected (Carl Zeiss, Singapore). The fluorescence light is
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Figure 2.3: Foci geometry of two overlapping detection volumes differing in size
for different emission wavelengths. (A) Geometry of detection volume is described
by 3D Gaussian functions where w◦ and z◦ is the 1/e2 of the radius and axial
axis respectively. The lateral shift in the detection volumes is induced by the
misalignment of two laser beams. (B) Axial shift of detection volumes by dy is
possible with a single laser beam. This is because of chromatic displacements from
aberrations in optics.

focused by a tube lens with focal length 164.5 mm onto a 50 µm pinhole (Linos)

placed at the image plane. The emission light is split by a second dichroic mir-

ror 560DRLP (Omega) and refocused by achromat lenses (L4 and L5) with a 1:1

image onto the two avalanche photodiodes (SPCM-AQR-14, Pacer Components,

Berkshire, UK). Emission bandpass filters 510AF23 and 695AF55 (Omega) are

placed in front of the two APDs. Correlations are performed by an external hard-

ware correlator (Flex02-12D, correlator.com, Zhejiang, China). The correlation

curves are fitted with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm using Igor Pro software

(Wavemetrics) on a computer. Since the microscope objective used in this setup

is chromatically corrected, the difference in the wavelength-dependent detection

volumes could be corrected using two pinholes with different sizes.
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Figure 2.4: The dual-color SW-FCCS setup consists of a single laser beam ex-
panded and collimated by lenses L1 and L2. The microscope objective focuses
the beam into the sample. The fluorescence light emitted is focused by the tube
lens L3 and split two-ways into different wavelength regions via dichroic mirror
D2. Lenses L4 and L5 focus the emission beams onto the green and red detectors
respectively. The intensity signals from green and red wavelengths (bottom right)
are autocorrelated to give individual autocorrelation functions (bottom left) and
cross-correlated to give the cross-correlation function (black curve). F1: excitation
filter; F2 and F3: emission bandpass filters; L1-L5: lenses; D1 and D2: dichroic
mirrors.
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Chapter 3

Dual-color SW-FCCS

3.1 Introduction

Dual-color FCCS setups typically consist of a confocal system in which two lasers

are focused at the same spot. The difficulty in the alignment of two lasers pre-

vented the wide-spread use of FCCS [133] and led other reserach groups to al-

ternative excitation methods using multi-line laser [78] and two-photon excitation

[86]. It has been suggested that a system of two fluorophores excited at the same

wavelength but with different Stokes shifts can be used but until now, no adequate

system has been proposed [64, 86].

This chapter describes the methodology of single wavelength FCCS (SW-

FCCS) using only one laser beam to excite a combination of labels with largely

different Stokes shifts. For this purpose fluorescent probes, tandem dyes [106] and

quantum dots [93] are used. The theory for FCCS applied to equilibrium binding

of bimolecules is formulated and the optical setup presented earlier in chapter 2

is utilized for the experiments described in this chapter. As a model system for

receptor-ligand interactions, fluorescein-labeled biotin (BF) and streptavidin la-

beled with quantum red (QR) or quantum dot 655 (QD655) are investigated to

determine the dissociation constant and stoichiometry of binding. The theoretical

framework and methodology presented here acts as a basis that can be extended
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to higher order molecular interactions (see chapters 4 and 5). This approach to

perform FCCS circumvents the need to align and overlap two laser beams. Thus,

avoiding problems and artefacts that are produced from the mismatch in excitation

volumes.

3.2 Theory

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy involves the statistical analysis of fluores-

cence fluctuations coming from an illuminated observation volume. These fluctua-

tions may arise from fluorescence labeled molecules undergoing different processes

such as Brownian motion, fast transition between singlet and triplet states and

receptor-ligand interactions. Fluorescence signals Fi (t) and Fj (t) in detector

channels i and j are correlated according to the normalized correlation function

Gij (t) shown in chapter 2, theory section.

Assuming equilibrium binding of ligand to receptor at 1:1 stoichiometry (for

further discussion of receptor ligand interactions see Hulme, 1992 [134]), the bi-

molecular reaction is described by the following scheme

R+ L RL (3.1)

R represents the receptor, L the ligand and RL the receptor-ligand complex. The

dissociation constant of the reaction Kd is defined by the law of mass action:

ratio of the concentrations of the free receptor [R] and the free ligand [L], to the

concentration of the complex [RL]. The concentrations of the free components

are then given by the total concentration of receptor [R]t or ligand [L]t minus the

concentration of receptor-ligand complexes.
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Kd =
[R][L]

[RL]

=
([R]t − [RL]) ([L]t − [RL])

[RL]

=
[R]t [L]t − [R]t [RL]− [L]t [RL] + [RL]

2

[RL]
(3.2)

Eq. 3.2 is transformed into a quadratic equation and solved for [RL]. Only one

solution was considered to give physically correct results shown in Eq. 3.4.

0 = [RL]2 − [RL] (Kd + [R]t + [L]t) + [R]t [L]t (3.3)

[RL] =
(Kd + [R]t + [L]t)

2
−

s
(Kd + [R]t + [L]t)

2

4
− [R]t [L]t (3.4)

The time dependent total fluorescence signal Fi(t) in detection channel i is

the sum of all fluorescent species (s = L,R,RL) contributing to the signal. It

is determined by their fluorescence yields, ηiL and ηiR (often expressed as photon

counts per molecule per second), and the time dependent number of particles

NAVeffCs (t) in the effective observation volume Veff . NA = 6.023 × 1023mol−1

is the Avogadro’s number and Cs (t) represents the time dependent values of the

averages CRL, CL and CR. All possible species that contribute via cross-talk into

the detection channels are taken into account as shown by

Fi(t) = F i
L (t) + F i

R (t) + F i
RL (t)

= NAVeff
£
ηiLCL + ηiRCR + ηiRLCRL

¤
(3.5)

Assuming a 3D Gaussian illumination intensity profile and keeping only factors

that contribute to the cross-correlation, Eq. 3.5 is substituted into Eq. 2.1

to obtain the cross-correlation between green g and red r channels. The cross-
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correlation amplitude of the positive control at τ = 0 is

G+
× (0) =

ηgLη
r
LCL + ηgRη

r
RCR + (qLη

g
L + qRη

g
R) (qLη

r
L + qRη

r
R)CRL

NAVeff

⎡⎢⎣ (ηgLCL + ηgRCR + (qLη
g
L + qRη

g
R)CRL)×

(ηrLCL + ηrRCR + (qLη
r
L + qRη

r
R)CRL)

⎤⎥⎦
(3.6)

The changes in fluorescence yields upon binding for ligand and receptor are de-

scribed by qL and qR. In accordance with experiments, the changes in fluorescence

yields are assumed to be equal in both detection channels. For an unequal change

that may arise from FRET or emission wavelength shifts, different factors will

have to be considered for both channels. Given that

ηgRL = qLη
g
L + qRη

g
R (3.7)

ηrRL = qLη
r
L + qRη

r
R (3.8)

Eq. 3.6 is simplified to

G+
× (0) =

ηgLη
r
LCL + ηgRη

r
RCR + ηgRLη

r
RLCRL

NAVeff (η
g
LCL + ηgRCR + ηgRLCRL) (ηrLCL + ηrRCR + ηrRLCRL)

(3.9)

From Eq. 3.9 it is clear that the contribution of the different particles depends

solely on the product of their fluorescence yields in the two detectors. Because

there are no complexes formed for the negative control, the cross-correlation am-

plitude of the negative control includes only contribution from the cross-talk of

the free components.

G−× (0) =
ηgLη

r
LCL + ηgRη

r
RCR

NAVeff (η
g
LCL + ηgRCR) (ηrLCL + ηrRCR)

(3.10)

3.3 Materials and Methods

The SW-FCCS setup and configuration have been shown earlier in chapter 2.

Quantum red streptavidin conjugate (5 nM, Sigma-Aldrich, Singapore) was in-
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cubated with biotin-fluorescein (0—50 nM, Molecular Probes, Eugene, USA) for

at least 1/2 hour. Negative controls were prepared with excess D-biotin (1 µM,

Amersham Biosciences Ltd, Singapore). QD655 were purchased from Quantum

Dot Corp., Hayward, USA. Negative controls were prepared with free fluores-

cein (Molecular Probes). All solutions were prepared in phosphate buffer solution

(PBS) at pH 7.4 (Sigma-Aldrich). Correlation times were 20—30 s.

3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Characterization of fluorophores

The fluorophores used for SW-FCCS have to be selected based on several criteria.

First, they are required to have largely different Stokes shifts for minimal emission

spectral cross-talk in the detection channels. Second, the fluorophores need to

have similar excitation characteristics where they can be optimally excited at the

same laser wavelength and power with negligible photobleaching. A suitable set

of dichroics and emission filters has to be chosen to match the maximum emission

wavelengths of the fluorophores while reducing cross-talk.

In this chapter, the fluorophore pairs BF/QR and BF/QD655 were chosen due

to their large differences in Stokes shifts. This is so that detector cross-talk can be

effectively suppressed (emission spectra shown in Fig. 3.1 A). Tandem dyes consist

of yellow emitting phycobiliproteins linked to 3—6 molecules of red emitting dyes

e.g. Cy5 or Alexa Fluor 647. In this case, QR consists of a R-phycoerythrin (RPE)

donor molecule conjugated to ∼4 Cy5 acceptor molecules. The emission spectrum

of RPE overlaps with the excitation spectrum of the conjugated Cy5 molecules.

When excited at 488 nm, non-radiative resonance energy transfer [8] occurs from

RPE to Cy5 and fluorescence emission is shifted to the red wavelengths. However,

there is still a low fluorescence signal emitting from the RPE molecule at 575 nm.

This contributes to most of the cross-talk into the green detector and even with

QD655, cross-talk cannot be completely suppressed.
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Figure 3.1: (A) Normalized fluorescence emission spectra for BF (dotted curve),
QR (dashed curve) and QD655 (solid curve). Indicated are (a) the laser excitation
wavelength at 488nm, (b) the emission filter transmission range for green detector,
(c) the dichroic mirror center wavelength for the separation of the emission light
into both detectors, and (d) the emission filter transmission range for red detector.
(B) Intensity trace of BF shows the quenching of fluorescence upon addition of
excess unlabeled avidin. Fluorescence intensity reduced by ∼ 75%. Each data
point represents an average of 10 s intensity measurement

The system was calibrated with a reference fluorescein dye of 1 nM at a laser

power of 100 µW for 10 correlations, each at 30 s. The ACFs were fitted to

obtain the parameters τd = 55.9µs and K = 2,which was fixed for all future

fits. The previously reported diffusion coefficient of fluorescein at D = 3.0 ×

10−6 cm2/ s [37] was used to determine a beam waist w◦ = 259nm and Veff = 0.19

fl. The fluorescence yields η in each channel were measured and calculated from

the photon counts per second divided by the number of molecules N (Table 3.1).

N was determined from the amplitudes of the ACF fits. BF was quenched by

∼75% (qBF = 0.25) upon binding to streptavidin in accordance with the literature

values of 77 — 84% [123] (Fig. 3.1 B), while the fluorescence yields of QR and

QD655 remained unperturbed upon binding biotin ligands (qQR and qQD655 = 1.0).

Therefore, the contribution to the CCF of the bound complexes was larger than

the contributions of the unbound species by a factor of 2 and 5 for QR and QD655,

respectively (Eq. 3.9). It is this fact that allows the determination of binding by

SW-FCCS.

The ACFs and CCFs of QR were measured on the SW-FCCS setup (D2:
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Units in Hz ηg ηr qs
BF 34,300 200 0.25
QR 7,000 75,700 1.0
QD655 2,000 121,000 1.0

Units in kHz2 ηgLη
r
L ηgRη

r
R ηgRLη

r
RL

QR-BF 6.86 530 1180
QD655-BF 6.86 242 1280

Table 3.1: Photon counts per particle determined by SW-FCCS. ηi represents the
fluorescence yields in i channels, where i is green or red. qs is the fluorescence
quenching factor for species, s. The fluorescence yield products determine the
weighting factor for the cross-correlation function. All photon count rates per
particle were measured at a laser power of 100 µW

560DRLP, F2: 510AF23, F3: 695AF55) at various laser powers. The CCFs

were measured for green×red (g × r) and red×green (r × g) and fitted with a

one-component diffusion model. The diffusion times obtained from the fits were

longer for r × g as compared to g × r and the difference increases toward higher

laser intensities (Fig. 3.2, A and C). Fig. 3.2 A shows at higher laser power, τd

for g × r decreased by ∼ 60% while τd for r × g remains almost constant. This

could be attributed to Cy5 acceptor photobleaching. For photostable dye mole-

cules traversing through the red and green detection volumes, the intensity signal

fluctuates at a shorter timescale in the green channel than in the red channel due

to its different volumes (Fig 3.3 A), but the τds of g × r and r × g CCFs are the

same. However, Fig. 3.3 B shows that when the Cy5 molecules of a QR molecule

photobleaches as it diffuses through the confocal volume, the apparent τd spent

within the confocal volume as a bright molecule becomes shorter. Therefore, for

the same QRmolecule, both green and red intensity signals will rise concomitantly

as it enters the confocal volume. But upon photobleaching of the Cy5 molecules,

the red signal will drop back to the level of the background signal faster than

the green signal. This causes the width of the red intensity signals to be narrower

compared with the green intensity signals. Thus, the g×r CCF will have a shorter

decay time when cross-correlating the green intensity signal and the red intensity

signal i.e. Fg(0)Fr(τ)(Eq. 2.1). At higher laser powers, τd of g × r CCF becomes

even smaller due to stronger acceptor photobleaching. Since the RPE molecules
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do not photobleach, τd of r × g CCF remains almost constant as the normalized

Fr(0)Fg(τ) remains unchanged with different laser intensities.

Fig. 3.2 B shows the number of particles increasing with laser power. This is

most likely due to the increase in the MDF of both green and red channels with

increasing laser intensity [129]. Since there is almost no difference between N of

g× r and r× g, either one of the CCF amplitudes could be used for data analysis.

Here, τd was not taken into account for binding analysis, thus, data from g × r

was used for all analyses.

Figure 3.2: (A) Diffusion times and (B) number of particles of QR obtained from
the fits of the cross-correlation functions between detection channels g × r and
r × g at varying laser power. (C) The shift in the cross-correlation curve towards
longer diffusion times for r× g is due to conjugated Cy5 acceptor photobleaching.
Cross-correlation functions are measured at laser power 100µW.

Fig 3.4 A shows the change of green and red average fluorescence intensities

and count rates per molecule (cpm) of QR with increasing laser power. This was

performed with a filter set (D2: 595DRLP, F2: 545AF75, F3: 670DF40) that

permits maximum intensity rates at the emission maxima of 575 nm and 670 nm.

The increase in intensity in the red channel saturates above 40 µW and the cpm

decreases beyond 40 µW. On the other hand, the green intensity increases above

40 µW, albeit at a slower rate and the green cpm remains almost constant. This
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Chapter 3 Dual-color SW-FCCS

Figure 3.3: Schematic drawing of fluorescence intensity signal in the green and red
detection channels and their wavelength-dependent detection volumes (center).
(A) The different widths of the intensity signals from the fluorescing molecules
are due to the different sizes of detection volumes. For a bound green-red mole-
cule diffusing simultaneously through the observation volume, the cross-correlation
functions between green×red (g×r) and red×green (r×g) have the same diffusion
times. (B) When a QR molecule diffuses through the observation volume, the con-
jugated Cy5 molecules photobleaches, producing a narrower red intensity signal.
The diffusion times from cross-correlation functions of g× r becomes shorter than
that for r × g.

substantiates the explanation of Fig. 3.2 that acceptor (Cy5) photobleaching of

QR molecules occurs and becomes more pronounced above the excitation power

of 40 µW. The ratio of red intensity to green intensity in Fig. 3.4 B shows that

the green intensity increases at a faster rate than the red intensity. From ∼ 60

µW onwards, green intensity rises above red intensity and the ratio drops below

unity.

To further verify that the difference in cross-correlation times between both

detector channels are due to acceptor photobleaching of QR, QD565 and fluores-

cein were calibrated at different laser powers (D2: 560DRLP, F2: 510AF23, F3:

595AF60). The τds of g × r and r × g CCFs were compared in Fig. 3.5 A and

C. There shows no difference in the τds for both cross-correlations measured and

the τds do not change (i.e. remain within its standard deviations) at higher laser

power. The green and red intensities and the intensity ratios are shown in Fig. 3.5,

B and D. For QD565 and fluorescein, the intensity ratio increases linearly with in-
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Figure 3.4: (A) The average photon count rate of QR from the green and red
detection channels with varying laser power. The red intensity becomes saturated
and the red count rates per molecule (cpm) decreases beyond 40 µW. This in-
dicates acceptor photobleaching of QR dye. Each point represents an average of
10 correlations at 10 s for each run. (B) Intensity ratio of red to green intensity
illustrates the green intensity increasing at a faster rate than the red intensity.

creasing laser power. From the results, the dyes did not appear to photobleach at

high laser intensities. This corroborates the evidence of acceptor photobleaching

of QR.

3.4.2 SW-FCCS experiments of streptavidin-biotin bind-

ing

In Fig. 3.6, CCFs for binding and inhibition conditions of BF/QR are depicted.

The amplitudes of the CCF for constant QR concentration and varying BF con-

centrations are shown in Fig. 3.7 and at least three different regions exist:

(1) A concentration ratio of [BF]/[QR] ≤ 1 where the amplitude decreases

steadily because the number of QR-BF complexes rises with increasing BF con-

centrations.

(2) At 1 < [BF]/[QR] ≤ 3—4, the amplitude decreases more slowly (compared

to inhibition case) and more than one BF ligand is bound to QR. Although the

number of QR-BF complexes remain constant, the amplitude will continue to

decrease albeit with a smaller slope. Theoretically in the region where there

are 0—4 BF molecules binding per QR receptor, there should be an increase in
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Figure 3.5: Diffusion times of cross-correlation functions between g × r and r ×
g, average intensity and their intensity ratio of (A and B) QD565 and (C and
D) fluorescein in both detection channels The constant τd and linear increase of
intensity ratio with laser power indicates there is no photobleaching of the dye
molecules.

Figure 3.6: Amplitude of the cross-correlation curves decreases with increasing
concentrations of bound species. BF/QR binding ratios from 0.2:1 to 1:1 are
depicted against the 1:1 negative control curve . All measurements were performed
at an excitation wavelength of 488 nm. Laser power = 100 µW.
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cross-correlation amplitude. This is because the fluorescence yield of the QR-

BF complex increases according to the number of BF molecules bound. Hence,

increases the contribution of the complex to the numerator of G+
× (0) (Eq. 3.9).

However, the concentration of the reactant BF does not remain constant in this

equilibrium binding reaction. It contributes to the denominator ofG+
× (0) (Eq. 3.9)

and lowers the amplitude toward higher BF concentrations. Therefore, considering

that if all reactants bind to form complexes i.e. equilibrium binding with high

affinity, the CCF amplitude should remain roughly constant (see simulations in

chapter 4, section 4.4.1). For equilibrium binding reactions with lower affinity,

free reactants will contribute to the background signal in the CCF. Here, free BF

molecules contribute to the denominator of the CCF by lowering its amplitude as

BF concentrations increase (Fig. 3.7).

(3)[BF]/[QR] > 3—4 where all binding sites are occupied and only the number

of free unquenched BF molecules increases. This leads to a sharp decrease in

amplitude in accordance with Eq. 3.9, and a convergence of the amplitude toward

the inhibition case.

For the inhibition case, in which binding of BF to QR was inhibited by excess

unlabeled biotin, no complexes are formed and the amplitude decreases exponen-

tially. This is expected since in both cases the decline stems from rising concentra-

tions of BF that contribute stronger to the denominator than the numerator (Eq.

3.9). From the experimental data it is concluded that stoichiometry of binding of

BF to QR is 3—4:1 (actual value 4:1). This inaccuracy is attributed to deviations

from a 1:1 binding labeling with streptavidin in QR.

This chapter concentrates on region 1 with 1:1 binding of BF to QR. The ex-

perimental ratios of amplitudes for the binding and inhibition case (G+
×(0)/G

−
×(0))

are fitted with Eq. 3.9/Eq. 3.10 and shown in Fig. 3.8. While the data clearly

indicates Kd lower than 3× 10−10 M, the fit results in Kd = 7.1× 10−11 M that is

consistent with published values (Kd = 10
−15 M) [120].

Fig. 3.9 shows the same plots with experiments performed on QD655. The
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Figure 3.7: (A) Plot of cross-correlation amplitudes and (B) number of particles
obtained from their fits with increasing ratio of BF to QR. The graphs shows
the difference between positive control (filled circles) and negative control (empty
circles). The binding curve can be separated into 3 regions (dashed lines): (1)
[BF]/[QR] ≤ 1, (2) 1 < [BF]/[QR] ≤ 3—4, (3) [BF]/[QR] > 3—4. The schematic
drawing indicates the different binding conditions in the three regions. The stoi-
chiometry of binding is determined to be between 3 and 4.
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best fit of Kd is 5.8 × 10−10 M with the lowest χ2 value. But due to the large

standard deviations, a Kd as high as 4× 10−9 M would still lie within the margins

of error. This may be due to the large molecular size of QD (10 —15 nm) that

affects the binding affinity and a difficulty in fitting the CCF curves due to strong

aggregate formation as observed during measurements. However, even in this case

binding can be shown despite large errors in determining Kd.

Figure 3.8: Plot of G+
×(0)/G

−
×(0) versus ratio of BF concentration to QR concen-

tration at [BF]/[QR] ≤ 1. The experimental data point (diamonds) can be fitted
with aKd = 7.1×10−11 M (solid line). Theoretical curves are given forKd = 10

−15

M to 10−7 M.

Figure 3.9: Plot of G+
×(0)/G

−
×(0) versus ratio of BF concentration to QD655 con-

centration at [BF]/[QD655] ≤ 1. The experimental data points (diamonds) can
be fitted with a Kd = 5.8× 10−10 M (solid line). Theoretical curves are given for
Kd = 10

−15 M to 10−7 M.
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3.5 Conclusion

This chapter shows the theory and experimental realization of FCCS with single

laser wavelength excitation. This simplifies conventional FCCS setups consid-

erably and circumvents the problems of multiple laser alignment or two-photon

excitation [66, 133].

The theory of SW-FCCS relating to a bimolecular equilibrium binding reac-

tion of 1:1 stoichiometry has been formulated. Fluorescent probes, QR, QD655

and fluorescein were characterized on the setup and their fluorescence yields de-

termined in the different detection channels. QR was observed to have acceptor

photobleaching in the red detection channel and increased toward higher laser

intensities.

Receptor-ligand binding between QR or QD655-labeled streptavidin and fluorescein-

labeled biotin (BF) were measured with SW-FCCS. The CCF amplitude decreased

with increasing QR/QD655-BF complexes and the ratio of CCF amplitude of pos-

itive control to negative control was fitted with the theoretical model to obtain

their Kds. QR-BF had a Kd similar to literature value but QD655-BF had a

smaller binding affinity because of its large size and tendency to aggregate.

The use of fluorophores with large relative molecular weight is a problem that

has to be resolved in the future. But since the difference in the CCF for binding

and inhibition cases rests only on the fact that the fluorescence yield products

of the bound complex are sufficiently different from the unbound species (Table

3.1), it is likely that this technique can be extended to other fluorophores. This is

shown in chapters 4 and 5.
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Chapter 4

Resolution of SW-FCCS

4.1 Introduction

In chapter 3, SW-FCCS was shown to work with fluorophore pairs with largely

different emission characteristics. The method was able to detect the receptor-

ligand binding of streptavidin labeled with quantum red or quantum dots and

fluorescein-labeled biotin. The dissociation constants were also derived from the

experimental fits. However, the limitations of the method to detect biomolecular

interactions have yet to be addressed. What are the factors that affect the reso-

lution of SW-FCCS to detect binding and can the method resolve binding using

fluorophore pairs with similar spectral characteristics?

This chapter demonstrates that SW-FCCS can be conducted with fluorophores

with similar excitation and emission spectra. The SW-FCCS theory from chapter

3 is extended to a binding stoichiometry of 1:4 and the limitations of SW-FCCS

are determined in dependence of cross-talk, quenching, and sample impurities.

Interactions of 1:1 stoichiometry are of significance as it is where neither the

mass nor the molecular brightness change is sufficient to allow for the detec-

tion of binding by FCS. The use of organic dyes with similar emission spectra

will inevitably result in a lower sensitivity of SW-FCCS compared to FCCS us-

ing two excitation lasers. This is due to the higher spectral cross-talk. However,
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it is shown that even for measurements at a single concentration ratio between

receptor and ligand, differences of more than 6 standard deviations in the am-

plitude can be attained. Binding between fluorescein-labeled biotin (BF) and

tetramethylrhodamine-labeled streptavidin (TMRSA) is shown and the dissocia-

tion constant and stoichiometry of binding are determined.

4.2 Theory

4.2.1 Receptor-ligand complexes

Assume a receptor-ligand system consisting of R, a receptor with multiple binding

sites for ligand L both fluorescence labeled. Considering a solution of receptor

and ligands, free ligands L will bind with free receptors R to form complex RLn

at equilibrium binding where n is the number of bound ligands on R. Assume

that each complex formed consists of one receptor with several ligands specifically

bound, therefore excluding oligomerization of this receptor.

R+ L  RL

RL+ L  RL2

· · ·

RLn−1 + L  RLn (4.1)

Assuming that each binding site has the same affinity. If the multiplicity of the

binding sites is disregarded, the Kd for each individual binding site is then given

by the law of mass action where the concentration of free and active reactants is

divided by the products [134].

Kd =
[R] [L]

[RL]
=
[RL] [L]

[RL2]
=
[RLn−1] [L]

[RLn]
(4.2)
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To take into account of the multiple binding sites per receptor, binomial coeffi-

cients are introduced to describe the possibility of n ligands binding to nt binding

sites [135]. The ligands and receptors, active or inactive, are denoted by a “+”

or “-“ sign in the superscript (L+t , L
−
t , R

+
t , R

−
t ). The concentrations of free and

active receptors and ligands, R+f and L+f , are thus related to the total concentra-

tions of active receptor R+t and ligand L+t minus the sum of all bound receptors

and ligands, respectively.

R+f = R+t −
ntX
n=1

µ
nt
n

¶
RLn (4.3)

L+f = L+t −
ntX
n=1

n

µ
nt
n

¶
RLn (4.4)

The number of complexes with different ligands bound is calculated numerically

(Mathematica 5.0, Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL) by simultaneously solving

Eqs. 4.2—4.4 for equilibrium binding. It is assumed that in this reaction, all

binding sites on the receptor have the same Kd. The extension of the equations

to different Kds can be obtained by using different Kds in Eqs. 4.2—4.4.

In addition, ligands and receptors can have varying numbers of fluorophores

attached that depend on the specific labeling procedure. A ligand can have be-

tween 0 and U fluorophores attached, where U is the number of labeling sites. The

probability to have a specific number u between 0 and U fluorophores attached is

denoted by pL (u). Similarly, a receptor can have between 0 and V fluorophores

attached, where V is the number of labeling sites. The probability to have a spe-

cific number v between 0 and V fluorophores attached will be denoted by pR (v).

The ligand and receptor concentrations can thus be described as

Lt = L+t + L−t =
UX
u=0

pL (u)L
+
t +

UX
u=0

pL (u)L
−
t (4.5)

Rt = R+t +R−t =
VX
v=0

pR (v)R
+
t +

VX
v=0

pR (v)R
−
t (4.6)
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The signal in SW-FCCS is determined by the fluorescent particles, but binding is

determined by the active particles. In the rest of this section the concentrations

of the different possible complexes that are formed by the interaction of ligands

and receptors are derived.

For the active particles, the probability of encountering a labeled/bright (∗) or

unlabeled/dark (◦) active ligand or receptor is given by their mole fractions

∗pL =
∗L+

L+t + L−t
=

PU
u=1 pL (u)L

+
tPU

u=0 pL (u)L
+
t +

PU
u=0 pL (u)L

−
t

(4.7)

◦pL =
◦L+

L+t + L−t
=

pL (0)L
+
tPU

u=0 pL (u)L
+
t +

PU
u=0 pL (u)L

−
t

(4.8)

∗pR =
∗R+

R+t +R−t
=

PV
v=1 pR (v)R

+
tPV

v=0 pR (v)R
+
t +

PV
v=0 pR (v)R

−
t

(4.9)

◦pR =
◦R+

R+t +R−t
=

pR (0)R
+
tPV

v=0 pR (v)R
+
t +

PV
v=0 pR (v)R

−
t

(4.10)

Assuming a receptor with nt possible binding sites and n (0 ≤ n ≤ nt) occupied

binding sites, each of these sites can have either a bright or a dark active ligand

given by the probabilities in Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8. Each receptor-ligand complex can

contain either a bright or a dark active receptor given by the probabilities in Eqs.

4.9 and 4.10. The concentration of all active bright receptors containing n ligands

of which n∗ are bright (and (n− n∗) are dark) is expressed by [132].

∗RL(n,n∗) =
ntX
n=1

µ
nt
n

¶µ
n

n∗

¶
◦pn−n

∗

L
∗pn

∗
L

∗pR RLn (4.11)

The first binomial coefficient represents the number of possibilities to distribute

n ligands over nt binding sites. The second binomial coefficient is the number of

possibilities to distribute n∗ bright ligands over the n occupied binding sites.

Although every ligand receptor complex contains only one receptor, it can

contain several ligands with different amounts of fluorophores attached. Thus, the

probability pC(n∗, u) that a complex with n∗ bright ligands contains u fluorophores.
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If the number of ligands is denoted by k and the number of fluorophores each ligand

carries by nk, the probability becomes

pC(n
∗, u) =

"
n∗Y
k=1

pL (nk)

#
sum over all permutations with n∗

k=1 nk=u

(4.12)

The concentration Cs of species s that contains u ligand fluorophores and

v receptor fluorophores can now be calculated. Since bound and free particles

have different fluorescence yields, the concentration of all bound and free particles

containing u or v fluorophores respectively, and the concentration of receptor-

ligand complexes containing u receptor and v ligand fluorophores are calculated.

The concentration of free bright ligands with u fluorophores and concentration

of free bright receptors with v fluorophores are

CL = pL (u)

"
Lt −

ntX
n=1

nX
n∗=1

n∗ ∗RL(n,n∗)

#
(4.13)

CR = pR (v)

"
Rt −

ntX
n=1

nX
n∗=1

∗RL(n,n∗)

#
(4.14)

where the sum in brackets denote the total ligand or receptor concentration minus

the bound ligands or receptors. The concentration of bright ligands bound to dark

receptors is

C◦R∗L = pC (n
∗, u) pR (0)

∗RL(n,n∗) (4.15)

The concentration of bright receptors bound to dark ligands is

C∗R◦L = pR (v)
∗RL(n,0) (4.16)

and the concentrations of particles containing both fluorophores are given by

CRL = pR (v)
ntX
n=1

pC (n
∗, u) ∗RL(n,n∗) (4.17)

These concentrations of particles with defined numbers of fluorophores are used
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to calculate the CCF in the next section.

4.2.2 The Cross-correlation function

For the case of differently labeled ligands and receptors, which are detected in two

different channels, the fluorescence in the different channels i is given by

Fi (t) = NAVeff

⎡⎢⎣ PU
u=1 η

i
LCL +

PV
v=1 η

i
RCR +

PU
u=1 η

i
◦R∗LC◦R∗L

+
PV

v=1 η
i
∗R◦LC∗R◦L +

PU
u=0

PV
v=0 η

i
RLCRL

⎤⎥⎦ (4.18)

Every molecule containing different numbers of u and v will have their own flu-

orescence yield (counts per molecule and second) in channel i. The fluorescence

yields for species s (where s = R,L,RL) are given by ηs. These different fluo-

rescence yields have to be included to account for the fluorescence of single- and

multiple-labeled complexes, quenching effects (upon labeling or upon binding) and

possible FRET in the different receptor-ligand complexes.

For a solution of the whole CCF, a characteristic time dependent process (dif-

fusion, flow etc.) has to be assumed. This chapter concentrates on the amplitudes

of the CCF but the extension to the full CCF is straightforward and the solution

has been already described in chapter 2 [60, 132]. The substitution of Eq. 4.18

into Eq. 2.1, accounting for 2 detection channels i and j, and having assumed a

focal intensity profile that is Gaussian in all three axes [136], the CCF is calculated

[31] as

G+
× (0) =

PU
u=1 η

i
Lη

j
LCL +

PV
v=1 η

i
Rη

j
RCR +

PU
u=1 η

i
◦R∗Lη

j
◦R∗LC◦R∗L+PV

v=1 η
i
∗R◦Lη

j
∗R◦LC∗R◦L +

PU
u=0

PV
v=0 η

i
RLη

j
RLCRL

NAVeff

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎛⎜⎝ PU
u=1 η

i
LCL +

PV
v=1 η

i
RCR +

PU
u=1 η

iC◦R∗L+PV
v=1 η

i
∗R◦LC∗R◦L +

PU
u=0

PV
v=0 η

i
RLCRL

⎞⎟⎠×⎛⎜⎝ PU
u=1 η

j
LCL +

PV
v=1 η

j
RCR +

PU
u=1 η

j
◦R∗LC◦R∗L+PV

v=1 η
j
∗R◦LC∗R◦L +

PU
u=0

PV
v=0 η

j
RLCRL

⎞⎟⎠

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(4.19)
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For the negative control, i.e. no binding, the fluorescence in the channels i is given

by

Fi (t) =
UX
u=1

ηiLCL +
VX
v=1

ηiRCR (4.20)

and the CCF simplifies to

G−× (0) =

PU
u=1 η

i
Lη

j
LCL +

PV
v=1 η

i
Rη

j
RCR

NAVeff
h³PU

u=1 η
i
LCL +

PV
v=1 η

i
RCR

´³PU
u=1 η

j
LCL +

PV
v=1 η

j
RCR

´i
(4.21)

It is assumed that the fluorescence yields of the different species do not change in

the presence of the competitor for the negative control. Eqs. 4.19 and 4.21 are

the general solutions for the CCF for binding interactions when both interaction

partners are labeled.

Detection threshold for binding in SW-FCCS

In the case when SW-FCCS is used to detect simple binding, e.g. in a screening

assay, the positive and negative control must differ by at least 6 standard devia-

tions at one or more of the measured ligand and receptor concentrations. From the

data collected, the standard deviation of the amplitude of the CCFs is on the or-

der of ∆ = 10% or lower. To detect binding, the difference of amplitudes between

positive and negative control has to differ by at least 6 standard deviations

G+
× −G−× ≥ 3∆

¡
G+
× +G−×

¢
(4.22)

This can be expressed in an inequality where the detection threshold R is defined

as

R ≡ G+
× (1− 3∆)

G−× (1 + 3∆)
≥ 1 (4.23)

A measurement at a specific concentration can thus only succeed when the in-

equality in Eq. 4.23 is fulfilled. The ratio R depends on several parameters, in

particular the (i) purity of receptor and ligand, (ii) quenching of receptor and

ligand upon binding, (iii) non-specific binding, and (iv) the fluorescence yields of
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ligand, receptor, and receptor-ligand complex (as measured on the setup).

Although Eq. 4.19 and 4.21 describe the CCF for the general case, they contain

too many parameters to be of practical use. To be able to use these equations,

as many parameters as possible should be determined independently. Therefore,

the next section will discuss simplifications of the equations as applicable to the

streptavidin-biotin system. It will be shown in the Results and Discussion section

how the different parameters influence the detection threshold for binding.

4.2.3 The streptavidin-biotin receptor-ligand system

The streptavidin-biotin receptor-ligand system is a well-studied model system for

receptor-ligand interactions. Green-emitting BF and red-shifted TMRSA are used.

There are several points in this system that simplify the expression for the fluo-

rescence intensity (Eqs. 4.18 and 4.20) and the CCF (Eqs. 4.19 and 4.21).

1) The fluorescence of TMRSA is not dependent on BF binding and no FRET

was observed as there was no change in fluorescence intensity upon binding.

2) An average counts per molecule per secone (cpm) for the TMRSA is as-

sumed, although different amounts of labels could be present on each molecule.

3) There is at most one fluorophore per ligand.

4) The fluorescence of BF is quenched by 75% upon binding (see chapter 3 and

[122, 124]) but it is not dependent on the number of BF ligands bound to TMRSA

or unlabeled streptavidin. Thus, a complex with n∗ bright ligands will have just

n∗ times the fluorescence of a complex with only 1 bright ligand. In addition, the

quenching is the same in both detectors and can be described by the factor qL

= 0.25 (this implies that there is no shift in the emission spectrum of the ligand

fluorophore). With these four assumptions the fluorescence of all compounds can

be described by the following parameters: the fluorescence yield of TMRSA and

fluorescein in each channel, and the quenching of fluorescein upon binding qL. Thus

the fluorescence yields in Eq. 4.18 are expressed for free bright ligand, ηiL; free

bright receptor, ηiR = vηiR; dark ligands bound to bright receptor, η∗R◦L = vηiR;
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bright ligands bound to dark receptor, ηi◦R∗L = nqLη
i
L; bright receptor-ligand

complex, η̃iRL = vηiR + nqLη
i
L.

Since the fluorescence yield of receptor fluorophores is independent of the state

of binding, terms ηiR and η∗R◦L are combined. The fluorescence intensity in channel

i is written as

Fi (t) = NAVeff

⎡⎢⎣ ηiLCL +
P

u=1 vη
i
R (CR + C∗R◦L) +

Pnt
n=1 nqLη

i
LC◦R∗L

+
Pnt

n=1

P
v=1 η̃

i
RLCRL

⎤⎥⎦
(4.24)

Substituting these equations into Eq. 2.1, the CCF between green and red detec-

tion channels is derived as

G+
× (t) =

ηgLη
r
LCL +

PV
v=1 v

2ηgRη
r
R (CR + C∗R◦L)+Pnt

n=1 n
2q2ηgLη

r
LC◦R∗L +

Pnt
n=1

PV
v=1 η̃

g
RLη̃

r
RLCRL

NAVeff

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎛⎜⎝ ηgLCL +
PU

u=1 vη
g
R (CR + C∗R◦L)+Pnt

n=1 nqLη
g
LC◦R∗L +

Pnt
n=1

PV
v=1 η̃

g
RLCRL

⎞⎟⎠×⎛⎜⎝ ηrLCL +
PU

u=1 vη
r
R (CR + C∗R◦L)+Pnt

n=1 nqLη
r
LC◦R∗L +

Pnt
n=1

PV
v=1 η̃

r
RLCRL

⎞⎟⎠

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(4.25)

In our experiments the competitor (unlabeled biotin) has no influence on the

fluorescence yields of the labeled particles. For the negative control,

G−× (t) =
ηgLη

r
LLt +

PV
v=1 v

2ηgRη
r
RpR (v)Rt

NAVeff
³
ηgLLt +

PV
v=1 vη

g
RpR (v)Rt

´³
ηrLLt +

PV
v=1 vη

r
RpR (v)Rt

´
(4.26)

It should be noted that most assumptions can be verified directly from the intensity

traces recorded in the two detection channels. The values ηiL, η
i
R, and qL can

be measured from samples by comparing the signals in the two detectors. The

concentrations CL, CR, C∗R◦L, C◦R∗L and CRL can be numerically calculated from

Eqs. 4.13—4.17 in dependence on the total receptor and ligand concentrations.

The unknown parameters that have to be measured are the Kd, the effective
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observation volume Veff and the relative concentrations of bright and dark re-

ceptors and ligands. However, the extent of labeling of the interaction partners is

usually unknown. While it is safe for BF to assume that it has either one or no lig-

and attached, streptavidin can have up to 6 labels attached per monomer (number

of lysines plus N-terminus). Although the extent of labeling in the case of TMRSA

is given by the manufacturer as 4.2 mole dye per mole streptavidin, there is no

information available about the exact distribution of the labels. However, I will

show in the simulations that the distribution of labels on TMRSA plays a minor

role in our measurements in which the TMRSA concentration is kept constant,

and the assumption of an average count rate for TMRSA is justifiable.

The CCF of Eq. 4.25 contains several contributions: First, the first three sums

in the numerator are contributions of particles that contain either only ligand

fluorophores or only receptor fluorophores. These contributions are similar to the

autocorrelation of these particles and are caused by the cross-talk of the signal

into both detectors. Second, the fourth sum in the numerator is the contribution

of particles that contains both fluorophores of ligands and receptors and represent

actual binding interactions. The contribution of the different particles depends

solely on the product of their fluorescence yields in the two detectors. Thus the

condition for a successful distinction between the different contributions to the

CCF is only that η̃gRLη̃
r
RL is sufficiently different from ηgLη

r
L, η

g
Rη

r
R, and n2q2Lη

g
Lη

r
L.

This implies that even when the same label is used on both ligand and receptor,

a distinction is possible between the different contributions to the CCF. This is

provided the fluorescence characteristics of the complex are different from the

characteristics of the ligand and receptor alone (see [60]).

4.2.4 Calculations of SW-FCCS limits

For calculations of the Kd limits, determined with SW-FCCS, the ratio R was

calculated in dependence of different parameters. Since the solution for the binding

curve (and the detection threshold R) is constant for constant ratios of Lt/Rt and
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Kd/Rt, all results are given in terms of these dimensionless parameters.

From Eq. 4.23, the ratio R must be at least 1 to allow for the distinction

between positive and negative control. Table 4.2 shows the maximum values for

Kd/Rt where R = 1 and reports the corresponding value of Lt/Rt where this max-

imum is reached. With the knowledge that FCS measurements can be performed

at fluorophore concentrations between about 0.1 nM and 1 µM, one can directly

calculate possible Kds accessible by this method and the ideal receptor and ligand

concentrations to be employed. In these calculations it was assumed i) a standard

deviation of ∆ = 10% for all measurements; ii) quenching upon binding is always

equal in both detection channels; and iii) there is no quenching for negative con-

trols. Condition i) was found to be generally fulfilled in the measurements. In

FCS the amplitude can often be determined with a much lower standard devia-

tion. Condition ii) might improve or worsen the resolution limit since it can result

in larger or smaller differences for the fluorescence yield products for the different

species. Condition iii) would in general worsen the resolution limit since more

quenching means lower signal-to-noise ratio in the SW-FCCS measurements.

One has to differentiate between two different cases:

1) If Lt/Rt ≥ 1, then Rmaxt = Rt/Lt × 10−6M and Rmint = Rt/Lt × 10−10M.

2) If Lt/Rt < 1, then Rmaxt = 10−6M and Rmint = 10−10M.

The maximum and minimum Kds can be calculated by

Kmax
d =

Kd

Rt
Rmaxt (4.27)

Kmin
d =

Kd

Rt
Rmint (4.28)

4.3 Materials and Methods

The SW-FCCS optical setup has already been described in chapter 2. The fil-

ters used for experiments here were D1: 505DRLP, D2: 560DRLP, F2: 510AF23

(green channel) and F3: 580DF30 (red channel). Calibrations of the setup were
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performed with fluorescein (Molecular Probes, Eugene, USA) in both channels and

the geometry parameter K, describing the ratio of the extension of the confocal

volume along compared to perpendicular to the optical axis, was fixed between

2—4 for the curve fittings, depending on the calibrations.

TMRSA (Molecular Probes, Eugene, USA) was diluted to 12 sample solu-

tions of 5 nM. Each solution was incubated at least 1/2 hour with increasing

concentrations of BF (Molecular Probes) from 0—50 nM to obtain mixtures with

BF/TMRSA ratios between 0—10. Negative controls at the same concentration ra-

tios were prepared by saturating all binding sites of TMRSA with 1 µM of excess

D-biotin (Amersham Biosciences Ltd., Singapore) before adding BF. All solutions

were prepared in PBS at pH 7.4 (Sigma-Aldrich, Singapore).

4.4 Results and Discussion

To study the influence of the dissociation constant, impurities, cross-talk and

labeling ratio, the following assumptions are made if not stated otherwise:

i) Interactions have a 1:1 stoichiometry. Since FCS cannot resolve interactions

of molecules with similar masses, especially when there is no accompanying

change in fluorescence yield.

ii) All fluorophores have the following fluorescence yields: ηgL = 27, 000Hz,

ηrL = 3, 000Hz, η
g
R = 3, 000Hz, η

r
R = 27, 000Hz.

iii) Receptors and ligands carry only one fluorophore.

iv) No quenching occurs for the fluorophores upon binding: qL = qR = 1.

v) All receptors and ligands are active and carry one fluorophore (no impuri-

ties).

The following calculations will determine the influence of each of these condi-

tions on the CCF by varying each parameter at a time, while keeping the others

at their values stated here.
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4.4.1 Influence of the dissociation constant on SW-FCCS

The amplitudes of the CCF were calculated as a function of ligand receptor ratio

Lt/Rt for dissociation constants 10−15 M < Kd < 10−7 M (Fig. 4.1). The neg-

ative control decreases steadily with an increasing ratio Lt/Rt since the receptor

concentration remains constant and the ligand concentration increases. The CCF

for the negative control changes only due to the cross-talk of the ligand in the two

channels. This behavior is similar to FCS (Eq. 4.26).

The CCFs of the positive control have two different parts. In the first part

where Lt/Rt < 1 during unsaturated binding, not every receptor has one ligand

bound and the amplitude of the CCF changes due to increasing binding. As

soon as all receptor binding sites are occupied, at saturating binding conditions,

contributions to the CCF are made by increasing numbers of free ligands. Again,

the increase in free ligand concentration leads to a decrease of the CCF amplitude.

The CCF converges to the negative control due to cross-talk of the ligand in the

two channels. This separation of the CCF for positive and negative control is

obvious for small Kds and can also be seen in the experimental data (Fig. 4.1).

For increasingKds, i.e. smaller affinities, this difference vanishes slowly and allows

the maximum Kd to be measured (Fig. 4.2).

4.4.2 Influence of impurities on SW-FCCS

Different impurities can be present in a sample. The receptor can be either active

or inactive, and the receptor can either be fluorescence labeled or unlabeled. To

make the influence of the individual impurities clear, it is assumed that only one

impurity is present at a time and represents 50% of the total ligand or receptor

concentration. The graphs for two different Kds (10−15 M and 10−9 M) and the

three kinds of impurities are shown in Fig. 4.3.

Impurities, in general, lead to a reduction in the difference between negative

and positive control and thus reduce the sensitivity of the method (see Table

4.2). Fluorescent but inactive ligands and receptors shift the apparent separation
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Figure 4.1: Binding experiments of BF to TMRSA. Depicted is the amplitude of
the cross-correlation function versus the BF to TMRSA concentration ratio. The
concentration of TMRSA was 5 nM in all experiments. The positive control (filled
circles) is shown with the best fitting model as solid curve (Veff = 0.42 fl; ∗L+t =
0.9, ∗L−t = 0.1; ∗R+t = 0.7; ∗R−t = 0.1; ◦R+t = 0.2). The negative control (empty
circles) is shown with the best fitting model as the dashed curve (Veff = 0.33 fl;
Kd = 10−15 M; ∗L+t = 0.9, ∗L−t = 0.1; ∗R+t = 0.7; ∗R−t = 0.1; ◦R+t = 0.2). The
shaded areas show the borders of the models which can fit the data with a change
of χ2 of less than 50% parameters have the following ranges: Veff = [0.33− 0.42]
fl; Kd = [10

−15 − 5 × 10−10] M; ∗L+t = 0.9, ∗L−t = 0.1; ∗R+t = [0.7 − 0.85]; ∗R−t =
[0.0−0.1]; ◦R+t = [0.1−0.2]. The two vertical grey lines delimit the [BF]/[TMRSA]
concentration region in which the detection threshold for binding R ≥ 1 (Eqs. 22
and 23).

Figure 4.2: Influence of Kd on the CCF. The CCF amplitude is shown against
the ligand/receptor concentration ratio. The curves were calculated for a standard
fluorophore pair (fluorescence yields ηgL= 27,000 Hz, η

r
L = 3,000 Hz, η

g
R= 3,000 Hz,

ηrR = 27,000 Hz; binding stoichiometry 1:1; no quenching of ligand and receptor
i.e. qL = qR= 1).
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of unsaturated binding to saturated binding at higher or lower values of Lt/Rt,

respectively, and thus lead to misinterpretation of binding stoichiometries. In

addition, for increasing concentrations of bright non-active ligands, the initial

slope of the binding curve becomes steeper (Fig. 4.3 A).

Dark but active ligands and receptors have almost no influence on the point of

separation of unsaturated to saturated binding. However, dark but active receptors

change the initial slope of the CCF and thus its amplitude. From the experimental

data in Fig. 4.1, the strong initial decrease of the CCF amplitude can be explained

by impurities that are either bright, inactive ligands or dark, active receptors.

Dark inactive impurities shift the point of separation of unsaturated to satu-

rated binding and influence the absolute amplitudes. Due to the different influ-

ences of the impurities it is theoretically possible to analyze their fractions from

experimental data. But under experimental conditions, it will largely depend on

the signal-to-noise ratio and the exact receptor or ligand labeling conditions.

4.4.3 Influence of cross-talk and quenching on SW-FCCS

Cross-talk is a serious problem in FCCS and SW-FCCS since it increases the

contributions of the single-labeled species and reduces the difference between the

fluorescence yield products of single- and double-labeled species. The influence

of cross-talk of the ligand fluorophores into the channel for the detection of the

receptor fluorophore on the binding curves is shown in Fig. 4.4. The question

for SW-FCCS is therefore, how large can cross-talk, i.e. overlap between emission

spectra, be without compromising binding measurements. The answer depends

on the binding affinity measured. Fig. 4.5 depicts the values for Kd/Rt and Lt/Rt

versus the percentage of cross-talk of either the ligand fluorophore, the receptor

fluorophore, or both fluorophores simultaneously. 50% cross-talk means that both

detection channels detect the same amount of fluorescence from a fluorophore.

Thus, in cases with more than 50% cross-talk of one of the fluorophores it would

be better to measure with a single detector. From these graphs one can directly
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Figure 4.3: Influence of impurities on the CCF. The amplitude of the CCF is
shown versus the ligand/receptor concentration ratio. The curves were calculated
for a standard fluorophores pair (fluorescence yields ηgL = 27,000 Hz, η

r
L = 3,000

Hz, ηgR = 3,000 Hz, η
r
R = 27,000 Hz; binding stoichiometry 1:1; no quenching of

ligand and receptor qL = qR = 1) and for two different Kds (A, C, E) Kd = 10
−15

M and (B, D, F) Kd = 10−9 M) with (A, B) bright inactive impurities. (C,D)
dark active impurities. (E, F) dark inactive impurities. Curves for calculations
assuming no impurities are shown as solid lines. Curves for ligand impurities are
shown as dotted lines. Curves for receptor impurities are given as dashed lines.
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evaluate whether a measurement of an expected Kd is possible by calculating the

maximum measurable dissociation constant Kmax
d from the values of Kd/Rt and

Lt/Rt at the measured level of cross-talk.

Figure 4.4: Influence of cross-talk on the CCF. The CCF amplitude is shown
versus the ligand/receptor concentration ratio. The curves were calculated for
three different levels of cross-talk of the ligand fluorophores into the channel of
the receptor fluorophores (fluorescence yield ηgL + ηrL = 30,000 Hz distributed over
the two channels depending on cross-talk). The receptor was assumed to have a
cross-talk of 10(ηgR = 3,000 Hz, η

r
R = 27,000 Hz;). The binding stoichiometry is

1:1 and no quenching of ligand and receptor were used qL = qR = 1.

4.4.4 Influence of receptor labeling on SW-FCCS

The number of labels per receptor and ligand can have a strong influence on the

correlation curves in FCS as well as in FCCS. This is due to the fact that the ACF

amplitude is proportional to the square of the fluorescence yield per molecule.

Similarly, the CCF amplitude is proportional to the product of the fluorescence

yield per molecule in the two detection channels. Thus, a molecule with two labels

instead of one contributes four times more to the ACF than a molecule with only

one label.

The influence of labeling on measurements has to be determined for every

individual system. This is often a problem since the exact distribution of labels

is not known and is usually not available for commercial products. Especially
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Figure 4.5: Sensitivity of SW-FCCS depending on increasing cross-talk of ligand
fluorophores (dotted lines), receptor fluorophores (dashed lines), or both fluo-
rophores simultaneously (solid lines). For these calculations a 1:1 binding sto-
ichiometry and no quenching upon binding were assumed. For the ligand and
receptor curves the cross-talk of one fluorophore was fixed at 10% while the cross-
talk of the other flurophore was varied between 10 and 50%. At 50% cross-talk
for a fluorophore, the intensities detected in the two detection channels are equal.
For the ligand and receptor curves the cross-talk of both fluorophores was varied
simultaneously between 10 and 90%. The fluorophores were assumed to result in
30,000 cpm over all detection channels. (A) The values of Kd/Rt are depicted
versus percentage of cross-talk. (B) The values of Lt/Rt are depicted versus per-
centage of cross-talk. Maximum measureable Kds are calculated from the data.

proteins that are common to have several possible labeling sites, are usually not

fully labeled, since the extent of labeling increases the probability of precipitation

of the protein. However, two conditions help to reduce this influence. Firstly, the

ligand is usually well-known and labeling can be controlled so that a single label is

attached to this molecule (e.g. peptide synthesis, small molecule ligands, ligands

with a fluorescent protein attached). Secondly, the concentration of the receptor

Rt that contains an unknown distribution of labels can be held constant while the

ligand concentration Lt is varied. In this case, it is shown that the influence of the

unknown label distribution is relatively small and affects the detection of binding

only marginally.

For this purpose, the expected amplitudes of the CCF were calculated for

two Kds (10−15 and 10−9 M) and for a receptor that has either 2 or 4 possible

binding sites and thus can carry either 1 or 2 or 1—4 fluorophores, respectively.

All fluorophores were assumed to be independent of binding site, contributing
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equally to the fluorescence signal. Although this assumption is in general not

true, the calculations showed that the extent of labeling of the receptor, thus

its fluorescence yield did not influence the CCFs strongly. All calculations were

performed for standard fluorophores where the ligands carry only one fluorophore

while the receptors can carry several fluorophores. The results of these calculations

are shown in Fig. 4.6.

From Fig. 4.6 it is shown that the influence of labeling on the CCF is strongest

at low ratios of Lt/Rt. But this is as well the region where the distinction between

positive and negative control is most difficult since the differences are small. This

effect can be seen especially well in the calculations for a Kd = 10−9 M where

at Lt/Rt < 1, the difference between positive and negative control is very small.

In the region 1 < Lt/Rt < 4 where the differences between positive and negative

control are large, the influence of the labeling distribution is small.

4.4.5 SW-FCCS with spectrally similar fluorophores on

the streptavidin-biotin system

Binding of BF to TMRSAwas measured at constant TMRSA concentration (5 nM)

and increasing BF concentrations. The resulting CCF amplitudes are depicted

in Fig. 4.1 as function of [BF]/[TMRSA]. The background corrected intensities

detected in the different channels are given in Table 4.1 for solutions of 1 nM. The

number of particles per observation volume in our system is 0.22 ± 0.01. From

this value, all necessary numbers of cpm ηis were calculated.

At low ratios of [BF]/[TMRSA], the binding curve decreases until a ratio be-

tween 3—4 where full binding is attained and stoichiometry of binding is deter-

mined. Beyond this point, the binding curve decreases steeply towards the nega-

tive control due to the saturation of binding sites of streptavidin. A proper fit of

the data is difficult since Eqs. 4.25 and 4.26 contain too many unknown parame-

ters. In particular, the unknown labeling ratio of streptavidin, and the uncertainty

in the purity of the sample. Thus, two assumptions are made: 90% of the ligand
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Figure 4.6: The influence of receptor labeling on the cross-correlation amplitudes.
The graphs depict the cross-correlation amplitudes for a standard fluorophore pair
(fluorescence yields ηgL = 27,000 Hz, η

r
L = 3,000 Hz, η

g
R = 3,000 Hz, η

r
R = 27,000

Hz; binding stoichiometry 1:1; no quenching of ligand and receptor qL = qR =
1). The ligand carries one fluorophore and the receptor can carry either 1 — 2
fluorophores (A, B) or 1 — 4 fluorophores (C, D). The ratios of receptors carrying
1 to n fluorophores are given in the legends as F1 : F2 : · · · : Fn. (A) and (C) depict
the curves at a Kd = 10

−15 M. (C) and (D) depict the curves at a Kd = 10
−9 M.
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consists of active labeled ligands and 10% are bright inactive impurities. This is

in line with the 90% purity level given by the manufacturer. Secondly, TMRSA

has an average fluorescence yield as measured in Table 4.1, and the distribution

of labels is disregarded.

With these two assumptions and all the fluorescence yields measured, the data

is modeled as shown in Fig. 4.1. The best fit with the lowest χ2 has the following

values: {Veff = 0.33× 10−15 L; Kd = 10−15 M; bright active receptor: 0.7; bright

inactive receptor: 0.1; dark active receptor: 0.2}. This confirms the simulations

which showed that dark active receptor (and bright inactive ligands as fixed by

us) is responsible for the steep initial slope in the binding curve. To give an idea

of how accurate the fitting parameters are, the parameters are varied to determine

the minimum and maximum values without changing the χ2 value by more than

50%. The range of the models are indicated by the shaded area in Fig. 4.1. The

parameter ranges are: Veff = [0.33− 0.42] ×10−15 L; Kd: [10−15 − 5× 10−10] M;

bright active receptor = [0.7 − 0.85]; bright inactive receptor = [0.0 − 0.1]; dark

active receptor = [0.1−0.2]. The effective volume Veff is close to the expected value

of 0.37 × 10−15 L, as calculated from the 0.22 particles per observation volume.

The Kd has a very large range due to the small differences for the binding curves

at low Kds. As shown in Fig. 4.2, the difference in the binding curve between a

Kd = 10
−15 M and a Kd = 10

−10 M is smaller than between a Kd = 10
−10 M and

a Kd = 10
−9 M. This is mainly due to the fact that the concentrations measured

is in the nanomolar range, which is far away from the actual Kd. The fractions

for the bright active receptors compared to the bright inactive and the dark active

receptors are slightly low. Only 70− 85% of the receptors are bright and active.

However, the manufacturer claims only 90% of the labeled sample is active.

The model shows systematic deviations from the data to smaller values at low

[BF]/[TMRSA] ratios. This could be due to the fact that the distribution of labels

on the receptor is not taken into account. As shown in Fig. 4.6 it is at the low

ligand to receptor ratios that the curves deviate most strongly from curves that
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assumed one average label per receptor.

Molecule Ig (ηg) / Hz Ir (ηr) / Hz qs
Flu 10,700 (48,600) 2,700 (12,300) -
TMR < 50 (< 300) 800 (3,600) -
BF 5,700 (25,900) 1,200 (5,500) 0.25

TMRSA 300 (1,400) 1,500 (6,800) 1.0
QR 700 (3,200) 15,700 (71,400) 1.0
QD655 500 (2,300) 43,000 (195,500) 1.0

Table 4.1: Fluorescence intensities of the different particles in the detection chan-
nels g and r for standard solutions of 1 nM. The average number of molecules
per observation volume in our setup for a 1 nM solution is 0.22 ± 0.01. From
this number the values in brackets, the cpm values are calculated. The quenching
factor for the different molecules is given by qs.

4.4.6 Comparison of sensitivities of different fluorophore

pair systems

To give a general idea of how different fluorophores influence SW-FCCS measure-

ments, the values are compared for two fluorophore pairs that represent different

extremes: fluorescein-quantum red (Flu-QR) and fluorescein-tetramethylrhodamine

(Flu-TMR). The system with Flu-QR can be excited at 488 nm, and due to the

large Stokes shift of QR (emission mainly at 670 nm) the emission of the two

fluorophores can be easily separated. Binding measurements have been shown

in chapter 3 with SW-FCCS on this binding system. The emission maxima of

Flu-TMR are not well separated and excitation at 488 nm is not as efficient for

TMR.

Table 4.2 shows the calculated maximum values of Kd/Rt and the correspond-

ing value of Lt/Rt for these two fluorophore pairs. The values have been calculated

from the cpm data of Table 4.1 and Eqs. 4.23, 4.25 and 4.26 for different conditions

that show extreme values of 80% quenching of either ligand or receptor, and for

20% bright non-active impurities of both ligand and receptor. These conditions

were chosen to be representative of typical situations.

In the Flu-QR system, the ratio Kd/Rt ranges from 0.77 to 377 with values
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of Lt/Rt of 1.99 and 113, respectively. This translates into a measurable Kmax
d

between 0.4—3.3 µM and shows that this system can be used for the measurement

of even weak interactions. In the case of Flu-TMR, the ratio of Kd/Rt can be well

below 1 and in general for 1:1 binding stoichiometry it is between 0.02 and 0.22

with Lt/Rt between 0.47 and 1. Therefore, the measurable Kmax
d is in the range

of 20—220 nM or lower. For a binding stoichiometry of 1:4, the values increase to

Kd/Rt = 4.5 at Lt/Rt = 5.5, resulting in a measurable Kmax
d of 0.8 µM.

Stoich- No quenching 80% quenching 80% quenching R impurity 20%
iometry no impurities of ligand (green) of receptor (red) L impurity 20%
Flu-QR Lt/Rt Kd/Rt Lt/Rt Kd/Rt Lt/Rt Kd/Rt Lt/Rt Kd/Rt

1:1 41 43.5 1.99 0.77 39.2 9.0 33 22.0
4:1 113 377 33 33 85.0 153.0 104.0 224.0
Flu-QR
1:1 0.47 0.22 0.85 0.02 1.0 0.04 0.61 0.03
4:1 5.5 4.5 2.9 1.2 5.3 4.5 4.9 2.5

Table 4.2: MaximumKd/Rt values with corresponding Lt/Rt values, for a value of
the detection threshold R = 1. Values are given for two fluorophore combinations:
BF/QR and BF/TMRSA. With these values maximum and minimum detectable
Kds can be calculated.

4.4.7 Possible fluorophore pairs for SW-FCCS

The preceding discussion shows that ideal fluorophore pairs for SW-FCCS mini-

mize cross-talk due to large differences in Stokes shift but have strong absorptions

at the same wavelength. This is suitable for QDs and energy transfer dyes that

can be excited at 488 nm but have largely different emission spectra. However,

these labels suffer from several drawbacks: QDs are large and often of similar or

larger size than the labeled molecule; aggregation may also occur (see chapter 3).

Therefore other labels, preferably small organic dyes or bright proteins can be

applied. The choice of fluorescein-TMR is a borderline case and the improvement

over FCS with two of the same labels is small. This is mainly due to the quench-

ing of fluorescein upon binding and the limited absorption of TMR at 488 nm.

However, new commercial fluorophores with large Stokes shifts could offer new

perspectives for SW-FCCS. Possible candidates are MegaStokes dyes [89] that can
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be excited at 488 nm, but have emission wavelengths between 530 and 670 nm.

These fluorophores could be paired with standard fluorophores that can be excited

at 488 nm (fluorescein, GFP). A problem with these dyes is that their emission

spectra get broader with longer emission wavelength, possibly increasing problems

of cross-talk. Another possibility would be combinations of fluorescent proteins,

several of which can be excited pair wise at 488 nm but emit at different wave-

length. For instance, green and red fluorescent proteins can be excited efficiently

at 488 nm and FCS curves can be measured efficiently in vivo as shown in chapter

5, Table 5.2. Fluorescent proteins would not only offer the advantage of in vivo

measurements but also the precise control of labeling ratio. Thus, eliminating

the need to determine fluorophore distributions on the interacting partners. With

these different fluorophore combinations, SW-FCCS could be used for screening

and the determination of dimerization of proteins in vivo.

4.4.8 A comparison between FCS and SW-FCCS

In general, binding can be measured by fluorescence spectroscopy if the fluores-

cence yield changes upon binding. However, if there are no changes in fluorescence

yield, binding can be measured using FCS. For a stoichiometry unequal to 1:1,

binding can be determined by a change in amplitude of the ACF [47]. Other-

wise binding can be measured by a change in the diffusion coefficient under the

condition that the mass change upon binding is at least a factor 4—8 [53, 137]

In cases of 1:1 binding with mass changes smaller than a factor 4—8 and no

accompanying fluorescence yield changes, binding can no longer be measured by

FCS. To measure binding under these conditions, both binding partners have to be

labeled. This is done by using either the same label for both binding partners and

detecting the fluorescence in one channel for autocorrelation (FCS). Alternatively,

it is achieved by using different labels per molecule and detected in a different

channel. The detection channels can then be cross-correlated (SW-FCCS).

The contribution of a molecule to the ACF depends on the square of the
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fluorescence yield (η2s) in the single detection channel. In the best case a complex of

a ligand and receptor would thus have double the fluorescence yield and contribute

4 times as much to the ACF than the unbound particles. Table 4.1 reports the

fluorescence yield products for the TMRSA and BF system for a 1:1 stoichiometry.

For higher stoichiometries the comparison is more favorable. The fluorescence yield

product for the two detection channels of the bound TMRSA-BF complex (ηgcη
r
c)

is more than 4 times larger than that for BF (ηgsη
r
s). Since BF is quenched by 75%

upon binding, an FCS experiment with both interaction partners labeled with BF

would increase the square of the fluorescence yield (η2c) of the single detection

channel by only a factor of 1.252 ≈ 1.56. Therefore, SW-FCCS is a definite

improvement over FCS as it increases the contribution of the bound complex

almost 3 times more than FCS. However, when comparing ηgcη
r
c of the TMRSA-

BF complex to ηgsη
r
s of TMRSA, the improvement is much less than a factor of

4. In this case an FCS experiment with double-labeling using TMR would have

a better signal than SW-FCCS using TMR and fluorescein. Responsible for this

effect is the strong quenching by 75% of fluorescein upon binding. Therefore, one

has to choose carefully the fluorophore pairs used in a SW-FCCS experiment, so

that an improvement over FCS is achieved. However, the extension of labels for

SW-FCCS to organic dyes with only narrowly separated emission spectra makes

a wide range of labels accessible for experimental optimization.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter investigates the resolution of SW-FCCS by experiments conducted

with fluorescent probes with similar emission wavelengths. This extends the ap-

plicability of SW-FCCS from the previously reported long Stokes shift fluorophores

(in chapter 3) to the more routinely used small organic dyes.

The theory of SW-FCCS has been extended from chapter 3 for equilibrium

binding of receptor-ligand at 1:1 binding stoichiometry to 1:4 stoichiometry. The
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theory takes into account the receptor and ligand impurities and the fluorophore

labeling ratio. It is also defined that for SW-FCCS to resolve binding, the CCF

amplitudes of the binding curve and the negative control will have to differ by

at least six standard deviations. Fluorescent probes with similar excitation and

emission spectra, fluorescein and tetramethylrhodamine, were characterized on the

setup with higher percentage of cross-talk obtained in both channels.

Receptor-ligand binding between TMRSA and BF has been measured on SW-

FCCS and the binding curve was fitted with the theoretical model to obtain the

percentages of receptor impurities and a Kd close to the literature value [120].

Various parameters such as cross-talk, impurities, fluorophore labeling ratios and

dissociation constants influencing the binding curves have been simulated. The

resolution of binding for TMRSA/BF is lower than that compared with QR/BF,

a fluorophore pair with larger difference in emission wavelengths and higher fluo-

rescence yields. However, it is shown that even for measurements at a single con-

centration ratio between receptor and ligand, differences of more than 6 standard

deviations in the CCF amplitude can be reached. When comparing SW-FCCS

with FCS, the capability of the methods to resolve binding will depend on the

contribution of the fluorescence yields to the CCF or ACF respectively.

It has been shown that SW-FCCS can be applied to excitation of fluorophores

that have only small differences in emission spectra. Although, depending on the

fluorophores, the detection of interactions can be restricted to very low dissoci-

ation constants, i.e. very strong binders, (∼1 nM), the method is applicable in

most cases to dissociation constants up to about 1 µM. Thus, this study raises

the possibility of extending the method to the excitation of more than two flu-

orophores for multicolor detection of multiple binding partners (see chapter 5).

This is an important step towards simultaneous multiplex detection of biomole-

cular interactions in high throughput screening or complex signaling networks in

living cells.
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Multicolor SW-FCCS

5.1 Introduction

The resolution limit of SW-FCCS was determined with respect to binding con-

stants, sample impurities, cross-talk and quenching in chapter 4. It was shown

that it is possible to achieve fluorescence cross-correlation with spectrally simi-

lar fluorophores using single laser wavelength excitation. This raises the question

if SW-FCCS can be extended to more than two colors to detect higher order

molecular interactions. Biomolecular interactions involving more than two mole-

cular species have been elucidated using fluorescence techniques. Colocalization

analysis [90, 138] and image correlation analysis [72, 139] by confocal microscopes

compare images with differently labeled molecular species and calculate the image

superposition or correlation functions. Although interacting molecules localize

to the same site, the overlap of images of molecules at the same position does

not necessarily prove mutual interactions. Recently, other methods with single

molecule sensitivity have been developed, such as triple-color FRET [140] and

triple-color coincidence fluctuation analysis [83], for the probing of higher order

molecular complexes. However, triple-color FRET depends on the proximity of

labeling sites for efficient energy transfer upon interacting. Also, triple-color coin-

cidence analysis uses two-photon excitation that requires expensive laser systems.
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Moreover, these methods do not provide dynamic information of the molecular

interactions as compared with correlation functions.

In this chapter, an extension of dual-color SW-FCCS to triple-color or mul-

ticolor SW-FCCS is described. Using a single laser wavelength to excite up to

three differently emitting dyes simultaneously, the binding of green ligand biotin-

4-fluorescein (BF) and yellow ligand R-phycoerythrin biotin (BPE) to red recep-

tor Alexa Fluor 647-R-phycoerythrin-streptavidin (AXSA) is measured. The the-

ory is formulated to explain the pair-wise cross-correlations green×red (Ggr (τ)),

yellow×red (Gyr (τ)) and green×yellow (Ggy (τ)) for this system. It is shown that

even with a higher amount of cross-talk between three differently emitting fluores-

cent labels, SW-FCCS is able to discriminate bound complexes from free reactants

by more than 6 standard deviations difference in the cross-correlation amplitudes.

The capability of distinguishing trimers, dimers and monomers regardless of their

molecular weight, when performed with appropriate negative controls, opens up

new possibilities of studying higher order interactions in complex molecular sys-

tems.

5.2 Theory

5.2.1 Cross-correlation of triple species

The theory presented here adapts the theory described from chapter 4 to a three

component binding system. Assume a receptor-ligand system consisting of R, a

red fluorescent receptor with multiple binding sites for one ligand, and Lg and

Ly, the ligand that is either labeled with a green or yellow emitting fluorophore.

Considering a solution of receptor and ligands, free ligands L will bind with free

receptors R to form complex RLn at equilibrium binding where n is the number

of bound ligands on R. Assume that each complex formed consists of one receptor

with several ligands specifically bound, therefore excluding oligomerization of this

receptor. The binding scheme has already been described in chapter 4, Eq. 4.1.
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Assuming that each binding site has the same affinity. If the multiplicity of

the binding sites is disregarded, the dissociation constant Kd for each individual

binding site is then given by Eq. 4.2 in chapter 4. To take account of the multiple

binding sites per receptor, binomial coefficients are introduced to describe the

possibility of n ligands binding to nt binding sites [135]. The concentrations of

free receptors and ligands, Rf and Lf , are thus related to the total concentrations

of receptor Rt and ligand Lt minus the sum of all bound receptors and ligands,

respectively.

Rf = Rt −
ntX
n=1

µ
nt
n

¶
RLn (5.1)

Lf = Lt −
ntX
n=1

n

µ
nt
n

¶
RLn (5.2)

The concentrations of the complexes RLn, Lf and Rf at binding equilibrium

can then be numerically determined by simultaneously solving Eq. 4.2, 5.1 and

5.2.

The total concentration of ligand Lt consists of the ligands Lg and Ly. The

probability of encountering either ligand Lg or Ly to form a complex with a re-

ceptor is given by their mole fractions

flg =
Lg

Lt
(5.3)

fLy =
Ly

Lt
= 1− flg (5.4)

Consider a receptor with nt binding sites and n fluorescent ligands bound of

which ng are Lg ligands and ny are Ly ligands (ng ≤ n ≤ nt). In this case, the

number of possibilities of how to distribute firstly n ligands over nt binding sites

and secondly ng ligands Lg to the n bound sites has to be taken into account.

The distribution of ny ligands Ly to the ny = n− ng remaining binding sites has
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then only one possibility. The concentration of a complex with n bound ligands

becomes

RL(n,ng) =

µ
nt
n

¶µ
n

ng

¶
f
ng
Lg
· fnyLy ·RLn (5.5)

The first binomial coefficient describes the distribution of n bound ligands over

the total number of binding sites nt and the second coefficient is the distribution

of Lg over the total number of bound ligands. Equations 5.1-5.5 will be used to

calculate the cross-correlation amplitude as shown below.

The time dependent total fluorescence signal Fi(t) in detection channel i is

the sum of all fluorescent species (s = L,R,RL) contributing to the signal. It is

determined by their fluorescence yields (often expressed as counts per molecule per

second), and the time dependent number of particles NAVeffC (t) in the effective

observation volume Veff . NA is Avogadro’s number and C (t) represents the time

dependent values of the averages Lf , Rf , or RL (n, ng) as defined in Eqs. 5.1, 5.2,

and 5.5, respectively. All possible species that contribute with via cross-talk into

the detection channels are taken into account.

Fi(t) = F i
R (t) + F i

L (t) + F i
RL (t)

= NAVeff

⎡⎣ηiLLf (t) + ηiRRf (t) +
ntX
n=1

nX
ng=1

ηiRLRL(n,ng) (t)

⎤⎦
= NAVeff

⎡⎢⎣
³
ηiLgfLg + ηiLyfLy

´
Lf (t) + ηiRRf (t)+Pnt

n=1

Pn
ng=1

³
ngqLgη

i
Lg + nyqLyη

i
Ly + ηiR

´
RL(n,ng) (t)

⎤⎥⎦
(5.6)

The first term represents the total free ligands with different fluorescence yields

ηLg , ηLy for ligands labeled with different fluorophores. The second term represents

the free receptor and the third term denotes the complex itself with both types of

ligands bound to the receptor where the fluorescence yield contribution of Lg and
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Ly are proportional to the number of ligands bound i.e. ng times Lg and ny times

Ly. Changes in fluorescence yields upon binding via processes such as quenching

or FRET are taken into account by the factors qLg , qLywhere q = 1.0 if there is no

change in fluorescence yield. Assuming that the emission spectra do not undergo

any shifts in wavelength, qLg , qLyare the same in all channels.

Since it is only interesting in observing relative changes in the cross-correlation

amplitudes, the CCF is calculated at τ = 0. The fluorescence yield factor is

obtained by the product of fluorescence yields in the cross-correlated channels.

It determines the weighting factor contributing from various species to the CCF

amplitude respectively

ηijL = ηiLfη
j
Lg
fLg + ηiLyη

j
Ly
fLy (5.7)

ηijR = ηiRη
j
R (5.8)

ηijRL(n,ng) =
³
ngqLgη

i
Lg + nyqLyη

i
Ly + ηiR

´
(5.9)³

ngqLgη
j
Lg
+ nyqLyη

j
Ly
+ ηjR

´
(5.10)

By substituting Eq. 5.6 for two detection channels i×j (where i×j can be any

combination pair of detection channels) into the CCF in Eq. 2.1, and assuming a

3D Gaussian illumination intensity profile, the CCF amplitude then becomes

G+
ij (0) =

ηijLLf + ηijRRf +
Pnt

n=1

Pn
ng=1

ηijRL(n,ng)RL(n,ng)

NAVeff

⎡⎢⎣
³
ηiLLf + ηiRRf +

Pnt
n=1

Pn
ng=1

ηiRL(n,ng)RL(n,ng)

´
³
ηjLLf + ηjRRf +

Pnt
n=1

Pn
ng=1

ηjRL(n,ng)RL(n,ng)

´
⎤⎥⎦

(5.11)

where the effective volume Veff is experimentally determined.

The CCF for the negative control does not include binding of ligand to receptor

therefore only cross-talk is contributing to the function
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G−ij (0) =
ηijLLt + ηijRRt

NAVeff
£
(ηiLLt + ηiRRt)

¡
ηjLLt + ηjRRt

¢¤ (5.12)

Equation 5.11 is based on the assumption that both Lg and Ly bind to R to

form a trimer. But in the case where only one type of ligand is bound to R and the

other remains free, the CCF amplitude will resemble the positive control function

for the bound ligand and receptor and the negative control function for the free

ligand. In this case there are two possible cases.

5.2.2 Case 1: R+ Lg + Ly → RLg + Ly

In the case where all ligands binding to the red receptor R are green ligands Lg

(n = ng) and the yellow ligands Ly remain free, the probability of binding Lg

becomes 1. The concentration of complex RLg from Eq. 5.5 becomes

RL(ng) =

µ
nt
ng

¶
RLn=ng (5.13)

All of the complexes formed consist of only RLg, therefore there is no fraction

of Ly contributing to the concentration of free ligands Lf after binding (fLy = 0)

nor to the formation of the complex RLg. Instead, all of Ly (= fLyLt) remains as

completely free ligands but still contribute to the CCF between g×r via cross-talk.

These conditions are substituted into the CCF in Eq. 5.11 to obtain Gij (0) as a

positive control for g × r

Gij(0) =
ηijLgLf + ηijLyLy + ηijRRf +

Pn
ng=1

ηijRL(ng)RL(ng)

NAVeff

⎡⎢⎣
³
ηiLgLf + ηiLyLy + ηiRRf +

Pn
ng=1

ηiRL(ng)RL(ng)

´
³
ηjLgLf + ηjLyLy + ηjRRf +

Pn
ng=1

ηjRL(ng)RL(ng)

´
⎤⎥⎦

(5.14)

The first two terms in the numerator denote free Lg and total non-binding

Ly respectively. The third and fourth terms represent the contribution from free

R and complexes RLg respectively. The fluorescence yield factors for species s
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(where s = Lg or Ly or R) are described by

ηijs = ηisη
j
s (5.15)

ηijRL(ng) =
³
ngqLgη

i
Lg + ηiR

´³
ngqLgη

j
Lg
+ ηjR

´
(5.16)

Since there are no bound complexes formed between Lg and Ly or R and Ly,

Ggy (0) and Gyr (0) represent the negative controls and any contribution from the

RLg receptor-ligand complexes comes via cross-talk.

5.2.3 Case 2: R+ Lg + Ly → RLy + Lg

In the case where all ligands bound to red R are yellow Ly (n = ny) and green Lg

remain free, the probability of binding Ly becomes 1. Eq. 5.13 then refers to the

concentration of complex RLy formed and the cross-correlations can be derived

from Eqs. 5.14—5.16 by exchanging indices g and y.

Gij(0) =
ηijLyLf + ηijLgLg + ηijRRf +

Pn
ng=1

ηijRL(ng)RL(ng)

NAVeff

⎡⎢⎣
³
ηiLyLf + ηiLgLg + ηiRRf +

Pn
ng=1

ηiRL(ng)RL(ng)

´
³
ηjLyLf + ηjLgLg + ηjRRf +

Pn
ng=1

ηjRL(ng)RL(ng)

´
⎤⎥⎦

(5.17)

5.2.4 Application of theory to streptavidin-biotin binding

system

The biochemical system presented here consists of the red AXSA receptor R with

up to 4 specific binding sites (nt = 4) for biotin ligand that is differently labeled

with fluorescein (Lg) and R-phycoerythrin (Ly). In this case, the number of ng

and ny ligands bound to R is varied from 0—4, such that the complex is always at

full binding with all streptavidin binding sites occupied with biotin (see Materials

and Methods). The CCFs for the positive and negative controls Gij can be any

permutations of detection channels in the green, yellow and red, corresponding to
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the colors at the emission maximum of the binding species.

5.3 Materials and Methods

5.3.1 Optical setup

The triple-color SW-FCCS optical setup (Fig. 5.1) consisted of a cw Argon ion

laser (Lasos Lasertechnik GmbH, Jena, Germany) with two laser lines 488 nm and

514 nm. An excitation filter z488/10x (Chroma Technology Corp., Rockingham,

USA) is used to transmit only the 488 nm excitation line. The collimated laser

beam is expanded by two biconvex lenses f = 10mm and f = 150mm and illumi-

nates the back aperture of a 40x/1.15 NA water immersion objective (Olympus,

Hamburg, Germany) mounted on an Olympus microscope IX70. The beam is fo-

cused to a diffraction-limited spot in a sample solution containing fluorescent dyes.

The emitted fluorescence is collected by the same objective and is transmitted by a

dichroic mirror 505DRLP (Omega Optical, Brattleboro, USA) that separates the

fluorescence from the scattering and excitation light. Two more dichroic mirrors

560DRLP and 630DRLP (Omega) split the emission pathway into three detection

channels, green, yellow and red. The intermediate focus by the tube lens is im-

aged (magnificationM = 1) via three achromat lenses f = 30mm (green), 40mm

(yellow) and 50mm (red) (Thorlabs Inc., Newton, USA) onto the proximal end of

a 50µm fiber (Thorlabs). Bandpass filters 520DF40 (Omega), HQ585/40m and

HQ700/90m (Chroma) are placed in front of the fiber ends to further restrict the

wavelength interval for an enhanced wavelength filtering. Photons are detected

with three avalanche photodiodes (Perkin-Elmer SPCM-AQR-13 in the green and

yellow channel and SPCM-AQR-14 in the red channel). The signals are split be-

tween three hardware correlator cards Flex02-12D, Flex99 (Correlator.com, New

Jersey, USA) and three pair-wise cross-correlations between green and red, yellow

and red, and green and yellow channels are performed at the same time on three

separate personal computers.
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Figure 5.1: The three-color cross-correlation fluorescence spectrometer consists
of a typical FCS setup with three detection pathways. A single laser beam is
expanded and collimated by lenses L1 and L2. The microscope objective focuses
the beam into the sample. The fluorescence light emitted is focused by the tube
lens L3 and split three-ways into different wavelength regions via dichroics D2 and
D3. Lenses L4-L6 focus the emission beams onto fibers O1-O3. F1: excitation
filter; F2-F4: bandpass filters; L1-L6: lenses; D1-D3: dichroic mirrors; O1-O3:
optical fibers.
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5.3.2 Chemistry

Ligands biotin-4-fluorescein, R-phycoerythrin biotin-XX conjugate and receptor

Alexa Fluor 647-R-phycoerythrin-streptavidin were purchased from Invitrogen

(Basel, Switzerland). Streptavidin is a homotetrameric protein with 4 biotin-

binding sites. To maintain AXSA always at full binding with varying BF and

BPE concentrations, 9 aliquots of AXSA was fixed at constant concentration 5 nM

whilst BF was added in increasing concentrations from 0-20 nM to give BF/AXSA

concentration ratios = 0, 0.5, 1...4. This was incubated before adding decreasing

concentrations of BPE into the same aliquots from 20-0 nM at BPE/AXSA con-

centration ratios = 4, 3.5, 3...0 to fully occupy the remaining free binding sites

of AXSA. Three types of negative controls with all three reactants at the same

concentrations as the positive control were prepared in 9 aliquots to inhibit (1)

all binding sites, (2) BPE binding and (3) BF binding. Negative control (1) was

prepared by first incubating AXSA with excess unlabeled D-biotin (Invitrogen,

1 µM) to saturate completely all binding sites, then adding BF and incubating

it before adding in BPE. In negative control (2), BPE binding was inhibited by

first incubating BF with AXSA and then saturating all available binding sites

with excess D-biotin (1 µM), before mixing BPE. Likewise, negative control (3)

was prepared by first incubating BPE to AXSA and the remaining binding sites

saturated with excess D-biotin (1 µM), before adding the inhibited BF ligand. All

incubation times were ∼ 30 minutes and all samples were prepared in PBS buffer

pH 7.4 (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Buchs, Switzerland).

5.4 Results and Discussions

5.4.1 Characterization of fluorophores for SW-FCCS

In this chapter, fluorescein, R-phycoerythrin, a 240 kDa phycobiliprotein and

Alexa Fluor 647-R-phycoerythrin, a tandem dye, were selected for SW-FCCS due

to their overlapping excitation spectra and minimal cross-talk. Their molar extinc-
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tion coefficients at 488 nm are shown in Table 5.1. The series of installed dichroic

mirrors and bandpass filters effectively separates the emission wavelengths yet pro-

viding high count rates. Their absorbance and emission spectra are shown in Fig.

5.2, A and B. The fluorescence yields η in each channel were calculated from the

photon counts per second divided by the number of molecules determined from the

amplitude of the ACF. The η values were corrected for background from Raman

scattering of water in the yellow and Rayleigh scattering of the laser line (Table

5.1).

Molecule [M-1 cm-1] ηg ηy ηr q
BF 63,500 13,300 4,300 500 0.17
BPE 824,500 200 24,400 2,300 1.0
AXSA 980,000 6,100 22,000 318,100 1.0

Table 5.1: Molar extinction coefficients at 488 nm, fluorescence yields (η) in
Hz/molecule and residual fluorescence factor (q) after binding of the receptor and
ligands measured at laser power 50 µW.

The quenching of BF and BPE upon binding was measured independently

by adding excess unlabeled streptavidin (Sigma-Aldrich) and by monitoring the

changes in their fluorescence intensities. The average fluorescence intensity for

BPE remains the same (q = 1.0) upon binding streptavidin but BF is quenched

83% (q = 0.17) corresponding to literature values (84 — 88%) [123]. Note that

the shorter biotin-4-fluorescein ligand is quenched more than fluorescein-biotin

used in chapters 3 and 4 (∼75%) due to stronger, faster and non-cooperative

binding between the less hindered biotin-4-fluorescein and streptavidin [123]. The

fluorescence yields η and the quenching factors q in all three channels contributed

by the fluorophores are tabulated in Table 5.1. These values are used to calculate

the fits from Eq. 5.11 for the positive control curves. Average photon count rates

detected for all three channels were measured and compared between the positive

and negative controls for all binding ratios. No relative changes were observed in

fluorescence intensities upon binding to form BPE-AXSA and BF-BPE complexes.

Therefore, FRET process was excluded from the equations.

Other fluorophore combinations have also been considered for multicolor SW-
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Figure 5.2: (A) Absorbance spectra of the fluorophores labels of BF, BPE and
AXSA. The excitation probabilities at the laser excitation line 488 nm are 93%,
56% and 50% respectively. (B) Fluorescence emission spectra of the three dyes.
The detection windows of the molecules are specified by the dichroics and bandpass
filters selected. All spectral curves are normalized. (C) Autocorrelation functions
(grey curves) and their fits (black curves) all normalized to their total number of
molecules in the green, yellow and red detection channels for BF, BPE and AXSA
respectively. The inset box shows the average diffusion times obtained from the
fitting of the functions.
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FCCS. Organic dye pairs and QDs have been measured in chapters 3 and 4. In

particular, quantum dots have become a convenient choice for multicolor detection

due to high quantum yield and continuously tunable emission spectra that can all

be excited with one laser line. In these experiments, organic dyes were selected

instead of quantum dots due to the relative ease of control of binding ratios of bi-

otin to streptavidin. Commercially available quantum dots are developed mainly

for imaging purposes and usually have high protein to label conjugation (10—15

streptavidin molecules per quantum dot) [91], making the binding concentrations

difficult to manipulate between three binding partners. In addition, aggregation

problem with quantum dots has been previously reported in chapter 3. Although

QDs are better in terms of photostability and brightness, their aggregation in so-

lution makes it difficult to unambiguously determine interactions. Alternatively,

tandem dyes have been widely used in flow cytometric applications for simulta-

neous detection of multiple fluorophores excited with a single laser [112]. These

bright dyes are used for the same advantages for the application to SW-FCCS.

A range of other possible dyes that could be used for in vitro and in vivo

SW-FCCS, including fluorescent proteins and Megastokes dyes [89], have been

measured and their fluorescence yields are listed with their filter sets in Table 5.2.
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5.4.2 Calibration experiments

Calibration measurements were performed with Fluorescein (Invitrogen, 1 nM)

in the green and yellow channels and AXSA in the red channel. ACFs of BF,

BPE and AXSA were measured with increasing laser power from 50—500 µW to

investigate the change of cpm and triplet state population against excitation in-

tensity. The diffusion times of the different molecules showed deviations at higher

excitation intensities, however this change depended on the molecular species and

was minimal in the setup below 100 µW for all three species. A laser power of 50

µW was selected for minimal optical saturation and photobleaching of the dyes,

optimal count rates and low triplet fraction obtained between all three fluores-

cent dyes. Ten correlation functions measured for 10 s were taken for all ACF

and CCFs. All correlation curves were fitted with the Levenberg-Marquadt fit-

ting algorithm in Igor Pro (v4.0 Wavemetrics, Oregon, USA). A fitting model for

one-component diffusion model with triplet state (see chapter 2, Eq. 2.17 [126])

was used for the ACFs of BF and AXSA. The BPE ACFs were fitted with the

one-component diffusion model with two triplet states where the first decay cor-

responds to the singlet-triplet lifetime in the microsecond timescale [141]. The

second decay in the tens of microsecond timescale could be due to other photo-

dynamic process involved with R-phycoerythrin. The normalized ACFs and their

fits are shown in Fig 5.2, C. Fluorescein with a relative molecular weight of 376.3

Da and a reported diffusion coefficient D of 3.0 × 10−6 cm2/ s [37] was used as a

standard dye to characterize the excitation volume. The beam waist radius w◦ of

0.29 µm is calculated from Eq. 2.16 where the average diffusion time τd of 70.6 µs

of fluorescein was determined from the fits of the ACFs. The diffusion coefficients

of BF, BPE and AXSA at 2.6×10−6 cm2/ s, 2.2×10−6 cm2/ s and 1.7×10−7 cm2/ s

respectively are calculated from the beam waist and the respective diffusion times

that are obtained from the fits in Fig. 5.2 C. The relative molecular weights of the

molecules are then determined from Stokes-Einstein equation (see chapter 2, Eq.

2.19), which assumes spherical molecules, to be 547.6 Da, 964 kDa and 2,100 kDa
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respectively. The experimentally determined relative molecular weight of BF is

similar to the literature value of 644.7 Da. However, the molecular weights of BPE

and AXSA are much higher than the reported values of 240 kDa and 294 kDa.

This is most likely due to the non-spherical shapes of the molecules [142] that the

equation does not take into account. A deviation from the spherical shape will

lead to a decrease in the diffusion coefficient [47].

The blinking times of the triplet states for different labels are uncorrelated to

each other despite being bound to the same complex. Thus, the triplet fractions

that are detected in the ACFs, are not detectable in the CCFs. The triplet state

will reduce the count rate of the dye but the total number of molecules in the

ACF/CCFs remains constant. All the CCFs could be fitted sufficiently well with

the one-component diffusion model and the structure parameter K [37] was ob-

tained as 1.02±0.02 for Ggr (τ), 1.06±0.18 for Gyr (τ) and 3.45±1.45 for Ggy (τ).

The average K parameter was then fixed at 2 for all future cross-correlation fits.

5.4.3 Experimental results of streptavidin-biotin binding

In the following discussion, AXSA is referred as R, BPE as Ly and BF as Lg. In

general the CCFs exhibit the following trends. Under otherwise equal conditions

the positive controls will have higher CCF amplitudes due to complexes with

multiple colors than the negative controls. The negative controls show only weak

cross-correlations due to the cross-talk of the fluorophores into different channels.

But both, negative and positive controls will show decreasing amplitudes with

increasing number of complexes or ligands and receptors.

5.4.4 Correlations of triple-color complexes

At any one time, three different components were mixed together in one sample

aliquot and Ggr (τ), Gyr (τ), Ggy (τ) were measured simultaneously. The CCFs

and their fits for a ligand/receptor concentration ratio Lg:Ly:R = 2:2:1 are shown

in Fig. 5.3, A—C. The negative control amplitudes are due to cross-talk between
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the respective channels but the positive control amplitudes are clearly higher due

to the bound species.

The amplitudes for each ligand/receptor ratio for positive and negative con-

trols are plotted in Fig. 5.4, A—C. Fig. 5.4 A shows Ggr (0) decreasing with 0—4 Lg

and 4—0 Ly molecules bound to R due to the formation of complexes containing R

and Lg (Eq. 5.11). In the case of the negative control (Eq. 5.12) where there is an

absence of receptor-ligand complexes, the curve decreases sharply. The contribu-

tion to the amplitude is from cross-talk which is analogous to the ACFs. Likewise

for Fig. 5.4 B, Gyr (0) decrease toward increasing concentration of complexes con-

taining R and Ly. Although there is no direct binding between Lg and Ly, the

binding through an intermediate receptor R gives rise to Ggr (τ) as shown in Fig.

5.4 C. In this case, the positive control amplitude drops to a minimum toward

the center of the curve where a maximum of complexes containing Lg and Ly is

reached due to the presence of equal concentrations of Lg and Ly. As predicted,

the correlation amplitudes are smaller for negative controls compared to positive

controls in all cases.

5.4.5 Fitting analysis of triple-color complexes

It is well-known that biotin-(strept)avidin has one of the strongest interactions

known at present between a receptor and its ligand (Kd = 10−15 M). In order

to determine how accurate the fitting parameters are to model the experimental

curves, the parameters Kd and Veff were varied by changing the goodness-of-fit

χ2 value by no more than 50% from the best fit value i.e. minimum χ2. The

negative control curves, shown by the shaded regions in Fig. 5.4, A—C are fitted

(Eq. 5.11) to give Veff 1.1 to 2.1 femtoliter (Table 5.3). The fitted Veff values

generally increase with the emission wavelengths detected from the fluorescent

dyes i.e. Veff (Ggy (0)) ≤ Veff (Ggr (0)) ≤ Veff (Gyr (0)). Positive controls are

modeled with Eq. 5.11 to give the range of Veff and Kds (Table 5.3), shown by

the shaded regions in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: Cross-correlation functions of green×red, yellow×red and
green×yellow at concentration ratios Lg/R = Ly/R = 2 and R = 5 nM. (A—
C) Positive control (black curves) and negative control (grey curves) of Lg and Ly

binding to R. (D—F) Binding and inhibition curves of alternate ligand, Lg binding
to R and Ly inhibited (black curves) or Ly binding to R and Lg inhibited (grey
curves). Dotted curves show cross-correlation data and bold curves show their
fits. Excitation wavelength: 488 nm, laser power: 50 µW.
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Figure 5.4: Simultaneous binding experiments of Lg and Ly ligands to R show the
change of the cross-correlation amplitudes with increasing ligand/receptor con-
centration ratios. The top schematic drawing depicts R with four binding sites
binding to 0—4 of Lg molecules and 4—0 of Ly molecules keeping the number of bi-
otin ligands constant; and the bottom drawing depicts the negative control where
all binding sites are inhibited with D-biotin. Experimental data points for positive
control (filled circles) and negative control (empty circles) show the binding be-
tween Lg and R (A); Ly and R (B) and Lg and Ly (C). The error bar at each data
point is calculated from the standard deviation of 10 measurements. The black
curve shows the best fitting model to the data points and the shaded regions show
theKd and Veff limits where models are fitted within 50% of the best fit parameter
χ2 (Table 2). The curves show a clear distinction between the positive and neg-
ative controls in their cross-correlation amplitudes. Excitation wavelength: 488
nm, laser power: 50 µW.
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The obtained Kds are 6 orders of magnitude above the predicted 10−15 M. One

reason for this is that the experiments were performed with sample concentra-

tions in the nanomolar range (sensitivity limit of FCS) that makes it difficult to

determine Kds at 6 orders below this concentration limit. The Kds determined

from these fits however are close to FCS measurements done on the same bind-

ing system at similar concentration levels [101]. Another reason could be due to

ligand and/or receptor impurities that cause the binding curve to alter its slope.

Labeling ratios between protein and label is another possible factor affecting the

slope of the binding curve. Having more than one label increases the brightness

of the product and this contributes to the ACF amplitude with the square of its

fluorescence yield and the CCF with the product of the fluorescence yields. Here,

it is assumed that all labeling ratios for ligands and receptor are 1:1 as stated by

the supplier, and the average cpm values are used to model the curves.

Nevertheless, it is the magnitude of difference in amplitudes between the pos-

itive and negative control curves that resolves the binding of two components.

To determine complex formation, it is demanded that the difference between the

positive (+) and negative (-) control should be at least 6 standard deviations

(see chapter 4, Eq. 4.22). Factors that affect this difference include fluorescence

yields, cross-talk and impurities (see chapter 4). Although Gyr (0) has a smaller

difference because of larger cross-talk between Ly and R from yellow emitting R-

phycoerythrin molecules in AXSA molecules, the differences between all positive

and negative control curves are more than 6 standard deviations. Therefore, by

measuring multiple cross-correlation curves with a single sample at one Lg/Ly/R

concentration ratio, it is possible to determine binding between the different bio-

molecules.

The most significant differences between positive and negative controls are

found when working at stoichiometric concentrations. When measuring biotin to

streptavidin ratios above 4:1, increasing free Lg molecules contribute a larger back-

ground to the CCF. This decreases the amplitudes sharply toward the negative
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control, thus making binding irresolvable (see chapter 4).

Veff [femtoliter] Kd [M]
Samples Lower-Upper Best Fit Lower-Upper Best Fit

Ggr(0) 1.3 — 1.8 1.5
Negative control Gyr(0) 1.84 — 2.1 2.0

Ggy(0) 1.1 — 1.4 1.2
Ggr(0) 0.83 — 1.0 0.9 (2− 4)10−8 1× 10−8

Positive control Gyr(0) 0.7 — 1.57 1.0 (0.07− 1.9)10−8 7× 10−10
Ggy(0) 0.35 — 0.39 0.35 (2− 7)10−8 4× 10−8
Ggr(0) 0.94 — 1.1 1.0 (0.7− 1)10−8 1× 10−8

Lg binds, Ly free Gyr(0) 1.2 — 1.3 1.3 (0.05− 1)10−9 5× 10−11
Ggy(0) 2.5 — 3.1 3.1 (0.5− 4)10−10 5× 10−11
Ggr(0) 0.94 — 1.1 1.1

Ly binds, Lg free Gyr(0) 1.63 — 2.2 2.2 (0.09− 4)10−9 9× 10−11
Ggy(0) 1.2 (5− 7)10−9 6× 10−9

Table 5.3: Lower to upper limits and best fit values obtained for effective observa-
tion volumes (Veff) and equilibrium dissociation constants (Kd), determined from
the various binding curves.

5.4.6 Correlations of complexes with alternate ligand bind-

ing

The difference in amplitudes between the positive and negative controls of Fig.

5.4 A and B show that binding occurs between both Lg and Ly ligands with re-

ceptors. However, this does not proof the existence of complexes formed between

Lg, Ly and R simultaneously. Only Ggy (τ) confirms the existence of complexes

containing Lg, Ly and R. However, this conclusion is based on the assumption

that the components are known beforehand and the nature of binding is identified.

In this case, it is known that biotin binds specifically to streptavidin and does not

dimerize with itself. In fact, Ggy (τ) may even be sufficient to determine complex-

ation between Lg, Ly and R here [143]. In cases where the nature of binding is

not known, additional negative controls will have to be performed to confirm that

complexes RLgLy are formed. Further negative controls have been performed,

where only one ligand at a time is bound to the receptor and the binding of the

second ligand is inhibited. The cross-correlation curves for a ligand/receptor con-
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centration ratio of Lg:Ly:R = 2:2:1 are shown in Fig. 5.3, D—F. The binding and

non-binding cases are clearly distinguishable for Ggr (τ) and Gyr (τ) (Fig. 5.3, D

and E) where the interacting species posses the higher cross-correlation ampli-

tudes. The similar cross-correlation curves for Ggy (τ) (Fig. 5.3 F) demonstrate

that the ligands are not complexed either directly or indirectly via streptavidin.

The cross-correlation amplitudes over the whole range of ligand/receptor ratios

are plotted in Fig 5.5, A—C.

Case 1: When Lg is added to R with Ly inhibited, Ggr (0) (Fig. 5.5 A, empty

circles) decreases gradually comparable to the positive control (Fig. 5.4 A), whilst

the Gyr (0) and Ggy (0) curves (Fig. 5.5, B and C, empty circles) are similar to

the negative controls of Fig. 5.4 B and C.

Case 2: Binding between Ly and R with Lg inhibited shows the Gyr (0) values

(Fig. 5.5 B, filled circles) eventually decreasing at higher Ly concentrations, as

expected. Conversely, the Ggr (0) and Ggy (0) negative controls curves (Fig. 5.5,

A and C, filled circles) decrease rapidly to lower amplitudes similar to the negative

control curves in Fig. 5.4, A and C.

In Fig. 5.5 A the cross-correlations Ggr (0) have the same amplitudes when

no ligand Lg is present. The same effect can be observed in Fig. 5.5 B, where

the cross-correlation amplitudes are similar when no ligand Ly is present. For all

other cases the cross-correlations representing the interacting molecules are always

higher in amplitude than the cross-correlation representing the non-interacting

molecules. In Fig. 5.5 C, theGgy (0) values are similar, no matter whether Ly or Lg

is inhibited from binding. The curves are comparable to the negative control of Fig.

5.4 C since no complexes containing Lg and Ly simultaneously exist. In addition, it

should be noted that if all three species are present, the amplitudes of the CCFs are

always highest for the case of interacting molecules. For instance, when inhibiting

Ly from binding (empty circles) the highest amplitudes are found in Fig. 5.5 A,

the Ggr (0) channel. Conversely, when inhibiting Lg from binding (filled circles)

the highest amplitudes are found in the Gyr (0) channel (Fig. 5.5 B). The triple
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Figure 5.5: Controls with alternate ligand Lg or Ly inhibited independently with
D-biotin are shown in the top and bottom schematic drawings respectively. The
cross-correlation amplitudes vs. ligand/receptor concentration ratios are depicted.
Lg bound and Ly free (empty circles) give higher amplitudes for Ggr(0) indicating
RLg complexes formed (A), but no binding shown for Gyr(0) (B) and Ggy(0)
(C). The cross-correlations with Ly bound and Lg free (filled circles) give higher
amplitudes forGyr(0) indicatingRLy complexes formed (B), but no binding shown
for Ggr(0) (A) and Ggy(0) (C). Black curves show the best fit curve with the lowest
χ2 and the shaded regions give the limits of Kd values and Veff values fit to within
50% from the lowest χ2 (Table 2). Excitation wavelength: 488 nm, laser power:
50 µW.
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pair-wise cross-correlations directly show which molecules are interacting, thus

substantiate the initial results from Fig. 5.4, A—C that trimers are indeed formed

between both ligands and the receptor.

5.4.7 Fitting analysis of complexes with alternate ligand

binding

Additional negative control curves with Ly or Lg binding inhibited are also mod-

eled with Eq. 5.14 to give the best fit range of Veff and Kd within 50% of the

lowest χ2 (shaded regions Fig. 5.5, A—C). The exception is the Ggr (0) curve rep-

resenting Ly binding and Lg inhibition (Fig 5.5 A, filled circles) that could not be

fitted to give a Kd within the limits of 10−15 to 10−6M. This is due to the fact that

Ly does have negligible cross-talk into the green channel (see Table 5.1) and thus

the RLy complexes do not contribute to the CCF and a determination of a Kd

value is not possible. Therefore, the data points are fitted instead with Eq. 5.12

where cross-talk from free Ly and RLy complexes into the green channel could

be taken to be negligible. The fitting analysis yield Kds of streptavidin-biotin

binding from 10−11 − 10−8 M (Table 5.3).The difference between Ggr (0) positive

and negative control curve is more than 6 standard deviations (Fig. 5.5 A). This

excludes the first point that does not have any Lg present and consists of only

background from RLy complexes. Gyr (0) on the other hand fulfills the condition

for binding only at higher concentrations of Ly/R (Fig. 5.5 B). This is because at

low Ly/R concentrations, free Lg molecules contribute to the cross-correlation as

background via cross-talk, making binding indistinguishable. Both the negative

controls with Ly or Lg inhibited have no contribution to Ggy (τ) from simultaneous

binding of Ly and Lg to R (Fig. 5.5 C). Therefore both curves at low amplitudes

show little difference from each other and the contribution to the cross-correlation

amplitudes come mainly from cross-talk of the fluorophores.
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Figure 5.6: Effect of Kd on cross-correlation amplitudes calculated for the binding
of Lg and Ly to R using fluorescence yields from Table 1 at Veff = 1.0 fl and
4:1 stoichiometry. Cross-correlation amplitudes are plotted vs. ligand/receptor
concentration ratios for (A) Ggr(0); (B) Gyr(0) and (C) Ggy(0). The positive
control curves with lower binding affinity converge towards the negative control.
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5.4.8 Limitations of SW-FCCS

Influence of Kd on cross-correlations

The effect of Kd on cross-correlation amplitudes were calculated from the models

as a function of ligand/receptor concentration ratios. Kds were varied from 10-15 to

10-7 M at full binding conditions (Fig. 5.6, A—C). The changes in cross-correlation

amplitudes of the negative control curves are due to cross-talk in both channels.

The positive control curves decrease toward higher ligand concentrations for Fig.

5.6, A and B but remain relatively constant for Fig. 5.6 C. At higher Kds (10-7M)

where more free reactants contribute to the CCFs and fewer complexes are formed,

the separations of amplitudes between the positive and negative control curves

diminish. Thus the limit of measurable Kd is reached when the positive and

negative control have a difference that is smaller than 6 standard deviations. This

in turn is dependent on the count rates of the different reactants and their cross-

talk into the different channels.

Influence of impurities on cross-correlations

Various types of impurities influence cross-correlation measurements. Inactive or

unlabeled receptors or ligands contribute to the reduction in the difference between

the positive and negative controls and decreases the sensitivity of the method.

Multiple labeling sites on a reactant may as well affect the cross-correlation am-

plitudes. Some of these problems can be circumvented in cellular measurements

when fluorescent proteins are used and labeling ratios are fixed. These parameters

and its effects on dual-color SW-FCCS have been analyzed in detail in chapter 4.

Stoichiometry determination

The determination of stoichiometry with SW-FCCS has been demonstrated pre-

viously for direct binding with dual-color biomolecules in chapter 3 and 4. In the

present case for triple-color cross-correlations, the ligands bind indirectly over a

common interaction partner. With higher background due to a third color, the
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stoichiometry can still be determined in a similar way depending on theKds of the

ligands. By varying each ligand Lg and Ly across a range of concentrations whilst

maintaining the receptor concentration constant, a plot of with Lg and Ly will

reveal the stoichiometry of the binding system. Various simulations of different

stoichiometric ratios and further explanations are presented in the next section.

5.4.9 Simulations of cross-correlation amplitudes for dif-

ferent reaction models

Receptor with the same ligand binding sites

This model assumes that 1—4 of the same ligands interact with 1 receptor. The

dissociation constants of the receptor-ligand complexes RL1 · · ·RL4 are assumed

to be the same throughout. This model has already been described before in the

theory section. Here, I show how the stoichiometry of the receptor-ligand complex

can be determined with simulations of Ggy(0) with varying ligand/receptor con-

centration ratios. The fluorescence yields from Table 5.1 and Veff of 0.35 fl were

used for all simulations. It was assumed that there was no quenching (q = 1) upon

binding of the ligands. Simulations were done for complexes from R : L = 1 : 4

to R : L = 1 : 1 at Kd of 10−15 M and 10−9 M. The stoichiometry of the binding

ligand can be easily determined at the cut-off points of the curves along the x- or

y-axis, just before it drops towards the negative control. At higherKds, the cut-off

points become less obvious. Along the line of inflection diagonally between x- and

y-axes, is where the receptor binding sites are always fully occupied, although with

different numbers of Lg and Ly (L = Lg + Ly). For the cross-correlation experi-

ments of Ggy(τ) (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5), the stoichiometry could not be determined

because the experiments were measured at this concentration of full binding (along

the line of inflection). In order to determine the stoichiometry, concentrations of

either Ly (or Lg) will have to be kept constant and the concentration of Lg (or

Ly) varied. The cut-off point indicating the stoichiometry of the ligand can then
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be read off from the x-axis (or y-axis). This has been shown in chapter 3 and 4.

Receptor with different ligand binding sites

Receptor binding 1 ligand A and 1 ligand B The model for interactions of

a receptor with 2 ligands is described in the following equations. It is presented

here that 2 ligands A and B interact with receptor R with dissociation constants

Kd1 andKd2 respectively. This model is independent of sequential or simultaneous

binding and does not take into account allosteric interactions. Allosteric interac-

tions involve the binding of a specific ligand molecule that shifts the equilibrium

between unbound and bound state. Thus, altering the affinity of the receptor for

other ligand molecules [144]. Thus, in order to account for allosteric interactions,

the interactions will have 4 different Kds depending on the sequence of binding

and which ligand molecule is binding to the receptor. This will allow allosteric

interactions of a positive (Kd1 < Kd2) or a negative nature (Kd1 > Kd2) [135].

R+A
Kd1 RA+B

Kd2 RAB

R+B
Kd2 RB +A

Kd1 RAB

In this scheme, R is the free receptor that has two specific binding sites each

for free ligand A and free ligand B. RA, RB and RAB are the bound complexes

formed with RAB as the fully occupied receptor, yielding the following equations

for Kd1 and Kd2.

Kd1 =
[R] [A]

[RA]
=
[RB] [A]

[RAB]

Kd2 =
[R] [B]

[RB]
=
[RA] [B]

[RAB]

The number of free receptors Rf is then defined by the total number of recep-
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Figure 5.7: Simulations of the positive control cross-correlation amplitudes Ggy(0)
with Lg/R and Ly/R are shown for Kd = 10−15 M (A-D, top curves) and
Kd = 10

−9M.(E-H, top curves) and plotted against the negative controls (bottom
curves) at a Veff = 0.35 fl. Different stoichiometry ratios of R : L(= Lg + Ly)
= 1:4, 1:3, 1:2 and 1:1 are also shown. The line of inflection between both x-
axes represents full binding between R and L. Stoichiometry is determined from
the points where the line cuts the x- or y-axes, beyond which Ggy(0) decreases
steeply towards the negative control upon saturation of all binding sites. The
cross-correlation experiments of Ggy(τ) (Figs. 4 and 5) were performed at this
concentration of full binding. The line of inflection becomes less pronounced as
Kd increases and the stoichiometry becomes less obvious.
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tors Rt subtracted by the total number of occupied receptors. Similar equations

are also derived for the number of free ligand molecules, Af and Bf . The con-

centration of free receptors and ligands as well as the concentration of bound

complexes RA, RB and RAB at binding equilibrium can then be numerically

determined by solving the following equations simultaneously.

Rf = Rt − ([RA] + [RB] + [RAB])

= Rt −Rf

µ
Af

Kd1
+

Bf

Kd2
+

AfBf

Kd1Kd2

¶
Af = At − ([RA] + [RAB])

= At −
RfAf

Kd1

µ
1 +

Bf

Kd2

¶
Bf = Bt − ([RB] + [RAB])

= Bt −
RfBf

Kd2

µ
1 +

Af

Kd1

¶

The time dependent total fluorescence signal Fi(t) from detection channel i

is the sum of all signals of fluorescent species that contribute to the total signal,

including species that cross-talk into the detection channel. To take into account

possible changes in fluorescence yields η of interacting molecules upon binding,

q factors representing the percentage of quenching or FRET processes can be

included with η.

Fi (t) = F i
A (t) + F i

B (t) + F i
R (t) + F i

RA (t) + F i
RB (t) + F i

RAB (t)

= NAVeff

⎡⎢⎣ ηiAAf (t) + ηiBBf (t) + ηiRRf (t) + ηiRARA (t)

+ηiRBRB (t) + ηiRABRAB (t)

⎤⎥⎦
where ηiRA/B = ηiR + ηiA/B and ηiRAB = ηiR + ηiA + ηiB

The CCF at τ = 0 is obtained by cross-correlating the fluorescence signals

from both detection channels i and j where
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G+
ij (0) =

ηijAAf + ηijBBf + ηijRRf + ηijRARA+ ηijRBRB + ηijRABRAB

NAVeff

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎛⎜⎝ ηiAAf + ηiBBf + ηiRRf + ηiRARA

+ηiRBRB + ηiRABRAB

⎞⎟⎠×⎛⎜⎝ ηjAAf + ηjBBf + ηjRRf + ηjRARA

+ηjRBRB + ηjRABRAB

⎞⎟⎠

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
where ηijRA/B =

³
ηiR + ηiA/B

´³
ηjR + ηjA/B

´
and ηijRAB = (η

i
R + ηiA + ηiB)

¡
ηjR + ηjA + ηjB

¢
The CCF for the negative control (at τ = 0) consists of only free molecules

that contribute to the CCF via cross-talk between both channels.

G−ij (0) =
ηijAAt + ηijBBt + ηijRRt

NAVeff
£
(ηiAAt + ηiBBt + ηiRRt)

¡
ηjAAt + ηjBBt + ηjRRt

¢¤

Receptor binding 2 ligands A and 1 ligand B The model for interactions

of a receptor with 3 ligands is described in the following equations. In the present

case, 2 ligand molecules A and 1 ligand molecule B interact with receptor R with

dissociation constants Kd1 and Kd2 respectively. This model does not take into

account allosteric interactions where there could be a possibility of the binding

model having up to 9 different Kds.

R+A
Kd1 RA+A

Kd1 RA2 +B
Kd2 RA2B

R+A
Kd1 RA+B

Kd2 RAB +A
Kd1 RA2B

R+B
Kd2 RB +A

Kd1 RBA+A
Kd1 RA2B
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Figure 5.8: Simulations of cross-correlation amplitudes obtained from the binding
of 1 ligand A and 1 ligand B to each receptor R. GAB (top graph), GAR (middle
graph) and GBR (bottom graph) are simulated at various combinations of A/R
and B/R concentration ratios atKd = 10

−15M for all receptor-ligand interactions.
The schematic drawing depicts the binding reaction at different ligand/receptor
concentration ratios.
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Figure 5.9: Determination of stoichiometry for complex RAB. Simulations of the
positive control cross-correlation amplitudes GAB(0) for A/R and B/R are shown
as 3D plots for (A) Kd = 10−15 M and (B) Kd = 10−9 M for both ligands A
and B. The simulations were done using Veff = 0.35 fl. The lines of inflection
perpendicular to both the x- and y-axes represent the stoichiometry of the ligands
A and B, respectively, i.e. R : A : B = 1:1:1. The lines of inflection becomes
less pronounced as Kds increases and the stoichiometry becomes less obvious. (C)
Simulations of Kd1 = 10−15 M for ligand A and Kd2 = 10−9 M for ligand B.
For this reaction where the Kds of the ligands are independent of each other, the
binding curves of the ligands that lie on the x- or y-axes remain the same despite
the second ligand having a different Kd.
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Figure 5.10: (A) Simulation of the GAB(0) binding curves at 0—4 A/R concentra-
tion ratios, with no ligand B from Kd = 10

−15 M to Kd = 10
−9 M. The plots of

binding curves for ligand B is also similar at 0—4 B/R when ligand A is not in-
cluded. The positive control curves decreases towards the negative control curves
at higher saturation of the binding site. The difference in amplitudes between
the positive and negative control decreases at higher Kds. (B) Simulation of the
GAB(0) binding curves at 0—4 A/R and 4-0 B/R ratios (view the diagonal cross-
section of the 3D plot from A/R = 4 to B/R = 4). The stoichiometry of ligands
A and B can be determined from the cut-off points of the curves where A/R = 1
and B/R = 1. These cut-off points become less defined as Kd of the reaction
increases. Stoichiometry becomes then indistinguishable beyond Kd = 10

−9 M.
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Kd1 =
[R] [A]

[RA]
=
[RA] [A]

[RA2]
=
[RAB] [A]

[RA2B]
=
[RB] [A]

[RBA]

Kd2 =
[R] [B]

[RB]
=
[RA] [B]

[RAB]
=
[RA2] [B]

[RA2B]

In this model, R is the unoccupied receptor with 2 binding sites for A, RA are

receptors with one of either binding site occupied with A, and RA2 is the receptor

fully occupied with A. For complexes RA and RAB, A could be binding to either

one of 2 binding sites of R, thus multiplicity of binding sites is taken into account

for the following equations. Take note that the total concentration of ligand A in

complexes RA2 and RA2B is twice of the concentration of the complexes.

Rf = Rt − (2 [RA] + [RB] + [RA2] + 2 [RAB] + [RA2B])

= Rt −
µ
2RfAf

Kd1
+

RfBf

Kd2
+

RfA
2
f

K2
d1

+
2RfAfBf

Kd1Kd2
+

RfA
2
fBf

K2
d1Kd2

¶
Af = At − (2 [RA] + 2 [RA2] + 2 [RAB] + 2 [RA2B])

= At −
µ
2RfAf

Kd1
+
2RfA

2
f

K2
d1

+
2RfAfBf

Kd1Kd2
+
2RfA

2
fBf

K2
d1Kd2

¶
Bf = Bt − ([RB] + 2 [RAB] + [RA2B])

= Bt −
µ
RfBf

Kd2
+
2RfAfBf

Kd1Kd2
+

RfA
2
fBf

K2
d1Kd2

¶

Fi (t) = F i
A (t) + F i

B (t) + F i
R (t) + F i

RA (t)

+F i
RA2

(t) + F i
RB (t) + F i

RAB (t) + F i
RA2B

(t)

= NAVeff

⎡⎢⎣ ηiAAf (t) + ηiBBf (t) + ηiRRf (t) + ηiRARA (t) + ηiRA2RA2 (t)

+ηiRBRB (t) + ηiRABRAB (t) + ηiRA2BRA2B (t)

⎤⎥⎦
where ηiRAn/B = ηiR + nηiA/B and ηiRAnB = ηiR + nηiA + ηiB
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G+
ij (0) =

ηijAAf + ηijBBf + ηijRRf + ηijRARA+ ηijRA2RA2+

ηijRBRB + ηijRABRAB + ηijRA2BRA2B

NAVeff

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎛⎜⎝ ηiAAf + ηiBBf + ηiRRf + ηiRARA+ ηiRA2RA2+

ηiRBRB + ηiRABRAB + ηiRA2BRA2B

⎞⎟⎠⎛⎜⎝ ηjAAf + ηjBBf + ηjRRf + ηjRARA+ ηjRA2RA2+

ηjRBRB + ηjRABRAB + ηjRA2BRA2B

⎞⎟⎠

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
where ηijRAn/B =

³
ηiR + nηiA/B

´³
ηjR + nηjA/B

´
and ηijRAnB

= (ηiR + nηiA + ηiB)
¡
ηjR + nηjA + ηjB

¢
The negative control is the same as that for the model of receptor with 2

binding sites.

5.4.10 Applications of multicolor SW-FCCS

The extension of FCCS to three colors diminishes the signal-to-noise ratio of the

measurements since a narrower wavelength range is available for each channel and

cross-talk between the channels will be larger. Nevertheless, the extension to three

colors is important for at least two reasons. Firstly, the biological variability be-

tween cells is often so high that any correlations between distinct biomolecules are

hidden and can only be detected when all relevant molecules are observed simul-

taneously in a cell. Secondly, complex biochemical reactions in cellular systems

involve higher order molecular interactions. These interactions consist of temporal

association and dissociation reactions that multicolor SW-FCCS has the poten-

tial to detect and monitor. For instance, the detection of binding of the various

proteins involved in signaling complexes in a cellular environment over time can

only be followed when the different interaction partners are labeled. To be able

to detect these intermediate complexes, the lifetimes of these complexes have to

be longer than the time it takes for the complexed molecule to diffuse through
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Figure 5.11: Simulations of cross-correlation amplitudes obtained from the bind-
ing of 2 ligands A (green) and 1 ligand B (yellow) to each receptor R (red). GAB

(top graph), GAR (middle graph) and GBR (bottom graph) are simulated at vari-
oius combinations of A/R and B/R concentration ratios at Kd = 10

−15M for all
receptor-ligand interactions. The schematic drawing depicts the binding reaction
at different ligand/receptor concentration ratios.
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Figure 5.12: Determination of stoichiometry for complex RA2B. Simulations of
the positive control cross-correlation amplitudes GAB(0) for A/R and B/R are
shown for (A)Kd = 10

−15 M and (B)Kd = 10
−9 M for both ligands A and B. The

simulations were done using Veff = 0.35 fl. The lines of inflection perpendicular
to both the x- and y-axes represent the stoichiometry of the ligands A and B
respectively i.e. R : A : B = 1 : 2 : 1. The lines of inflection becomes less
pronounced as Kds increases and the stoichiometry becomes less obvious. (C)
Simulations of Kd1 = 10

−15 M for ligand A and Kd2 = 10
−9 M for ligand B. For

this reaction where the Kd1 for all ligands A is the same and Kd2 is independent
of each other, the binding curves of the ligands that lie on the x- or y-axes remain
the same despite the second ligand having a different Kd.
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Figure 5.13: (A) Simulation of the GAB(0) binding curves at 0—4 A/R concentra-
tion ratios, with no ligand B. The curve cut-off point determines the stoichiometry
of A at 2. (B) Simulation of the GAB(0) binding curves at 0—4 B/R concentration
ratios, with no ligand A. The curve cut-off point determines the stoichiometry of
B at 1. (C) Simulation of the GAB(0) binding curves at 0—4A/R and 4—0 B/R
ratios (view the diagonal cross-section of the 3D plot from A/R = 4 to B/R = 4).
The stoichiometry of ligands A and B can be determined from the cut-off points of
the curves where A/R = 2 and B/R = 1. These cut-off points become less defined
as Kd of the reaction increases. Stoichiometry becomes then indistinguishable
beyond Kd = 10

−9 M.
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the observation volume and the characteristic times of the interactions have to

be of the same order or longer than the measurement time that is limited by ˜1

s for FC(C)S. If that is the case, SW-FCCS measurements with three colors can

differentiate between trimers, dimers and monomers and can elucidate temporal

sequence of biological interactions.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, fluorescence multicolor cross-correlations was performed using

single laser wavelength for the excitation and simultaneous detection of three

spectrally distinct fluorophores. The independent binding of two differently la-

beled ligands to a receptor tagged with a third color was verified with the stan-

dard streptavidin-biotin system. Modeling the positive control curves with the

described SW-FCCS theory enabled the determination of dissociation constants.

Although several factors such as cross-talk, impurities and potential multiple la-

beling ratios may limit the accurate determination of Kd, it has been shown that

the method is able to resolve the different possible complexes of three interacting

molecules.

Multicolor SW-FCCS provides a fast and convenient method to offer yes or no

answers to interacting biochemical systems, determines an upper Kd limit and the

stoichiometry of binding. Existing FCS optical setups can be easily modified to

perform SW-FCCS by including three detectors at the detection pathway whilst

keeping the excitation path unchanged with one cw laser. Multiple laser excitation

setups, in contrast, involve the complicated alignment of several laser beams in

3D to the same excitation volume and suffer from artifacts of non-ideal overlap

of excitation volumes that arise because of chromatic aberrations. Compared to

multi-photon FCCS, SW-FCCS utilizes one-photon excitation that not only uses

less expensive lasers but also offers higher count rates per molecule and better

signal-to-noise ratio [67]. In addition, recent advances in the setup of the detec-
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tion pathways by using dispersive elements further simplify the setup and offer a

simpler way of choosing wavelength ranges for detection and thus minimization of

spectral cross-talk [87], which will be demonstrated in chapter 6.

SW-FCCS uses fluorophores that require similar excitation spectra but spec-

trally different emission characteristics with minimal cross-talk. It has been shown

to work with tandem dyes, quantum dots and even with spectrally similar organic

dyes. Experimental count rates per molecule for fluorescent proteins and small

organic dyes with large Stokes shifts, both of which are potential fluorophores for

this technique have been presented in Table 5.2. The high sensitivity of FCS and

its ability to probe spatial and temporal reactions, coupled with the capability to

detect multicolor labels simultaneously using single laser excitation, provides the

opportunity to study higher order complex formation and molecular networks with

a good signal-to-noise ratio in live cells. Potential applications include interactions

involving membrane receptors and intracellular proteins involved in signaling net-

works.
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Chapter 6

Prism-based Fluorescence

Correlation Spectrometer

6.1 Introduction

With the advancement of fluorescence techniques towards multiplexing technolo-

gies, complex signaling networks and higher order biomolecular interactions probed

with multiple labels can be simultaneously studied. Chapters 3—5 have described

such techniques that apply dual and multicolor FCCS using single laser wave-

length excitation. SW-FCCS setups use conventional instrumentation including

dichroic mirrors and emission filter sets to select the desired emission wavelengths

or separate them into different detection channels. For multiple wavelength de-

tection, multiple dichroics and emission filters will have to be used. Not only

does this complicate the setup it also amplifies the intensity losses due to non-

ideal transmission, principally surface reflections through each optical component.

Commercially available emission filters and dichroics have usually broad spectral

bandwidths and rise/fall bandwidths respectively. Unless each detection window

of the filter is customized to overlap with the emission spectra of the probes, the

difficulty of balancing between optimizing signal detection and reducing spectral

cross-talk will augment with each additional detection channel.
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To overcome these problems, a dispersive element such as a diffraction grat-

ing or a prism could be used to spectrally separate the emission light. Prism and

grating spectrographs have been implemented with the confocal scanning laser mi-

croscope to acquire emission spectra [145, 146] for applications in FRET imaging

[147, 148] and FLIM studies [149]. Multicolor fluorescence imaging using a single

laser wavelength excitation was also applied on quantum dots for colocalization

studies [90]. Commercial confocal microscopes now utilize parallel detection chan-

nels for multicolor imaging. Zeiss LSM510 Meta uses a grating for the spectral

dispersion of the signal onto a PMT array and the Leica TCS SP2 AOBS uses a

prism as a spectral dispersion element and a scanning PMT detector [150—153].

On the other hand, the only reported FCS systems that used dispersive elements

were conceived for filtering the scattered excitation light and Raman scattering

of water using a prism monochromator for rotational FCS experiments [41]; and

most recently a grating-based detection setup consisting of a fiber array coupled

to individual APDs developed for simultaneously measuring autocorrelations of

four distinct quantum dots [87].

This chapter demonstrates the use of a dispersive element in the detection

path to spectrally disperse the fluorescence emission. A prism-based spectrome-

ter is designed, constructed and combined with a FCS system with single laser

excitation. The reason for using a prism is the cost effectiveness and higher ef-

ficiency as compared with diffraction gratings, which lose part of the light due

to multiple diffraction orders. The dispersion by the prism spectrometer causes

a wavelength-dependent deflection angle such that the fluorescence signal can be

focused on well separated spots for the spectral ranges of interest. An optical

fiber scanned through these foci selects different spectral ranges for detection and

autocorrelation of standard and tandem dyes. The single fiber was then replaced

with an optic fiber array to detect signals from two channels for cross-correlation.

The binding of biotinylated rhodamine green polymeric vesicles (or nanocontain-

ers) and AXSA was tested on the prism-based setup as a proof of principle. The
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prism-based fluorescence correlation spectrometer has established a wavelength

tunable and filter-free setup for multicolor correlation spectroscopy. This is an

important step towards multiplexing technologies for high throughput screening

of molecular interactions.

6.2 Materials and Methods

6.2.1 Prism spectrometer

A schematic diagram of the prism-based fluorescence correlation spectrometer is

shown in Fig. 6.1. An argon-ion laser (Lasos Lasertechnik GmbH) emitting at an

excitation wavelength of 488 nm is used for the excitation of several fluorophores.

The laser beam diameter is expanded with two planar convex lenses L1 (f =

25mm) and L2 (f = 100mm) and coupled into the back aperture (diameter = 11

mm) of the objective (Olympus 40x, NA 1.15) mounted onto a Zeiss Axiovert 100

(tube lens, L3: f = 164mm). Fluorescence emission from the sample is collected

by the objective and separated from the backscattered excitation light with a

dichroic mirror DM (Q505LP, Chroma). The fluorescence light is focused by the

microscope tube lens L3 ( f = 164mm) into a 50 µm pinhole. An achromat L4

(f = 100mm) collimates the emission light, which passes then a 30 ◦ isosceles

prism (Linos) dispersing the fluorescence light. The focusing lens L5 (achromat

f = 120mm) brings the dispersed wavelengths into focus at different positions

in the focal plane. A 1.2 times magnified image of the pinhole is formed for

each wavelength, distributed on the image plane. The desired wavelength range

is defined by the core diameter and the position of the optic fiber at the image

plane.

There are several factors influencing the desired wavelength range to be de-

tected: (1) the core diameter of the optic fiber acting as a slit width for the

spectrometer. The core diameter determines the spectral bandwidth whilst the

distance between the fiber cores determines the size of spectral channel separa-
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Figure 6.1: Optical setup of prism-based FCSpectrometer. A single laser wave-
length excites several fluorescent species. The emitted light is collimated and
chromatically dispersed by an isosceles prism and focused onto an array of optical
fibers that are coupled to avalanche photodiodes. F: excitation filter; Obj: micro-
scope objective; L1-L5: lenses; DM: dichroic mirror; PH: pinhole; P: dispersive
prism; OF: optical fibers; APD1-3: avalanche photodiodes.

tion; (2) the focal length of the focusing lens. A longer focal length increases the

linear deflection of the wavelengths at the image plane; (3) the size or angle of

the prism. A larger prism (60 ◦ equilateral) will have a higher dispersion than a

smaller prism (30 ◦ isosceles); and (4) the spot size in the image plane. To achieve

good spectral filtering, it is important to keep the ratio of core diameter to spot

diameter high while keeping the focusing NA below the acceptance angle of the

fiber. When detected by the optic fiber array, a larger deflection of wavelengths at

the image plane will result in a narrower bandwidth of the detected wavelengths

and a smaller separation between each spectral channel. A larger spectral band-

width will increase the amount of signal collected and a broader channel separation

will reduce cross-talk between the detection channels. In addition, this depends

on the overlap of the emission spectra and the peak emission wavelengths of the

fluorophores with the cores of the optic fibers. All these factors were taken into

account when the setup was first simulated and optimized with an optical design

software (Zemax, USA). The Zemax results (shown in the appendix) are verified
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Figure 6.2: Deviation of a ray through a prism

with calculations presented below.

The refractive index of the optical medium, in this case the prism, varies with

the wavelength of the incident ray. The prism separates the colors of a beam of

white light into differently directed beams; with the shorter wavelengths emerging

at larger angles than longer wavelengths. These wavelength-dependent exit angles

are measured by the angular dispersion ∆θ (λ). The angular dispersion ∆θ (λ)

leads to a linear shift of the focal positions ∆y (λ) in the image plane. This linear

dispersion is expressed as ∆y (λ) where ∆y is the displacement against a reference

wavelength λref . Fig. 6.2 shows the path of a ray through a prism of refracting

angle α. The deflection angle of the ray passing through the prism is θ, therefore

[154, 155],

α = r1 + r2 (6.1)

θ = d1 + d2

= i1 − r1 + i2 − r2

= i1 + i2 − (r1 + r2)

= i1 + i2 − α (6.2)

When the ray traverses the prism symmetrically and emerge at a minimum devi-

ation angle, i1 = i2 and r1 = r2. Eq. 6.2 becomes θ = 2i− α and

i =
θ + α

2
(6.3)
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Also, since α = r1 + r2 = 2r

r =
α

2
(6.4)

Snell’s Law of Refraction [156] is then given by

n◦ sin i = n sin r (6.5)

n =
sin i

sin r
=
sin θ+α

2

sin a
2

(6.6)

where n◦ = 1.0 for the refractive index of air, and n the refractive index of the

glass depending on the wavelength of the incident light. This refractive index n is

given by Sellmeier’s equation [157] where the constants of dispersion for the glass

material N-BK7 [158] is given in Table 6.1.

n2(λ)− 1 = B1λ
2¡

λ2 − C1
¢ + B2λ

2¡
λ2 − C2

¢ + B3λ
2¡

λ2 − C3
¢ (6.7)

N-BK7 Dispersion constants
B1 1.03961212
B2 0.231792344
B3 1.01046945
C1 0.00600069867
C2 0.0200179144
C3 103.560653

Table 6.1: Table of dispersion constants of prism material N-BK7 from Schott
Catalog

Since α = 30 ◦ and n = 1.51712182 at a reference wavelength λref = 580 nm,

these values are substituted into Eq. 6.6 to obtain θ = 16.24 ◦. The incident and

emergent angles are then calculated to be i = 23.12 ◦ from Eq. 6.3. And given

that d1 = d2 = i1 − r1 = i2 − r2 = 23.12
◦ − 15 ◦ = 8.12 ◦, i.e. the prism has to

be tilted by 8.12 ◦ in order to pass the rays at minimum deviation angle, hence

with maximum transmission efficiency. The angle of dispersion as a function of

wavelength is calculated for all other wavelengths using Eq. 6.2 and Snell’s Law
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Figure 6.3: (A) Change of angular dispersion ∆θ(λ) in degrees and (B) lateral dis-
placement ∆y(λ) with wavelength caused by the prism dispersion. The dispersion
depends on the glass material of the prism.

to give

θ (λ) = i1 + arcsin
¡
n sin

¡
α− arcsin

¡
n−1 sin i1

¢¢¢
− α (6.8)

The angular dispersion for each emergent wavelength is determined with respect

to λref

∆θ (λ) = θ (λ)− θ (λref) (6.9)

The lateral displacement of the dispersed wavelengths from λref is defined by

geometrical optics and given by the product of the focal length of the focusing

lens L5 and the angular dispersion.

∆y (λ) = f ·∆θ (λ) (6.10)

Due to the non-linear dispersion of the prism (as shown from Eq. 6.7), the lateral

displacement is not linear with respect to wavelength. Fig. 6.3 shows the angular

dispersion ∆θ (λ) and lateral displacement ∆y(λ) versus wavelength with respect

to the reference wavelength of 580 nm.

6.2.2 Calibration with a single optic fiber

To first demonstrate that FCS can be performed with a prism as a dispersive

element, a single 100 µm multimode optical fiber (Thorlabs) was scanned along

the image plane. The beam diameter and focal length of lens L5 resulted in a
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NA of 0.028, much smaller than the fiber NA 0.22 which assured optimal cou-

pling efficiency of the fiber. An APD (SPCM-AQR-14, Perkin Elmer) was used

for detecting single photons. The detector signal was autocorrelated by a hard-

ware correlator (Flex02-12D, correlator.com). The system was calibrated with a

standard fluorophore, Rhodamine green (RhG) and a tandem dye, AXSA having

two emission peaks at 575 nm and 667 nm (emission spectra shown in Fig. 6.4).

Optimum laser powers of 600 µW for RhG and 50 µW for AXSA were used to

obtain high photon count rates at minimum photobleaching. The fiber was aligned

for maximum count rates in the green, yellow and red channels respectively. From

the fits of the autocorrelation curves, the ratio of axial to radial dimensions of the

confocal volume K was measured between 2 and 4. We measured a diffusion time

of 134.5 µs for RhG. Using the diffusion coefficient of Rhodamine of 2.8×10−6

cm2/ s [36], the beam cross-section radius and the effective confocal volume were

determined to be 390 nm and 0.89 fl, respectively. Cpm calculated from the au-

tocorrelation curves, 26.5 kHz (RhG in green channel), 9.5 kHz (AXSA in yellow

channel) and 47.2 kHz (AXSA in red channel), were corrected for laser background

in the blue region and Raman scattering of water in the yellow region. The cpm

for RhG was reduced by about 60% as compared with a FCS setup using emission

bandpass filters for wavelength selection. This reduced cpm is partly due to the

narrower spectral bandwidth of the green channel (19 nm as calculated below)

collected by the optic fiber as compared with the bandpass filter with a spectral

range of 40 nm. Another reason for lower cpm is the light losses from reflection

and scattering at each optical surface. This can be improved by using optics with

anti-reflective coating.

6.2.3 Calibration with an optic fiber array

The optical fiber array consisted of an optic fiber array holder with grooves to

fix 3 × 105 µm core diameter bare fibers with 250 µm of cladding and acrylate

jacket (AFS105/125Y, Thorlabs). The bare fibers did not have outer jackets such
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Figure 6.4: (A) Emission spectra of fluorophores used for the FCS experiments.
The spectrum of AXSA shows two emission peaks at 575 nm and 667 nm. The
spectrum of RPE is included to illustrate the nomalized intensity profile at 575
nm when no FRET occurs. The autocorrelation functions of (B) RhG in the green
channel, (C) AXSA in the yellow channel and (C) AXSA in the red channel.

that the core centers were separated by 250 µm when clamped next to each

other. This design ensured that the dimensions of the optic fiber cores overlap as

much as possible with the lateral displacements of the emission wavelengths of the

fluorophores to obtain a sufficiently high detection efficiency in each channel; yet

minimizing cross-talk between the detection channels. The detection efficiency

of a fiber for wavelength λ is given by the overlap integral of the wavelength

dependent image with the fiber core. For monochromatic light with wavelength

λ, the effective image of a point emitter results in an intensity profile in the image

plane equal to the PSF of the system. The PSF is approximated by the Airy disk

(Eq. 6.11), where r is the radial position and ra the Airy radius (ra = 0.61λ/NA)

[156]

PSF (r) =

µ
2J1 (πr)

(πr)

¶2
(6.11)

where J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind of order 1. In this case, the point

emitter is moving through the excitation volume with waist w◦. The image is

formed by the convolution of the diffraction limited point spread function with the

excitation intensity, to obtain the average image intensity profile of dyes diffusing
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through the excitation volume.

I (r) ∝ PSF (r)⊗ Iex (r/M) (6.12)

=

Z Z
PSF (r) Iex ((r

0 − r) /M) dr0 (6.13)

where M is the magnification of the system
¡
M = 40× 164mm

180mm
× 120mm

100mm
= 43.7

¢
and the Gaussian excitation profile of the laser is given by

Iex
³
R/M

´
= exp

µ
−2 R2

M2w2◦

¶
(6.14)

The excitation profile and the PSF are both rotationally symmetric. Therefore

the image intensity is also rotationally symmetric. The convolution is evaluated in

polar coordinates and limits the calculation to r ∈ [0,∞]. The excitation intensity

is then computed for θ ∈ [−π,+π] for the radii R. From the cosine law (similar

to Fig. 6.5),

R2 = r2 + r02 − 2rr0 cosφ (6.15)

the image intensity becomes

I (r) ∝
Z ∞

0

rPSF (r0) dr0
Z +π

−π
Iex
³
R/M

´
dθ (6.16)

The PSF is convoluted with the Gaussian excitation profile. Although the inter-

mediate pinhole provides the spatial filtering of the optical system and determines

the size of the sampling volume (see chapter 2), the intermediate image is typically

hardly distinguishable from a Gaussian profile with somewhat a larger waist. If the

diameter of the intermediate pinhole is carefully chosen, the transmission is near

100% for light originating from the sampling volume and the intermediate image

is not affected much. Under the conditions stated above, the image on the fiber

ends is of approximately Gaussian shape with diameter and y position depending

upon the emission wavelength. The coupling efficiency is then approximated by

the overlap intergral with the fiber core.
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Figure 6.5: Schematic drawing of two imaged spots of different wavelengths, green
(left circle) and red (right circle) focused onto an optic fiber core (larger middle
circle). The transmission function of a fiber for wavelength λ is given by the
overlap integral of the wavelength dependent image with the fiber core.

After normalization of the image intensity, the transmission T (λ) into the fiber

is obtained by evaluating the overlap integral with the fiber core.

Fig. 6.5 shows the center of the fiber core ycenter and the center of the image

y (λ) as a function of the dispersed wavelength of the image. R is the fiber core

radius and r is the radius from the image center. Both the fiber core and the

image are rotationally symmetric. Hence polar coordinates (φ, r) are used and the

2D integration can be reduced to a 1D integration along the radius r. The centers

of the image and the fiber core are at a distance of

∆R = |y (λ)− ycenter| (6.17)

The cosine law states that

R2 = r2 +∆R2 − 2r∆R cosφ (6.18)

φ = arccos

µ
r2 +∆R2 −R2

2r∆R

¶
(6.19)
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When r < R − ∆R, the integrand is non-null over the full circle, i.e. over an

angle of 2π rad. When r > R −∆R, the integrand is non-null over an angle of

2φ only. To calculate the transmission T (λ) of a fiber over the full spectral range

this integral is computed for λ = 450 nm− 800 nm.

T (λ) = 2

Z R−∆R

0

I (r) rπdr + 2

Z R+∆R

|R−∆R|
I (r) rφ (r) dr (6.20)

The prism dispersion leads to a lateral shift y(λ) of the image with the wave-

length. A lateral displacement of the fiber allows the selection of different wave-

length ranges, whereas the bandwidth is proportional to the core diameter. Fig.

6.6 shows the calculated spectral bandwidths of 19 nm, 29 nm and 45 nm at

FWHM for the blue, yellow and red detection channel, respectively. The steep-

ness of the spectral filtering of the FCSpectrometer i.e. the fall-off from 90% to

10% transmission was calculated to 4—11 nm for the three detection channels. For

comparison, commercial bandpass filters and dichroic mirrors achieved a cut-off

within 5 nm and 15—25 nm, respectively. Here, to show the simultaneous auto

and cross-correlations of two binding components, the fibers were clamped at al-

ternate grooves and mounted the holder on an micrometer xyz translation stage.

Calibration measurements were again repeated with the same dyes. The green

channel was aligned to an optimum cpm for RhG of 21 kHz. The red channel

had a cpm of 9 kHz for AXSA.

6.2.4 Correlation experiments with fiber array

For cross-correlation measurements, 5% biotinylated nanocontainers filled with

RhG [159] were measured with AXSA to detect biotin-streptavidin complexes.

Nanocontainers were prepared by dispersing amphiphilic triblock copolymers in

an aqueous solution. Amphiphilic triblock copolymer (PMOXA-PDMS-PMOXA,

JW 05) with an average molecular weight of around 8000 g/mol, was synthesized

using an established procedure [160]. A sample droplet of RhG nanocontainers was
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Figure 6.6: Plot of transmission T (λ) versus wavelength shows the laser line 488
nm and the spectral bandwidths calculated for optic fibers with core diameters
105 µm with cladding and buffer diameters 250 µm.

first measured to give an autocorrelation curve in the green channel. As a negative

control, all AXSA biotin-binding sites were first saturated with excess unlabeled

biotin (100 µM) before pipetting a 3 µ l of inhibited AXSA (30 nM) onto a 10

µ l sample droplet of RhG nanocontainers (3.5 nM). Binding experiments were

performed by pipetting 3 µ l AXSA (30 nM) onto another sample droplet of active

RhG nanocontainers (3.5 nM). 20 FCS measurements, each for an interval of 20

s, were taken during and after the titration.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Correlation experiments

Since there was negligible crosstalk observed from RhG into the red channel, there

was no autocorrelation measured in the red channel due to RhG. For the negative

control, no intensity spikes or cross-correlations were observed between the green

and red channels in all the measurements (Fig. 6.7 B) despite autocorrelation

curves in both green and red channels (Fig. 6.7 A). For the binding experiments,

no cross-correlation was observed when the sample droplet of RhG nanocontain-
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ers was initially added. When AXSA was added to the sample droplet, oligomers

started forming between the nanocontainers and AXSA 170 s after mixing both

solutions together. This was evident from the intensity spikes coming from sin-

gle complex molecules diffusing through the observation volume and the rising

CCF amplitude (Fig. 6.7 D). It was observed from the intensity traces that large

intensity spikes were coming from the red channel. This is explained by the ag-

gregation of AXSA molecules to each nanocontainer, causing also intensity spikes

in the ACF of AXSA towards long diffusion times (Fig. 6.7 B, red curve). The

magnitude of each intensity spike is then proportional to the number of AXSA

molecules bound to each nanocontainer.

6.3.2 Design of prism spectrometer

The cpm of the fluorophores, hence a signal-to-background ratio measured on the

spectrometer is lower than that measured on the FCS setup. This is partly due

to the narrower spectral bandwidth of the spectrometer. This could be increased

by using a focusing lens with a smaller focal length or an optic fiber with a larger

core diameter to collect a wider range of wavelengths. However this is only feasible

for a single optic fiber used to scan across the focus plane. Due to the non-

linear dispersion of the prism, the fiber will have a larger spectral bandwidth

towards longer wavelengths (Fig. 6.6). At the same time, the separation between

the spectral channels increases and the fibers will no longer collect light at the

peak intensities of the fluorescence emission. Other light losses also occur from

reflections and scatterings at each prism and lens surface and absorption in the

glass material. The signal-to-background ratio could be improved by using anti-

reflective coated prism in the detection path.

Calibration measurements performed with the optic fiber array made use of

bare fibers which are more susceptible to light losses than fibers protected with

outer jackets. This was evident from the lowering of cpm for RhG in the green

channel (26.5 kHz → 21 kHz) and AXSA in the red channel (47.2 kHz → 9
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Figure 6.7: Auto- and cross-correlation curves of green and red channels. Nega-
tive control of biotinylated RhG nanocontainers and AXSA are depicted by the
(A) autocorrelation curves of RhG nanocontainers (green curve) and AXSA (red
curve); (C) shows no crosscorrelation or intensity spikes from binding. Binding of
biotinylated RhG nanocontainers and AXSA are depicted by the (B) autocorrela-
tion curves of RhG nanocontainers (green curve) and aggregated AXSA show up
on the autocorrelation (red curve); (D) positive cross-correlation confirms binding
and red intensity spikes demonstrate oligomerization of AXSA to the nanocon-
tainers. Inset: schematic drawing of the dual-color complex. Correlations were
measured for 20 times for 60 s each with laser line 488 nm at power 50 µW.
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kHz). Furthermore, the cpm of the dyes in both channels decreased again when

both of the fibers were realigned to measure simultaneously. This is because in the

simulations, the peak emission wavelengths of the fluorophores could not be posi-

tioned to exactly overlap with each of the center of the fiber cores. Hence in actual

calibrations, the fibers could not collect the optimum cpm from each fluorophore

in the detection channels. This constraint is due to the non-linear dispersion of

the prism and the difficulty of aligning the fibers with the fixed dimensions of

the core and cladding/jacket diameters. To allow the optimization of detection

ranges for each fiber individually, the fibers could be fixed separately and aligned

independently. However the alignment of the fibers will have to change each time

a fluorophore with different emission wavelengths are used. A better alternative

is to use a Silicon photodiode array of up to 76 elements (Hamamatsu, Japan)

to detect the whole spectrum, then selecting the detector elements that coincide

with the peak emission wavelengths for improving the cpm. A highly sensitive

CCD camera could be used to combine imaging and off-line correlations [161]. A

grating-based setup could also be used for the advantage of linear dispersion and

has been shown to work with FCS, however detection efficiency decreases mainly

due to light losses in higher diffraction orders [87]. The prism-based spectrometer

presented here achieved cpm more than doubled compared with results obtained

when measuring fluorophores and QDs on a grating setup.

6.4 Conclusions

This chapter shows the experimental realization of a prism-based fluorescence

correlation spectrometer using a single laser excitation wavelength. The prism

spectrometer selects the emission wavelengths for correlation analysis without the

use of dichroic mirrors and emission filters.

Calibration of the prism setup has been performed with two fluorescent dyes,

RhG and AXSA, simultaneously excited at the same laser line. The fluorescence
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emission at three different wavelength ranges were detected sequentially by a sin-

gle optic fiber and three autocorrelation functions were obtained. The effective

observation volume determined by the calibration of RhG was found to be com-

parable to that measured on a typical FCS setup. However, the count rate per

molecule obtained for RhG was lower because of the narrower spectral bandwidth

of the prism bandpass as compared with a commercial emission bandpass filter on

a FCS setup.

A fiber optic array was aligned along the dispersed foci in the image plane to

measure simultaneous FCS and FCCS of several binding components. Streptavidin-

biotin was used as a model receptor-ligand binding system to test the performance

of the setup for detecting molecular interactions. The positive cross-correlation

curve and the intensity spikes of the complexes verify the binding of biotinylated

RhG nanocontainers and AXSA. This result was confirmed with the negative con-

trol showing no cross-correlation.

The spectral range and efficiency of the prism spectrometer depend on the

positioning and the dimensions of the optic fibers. Difficulty was encountered in

maximizing the overlap of the prism bandpass with the emission spectra. This was

due to constraints arising from non-linear dispersion of the prism and the fixed

dimensions of the fibers. An alternative method is to use continuous detector

elements instead of a point detector, such as an APD/PMT array or a CCD

camera for a more flexible selection of multiple wavelength ranges.

The results here show a novel implementation of a wavelength tunable and

filter-free prism-based detection for fluorescence correlation experiments. With

increasing number of fluorophores namely tandem dyes and quantum dots that

can be excited with a single laser wavelength and emit at separate wavelengths,

the prism-based fluorescence correlation spectrometer is a promising tool to inves-

tigate and quantify single molecule dynamics and interactions in multicomponent

biological systems.
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6.5 Appendix: Zemax simulations

Figure 6.8: Zemax software configurations for the design of the prism-based fluo-
rescence correlation spectrometer.

Figure 6.9: Zemax simulation of the prism-based fluorescence correlation spec-
trometer detection path. The fluorescence emission is focused by the tube lens
L3 (f = 164mm) of the microscope. A pinhole PH (50 µm) spatially filters the
emission light and an achromat lens L4 (f = 100mm) collimates the beam onto
a 30◦ isoceles prism. The prism chromatically disperses the fluorescence light and
is focused by an achromat lens L5 (f = 120mm) onto the image plane where the
optical fibers (OF) are positioned and coupled to avalanche photodiodes.
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Figure 6.10: Zemax simulations of spot images produced by the prism-based FC-
Spectrometer. Each spot represents the center or the edges of the fiber cores (core
diameter = 100 µm, buffer diameter = 250 µm). The spot images are ordered
from the shortest to the longest wavelengths from bottom to top. The size of the
Airy disk is marked by a circle at the central reference wavelength of 580 nm.

Figure 6.11: Zemax simulations of the wavelength data representing the center
and limits of each fiber core as shown in the spot images. Wavelength 5 of 580
nm is the reference wavelength.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

The objective of this thesis was to develop a fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy

method for the study of molecular interactions. This was achieved by providing

the theoretical framework and experimental realization of dual- and triple-color

SW-FCCS.

The optical setup of dual-color SW-FCCS was described in chapter 2 and the

theory and experiments outlined in chapter 3. This section answers the ques-

tion if it is possible to use a single laser wavelength for the excitation of two

different fluorophore species and measure their molecular interaction by cross-

correlation. With the recent advent of newly engineered fluorophores that can be

excited with a single laser but emit with varying Stokes shifts, these dyes have

been applied in this work for SW-FCCS. For proof-of-principle, the receptor-ligand

streptavidin-biotin was used as a model binding system. Binding was shown from

the cross-correlation amplitudes between green-emitting BF and red-emitting QR

or QD655 conjugated to streptavidin. The changes in cross-correlation ampli-

tudes with respect to ligand concentration was analyzed and the stoichiometry

and binding constant of streptavidin-biotin were determined. Although this was

several orders of magnitude far away from values obtained from conventional en-

semble techniques (Kd = 10
−15 M), they were in accordance with values obtained

with single molecule fluorescence techniques. One reason could be the experiments
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were conducted at the concentration limit of FCS and FCCS, hence lowering the

sensitivity at the detection range measured. Another likely reason is the large

size of the fluorophore tag conjugated to the binding protein that could affect the

steric accessibility of the binding sites [101].

The resolution of dual-color SW-FCCS to detect binding was described in

chapter 4. There, the factors affecting the resolution of the technique for binding

studies were analyzed and presented. Using dyes with similar spectral character-

istics, TMRSA and BF, the technique was tested on its sensitivity to distinguish

binding from non-binding. The experimental binding curve of streptavidin-biotin

was fitted with a theoretical model incorporating a 1:4 stoichiometry and ligand

and receptor impurities. The binding constant and the fraction of receptor impu-

rities were derived from the modeling. SW-FCCS was able to resolve the positive

and negative control curves with a difference of 6 standard deviations only within

a certain ligand to receptor concentration ratio. Limits for the measurement of

dissociation constants in dependence on sample concentration, impurities, label-

ing ratios and spectral cross-talk were calculated based on a dimerization reaction.

Fluorophore pairs, TMRSA/BF and QR/BF, were compared and it was demon-

strated that the selection of bright dyes with minimum cross-talk was important

for SW-FCCS to detect interactions with good resolution.

The theory and experiments for triple-color or multicolor SW-FCCS were de-

scribed in chapter 5. The optical setup of multicolor SW-FCCS was outlined.

This included two dichroic mirrors after the microscope tube lens, to separate the

emission wavelengths into three detection pathways. To test for the binding of

three components, BF (green), BPE (yellow) and AXSA (red), were simultane-

ously mixed and detected. Three pair-wise cross-correlations between green×red,

yellow×red and green×yellow channels were simultaneously collected at differ-

ent ligand/receptor concentration ratios and their binding curves obtained. The

theoretical model was extended to triple-color cross-correlations. Experimental

binding curves were fitted with the theoretical model to determine the dissocia-
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tion constants and its upper limits. Simulations of various binding schemes were

performed with different Kds and binding stoichiometry. An important appli-

cation of SW-FCCS is to simultaneously detect multiple molecular interactions

that can occur either kinetically or at binding equilibrium. With each protein

having several different functions and binding partners, it has become valuable

to concurrently probe molecular assemblies, such as in signalling transduction or

protein-protein interactions in live cells.

The optical instrumentation and experimental realization of a prism-based flu-

orescence correlation spectrometer were described in chapter 6. The single wave-

length excitation FCSpectrometer used a dispersive prism for the angular disper-

sion of the fluorescence emission wavelengths for detection. This spectrometer

addressed the instrumentation complexity of multiplex detection, where a prism

was used instead of a cascade of filters to separate the fluorescence signal into

its respective wavelengths. An optical fiber was scanned along the image focal

plane to select the emission wavelengths for detection and autocorrelation analy-

sis. This was performed with RhG and AXSA dyes. Cross-correlation analysis

was also demonstrated by aligning a fiber optic array for the detection of bind-

ing between two components, biotinylated RhG nanocontainers and AXSA. The

lower cpm recorded for the spectrometer was due to several reasons: the narrower

spectral range collected by the optic fiber and light losses due to scattering and

reflection from the prism, lenses and bare fibers. Detection of wavelength ranges

could be improved by using a diffraction grating for linear dispersion of emission

light [87] or a continuous detection element such as a silicon photodiode array or

a high-speed CCD camera. However, the prism-based setup was reported here to

give a higher cpm as compared to the grating-based setup.

The theoretical and experimental results show that SW-FCCS can perform

simultaneous auto- and cross-correlation measurements of up to three interacting

components using only a single laser line for excitation. With the development of

smaller long Stokes shift dyes with narrower emission spectra that are excitable
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at single laser wavelength, SW-FCCS is a promising tool for the investigation of

molecular dynamics and binding processes in multicolor systems. The potential

of applying fluorescent proteins fused with target molecules brings the next step

of SW-FCCS into live cell environment for the study of biomolecular interactions.

The outlook of SW-FCCS will advance in three main directions. First, de-

velopments of new fluorescent probes for the application in SW-FCCS. These

probes not only need a high quantum yield and long-term photostability, they

require large Stokes shifts that can be excited at single laser wavelength. It is

also advantageous for dyes to have narrow emission spectra for minimal cross-talk

as long wavelength dyes tend to have broader emission spectra. Possible fluo-

rophores for use with SW-FCCS include quantum dots, which are commercially

available in a wide range of emission wavelengths and can be excited at the same

excitation wavelength. Although quantum dots have been used in fluorescence

imaging of live cells and even whole organisms, single-molecule experiments with

quantum dots have been limited due to its blinking characteristics, aggregation

tendency and large size, which affects the mobility (hence possibly function) of the

target molecule [104]. These factors will have to be taken into account when ap-

plied to single-molecule detection. Nevertheless because of its intense brightness,

low photobleaching rate and tunable emission wavelengths with broad adsorption

spectra, quantum dots prove to be a promising fluorescent probe for multicolor

detection in cell biology. Tandem dyes are as well potential fluorescent probes for

multicolor detection. The development of tandem dyes to conjugate different red-

shifted cyanine and Alexa dyes to phycobiliproteins have led to a wide selection

of long-wavelength dyes. However, tandem dyes have lower photostability than

quantum dots, have higher photobleaching rates and an observed loss of FRET

efficiency with time. In addition, the non-negligible emission signal from the phy-

cobiliprotein (phycoerythrin at 550—600 nm) contributes to cross-talk and lower

signal-to-noise ratio. Although it has been commonly used for cell sorting in flow

cytometry, its large size could as well deter biophysicists from using tandem dyes
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as labels for single molecule studies. In spite of this, with its high quantum yield

and long-wavelength emission, tandem dyes have shown to be valuable probes for

application in SW-FCCS. Recently, long Stokes shift organic probes with small

molecular weight called Megastokes dyes [89] have been introduced with chemical

modifications for labeling. Although these dyes have lower count rates compared

with tandem dyes and quantum dots, they show promising applications in labeling

biological molecules with its small size.

The second aspect of progress for SW-FCCS is the biological application. Hav-

ing demonstrated the in vitro measurements of receptor-ligand binding, it is nat-

ural that the next step is the in vivo measurements of biomolecular interactions

such as protein-protein interactions. Furthermore, fluorescent proteins such as

GFP, YFP and mRFP have been shown to produce reasonable count rates when

excited at 488 nm, hence it is possible to apply these FPs as fluorescent tags in

SW-FCCS. Recently, the study of dimerization of epidermal growth factor recep-

tor (EGFR) and Her2 that belongs to tyrosine kinase receptor family has been

carried out with SW-FCCS in our laboratory. GFP and mRFP were fused to the

inactivated transmembrane proteins, EGFR and ErbB2, in CHO cells and pos-

itive cross-correlations have confirmed the spontaneous formation of homo- and

heterodimers. As the signal-to-noise ratio is lower in a live cell environment, it

is important to set a laser power that reduces the photobleaching and autofluo-

rescence background yet giving a good count rate. It was difficult to attain high

count rates with mRFP at an excitation wavelength of 488 nm, far away from its

excitation maximum. A new FP has been developed by Miyawaki and co-workers

[162] called Keima that absorbs at 440 nm and emits at 620 nm. It was coupled

with CFP and shown to work with SW-FCCS in live cells to detect proteolysis by

caspase-3 and the association of calmodulin and calmodulin-dependent enzyme.

This is an exciting area of SW-FCCS application to be unraveled with the devel-

opment of more of such FPs for multicolor detection.

The third aspect of advancement of SW-FCCS is the optical instrumentation.
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Using a dispersive element in the detection pathway for flexible selection of emis-

sion wavelengths, a grating or prism-based detection for SW-FCCS is only at its

infancy. With the development of faster and more sensitive detectors for array el-

ements such as CMOS or APD array [163, 164], the instrumentation of SW-FCCS

could be further improved to utilize such detection devices. SW-FCCS could also

be combined with fluorescence imaging or TIRF by introducing a fast-rate CCD

camera to capture multicolor images as well as perform offline auto- and cross-

correlations [161]. This now provides FCS with the spatial information of the entire

image that was not possible before. Other fluorescence fluctuation techniques such

as PCH and FIDA could as well be combined with SW-FCCS to reveal molecular

properties not accessible by F(C)CS, such as molecular brightness. Therefore, the

unison of SW-FCCS and single-molecule fluorescence techniques will pave the way

for multiplexing technologies in biological applications.
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